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Introduction
4, 0

NALAP, (ni'14) is the acronym for thejavajo Area

Language Arts Project started in the summer of 1971

in response to,an urgent request from teachers for

teachable materials which have a linguistically"pune

--base-for-Navajo learners.- The 'main-objective-of-the-

Project is to develop a sequence of the grammatical

structures of the English language based upon the

particular language needs of Navajo children.

The Project Committee is ,composed of Education Spe-

cialists employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

the Navajo Area. These people were selected on.the

basis of their theoretical knowledge of linguistics

and their classroom experience teaching Navajo chil-

dren, During the initial'stages of the Project, the

committee consulted with Dr. Gina HarveyNorthert

Arizona University; Dr. William Slager,qiniversity of

Utah; and Dr. Robert Wilson, University of California

at Los Angeles. Assistance from these linguists con-

tinues to be available as needed,

During the school years 1971-72 and 1972-73, numerous

classroom teachers, on a voluntary basis, piloted the

NALAP materials. The first NALAP book is partially

the result of the efforts of these teachers who will-

ingly field-tested the.NALA2 materials and provided

the committee with on-going feedback. and evaluation.

This volume, NALAP Book 1, contains ten units of

eighty-six structural objectives, prokiding instruc-

tional material for the first year to the first year'

and a half of English language leirning. Additional

units which are in their'fitat draft are available

and can piovide instruction for 6enext.one an,a

half to two years of language learning. These units

will be refined and will be incorporated Mt() NALAP

Book 2. Other, units will be developed in the future.

tl

1

Assistance to the schools and agencies in theuse of.

. the NALAP materials may be requested' of:

t
J. Wesley Eby,Educatioli Spe?Ialist

Division of Education',

,Window Rock, Arizona 86515
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RATIONALE
ti

A. Underlying Premises

Navajo Area Language Arts Project, known as

AP, has been developed around fourteen lin-

stic_and_pedagogical_premises These_pre_

es derive from the newer insights regarding

guageilearnings, especially those concerned

h second language acquisition, and from the

lysis of English-provided by transformation-

grammar. J
mise 1: Englishas a second.language ma-

terials need to be based upon

the speific language and con-

ceptualiOeds of the learners-for

whom the have been developed.

AP ialpeing-developed based on the specifid

guage,and conceptual needs of Navajo- hil-

n in the setting in which they use t e lan-

ge. That setting, of necessity for he

ajo child, is the school, and for a major-

of children, it is the boarding school'.

language required, of the pupil is to be

event and have meaning for him in this set-

g,.j.t must be based initially upon,what he

ngs to the classroom cOgnitiirely, socially,

physically, not °Ivan urban, foreign con-

t. This will enable the child to expand his

erstanding-lbf the enlarging world of which

will:become Part.

AP considers the differences between the

id's first langiage and his second languige/

carefully. sequencing and'steppin6 the gram:

ical structures being introduced. For ex-,

le, since the Navajo language has only one

third person singular pronoun, NALAP con-

trasts "he", "she", and "it" after introdup/ing

_ _them_separately. . ,

.

Premise 2: English as a second language ma-

terials need to provide for the

healthy development of the pupil's'

self-concept through successful

,learning experiences.

If a Navajo child is to develop a sense of

Ocurity and a good feeling/ about himself,

theschool must engender aopositive approach

td learning by incorpgrating Navajo language

and culture into the instructional program

and by ,providing for successful learning ex-.

periences. NALAP offers an opportunity for'

the education aide to make a contribution tof

the teaching-learning process and concept de-

velopment through his knowledge of the Navajo.

language and culture. NALAP also enhances '

learning by providing corredting techniques

aimed at helping the child to learn by his,

mistakes without feeling he,has failed and by

giving immediate'and continuous reinforcement.,

Premise 3: Concepts need to be developed

judiciously through careful se-:

lection of cOntetts, vocabulary,

activities, and materials.

As language is 'a facet'of culture,, conceptual

development with the related thinking process

is an integral part of language acquisition,

NALAP guides thelearners' conceptual growth



Jby requiring the learners to ptactice cognitive

skills, such as classifying, categorizing, and

generalizing, while learning the grammatical

structures. The eacher may develop a variety

of concepts from the grammatical structure of

the objective as the structures in the sequeilce'

have been kept independent of spebific contexts

and vocabulary: It is therefore imperative
(

that the teacher give careful consideration to

the cont4ts, vocabulary, activities, and ma-

terials 'chosen to carry the grammatical struc-

tures being. presented.

Premise 4: English as a second language ma-
i

terialsneed to provide numerous

andvaried leaimin's activities-/

whiCh enable the,pupilto induce

the structures of English and to

genera'-2 his own sentences.

The language acqui, ion theory underlying thp

sequence hypothesizes that children learn a

secondianguage most effectively and efficiently

,by inducing the rules or structures of th&lan-

stage through active involvement, in learning

experiences. .NAIJAP makes possible this kind of

pupil involvement by requiring teacher selec- ,

tion of numerous and variedlearning activities

based on the needs, interests, and maturity of

the learners.' NAIL? helps the teachers 1)17 pro-

viding suggested activities which are geared to

the approximate ,level of the pupils for each

objective. Suggested activities at the begin-

ning of the, sequence are specificially written

process, NALAP discards model-mimicry teaching'),

techniques, and, thereby, "parrotingu acid rote

learning are Lminated.

Premise 5: The teaching of Englishai a second

language needs to result in ter-
,.

urinal verbal behavior 'i4hich'is

natural,English appropriate, in any

given situation.

The end product. of English as a second language

:eaching should be standard AMerican English.

which is natural and comparable to the language

by native educated speakers. English as a

second language instruction has often resulted

in unnatural, stilted expression making the

speaker "stand out" from his native-speaking

peers, even though he was able tocommunicate

effeCtively. Many times the learner became con=

fused due to. the 'tificial language required in

formal English essons but which was never heaid

again in either formal or informal situations.

NAI1P endeavors to reduce arii;icialit of Ian-

uage behavior by requiring the instructor to.-"-)

teach for naturalness. For example, the learn-.

er is taught to inswer a qtestion by giving an

appropriate short or shortened'answer, not a

'stilted two- or t

tention is given t

ee-sentence response. At-

pronunciation and the '

rhythm of English through learning experiences

involving conversations, dialogues, dramatiza-

tions, and other real-life situations.

for use with primary, children while those at a Premise. 6, Grammatical structures need to be

more advanced level are desied for children .

in the, intermediate grades. Since 14ainers

are to be actively involved in the learning

organized in an ungraded sequence

topermit continuous progress in

, learning.

1



,
Language acquisition /s ia continuing, process

which' cannot be segmented into distinct 3.evesi,

or grades. 'MAP offers an ungraded sequence

of .the 5ranmatical" structures of English,-, al-
lowing,. within limits, contuous progression
in learning by each pupil. going at his.own'pac

In addition, the sequence is ,open-ended "in two

ways. Firs, any StruCural Objective may be

spiralled, at a higher leirel for extension' and

reinforcement. SecOnd,modification can Joe

made .easily at' any pointin the '.skruence.

e.

,

NALAP:defines "pattern" as an English sen-'

tence.which illustrets'a gr,amraitical 'struc-
:ture.', For example, the pattern, "Mike is
'a bof," 'illustrates the structure, NP1
Vbe.+.NPi ,(noun phrase .plus verb "be" plus

noun, phrase) . In each Structural Objective
the t'each'er cue anal /or pUpil response con-

taini."paiterns" which only serve to illus-
trate.:the, grammatical ,structure (s) of. that.,

objective.

, Premise ..7 : English second%1angt4eA' t ' , '
terials.'ffeed.to focuton.specific
structureS,;dr graMmageal points

rather ,thin ,Oil contatS ,vocabu-
lary,, teaching techniques,
"patterns" . '4;

r .

The. Structural Objedtives of MLAP,place em-

phasis on the grammatical structures, syn-
tactical or morphological, to betaught, ;not

on specific contexts, vocabulary, or tech-

piques. Since the focus is on syntax. and

morphology, the contexts, vocabulary, and
techniques chosen serve only.as tools for the

teaching, of structtzes delineated in the ob-
jectives. The contexts, vocabulary and tech:-

niques ,must be, selected based upon their re-
levance to the objective and the levels, ma-.
turity, and interests of,the learners. By

indicating the grammatical points involved,
the teaching points for each objective make it

possible for the teacher :to be in control of
the grammatical structure without havingto
use pattern-drill techniques.

'

,Prezise %English as'a second- langdage tar,

..,. ' .terials need to be so, written
'(

that structures are delineated .
in a teachable mannert,'A.

The format:of each NALAP Structural Objec-

tive gUideline sheet makes the. sequence "
teadable and, 'easily understood by any
teacher of ;St/. The StructuralObjective 1

is Stated in terms of observable pupil be.- `.
havior. A.teachert cue, is 'provided which en-

,ables the teacher to understand 'hat he is to
do and/or ,say to elicit the desired pupil
behavior. The 'pupil response x give; ex-
amples of the expected term 1 behavior

verbal .or non-verbal, for th learners. Each,

objective has 'Several teaching points briefly
stated to provide helpful information .for the
instructor'concerning the grammar to be
taught, cautionSabout probable errors, limi-
tations as to vocabulary and certain gramma-
tical pointsand/or cultural notesa For

each. Structural Objective, sug4estions for
contexts, Vocabulary, activities and mater-
ials are given to aid the teacher, Each

14



Structufal Objective guideline sheet also'gives:.,

the iuMber of estimateddessons for teaching ,.

,

the objective.*
.

,
/

i

;

Premise, English as a second language.ia-

terials,need to ensure .integrated

learning i,rpertating teacher '',

*ice otcult9t and vocabulary

Irom a4*bjects and activities

' to be4XPresied through all Zan-
.

.
!

guage, modalities.,
.

N
8.

T*underlYing,aisumption of this premise,ip,

that language learning is best fadilitatedi

'through integrgi4on of the,stridfures in 41

experiences and communication feiMs.of.the/:

learners. NALAPreguireS that 'the"teachen

chooseicontentcand vocabulary from all sub-

.jects and activities, in and'out of the class-.

room: This:provides for the extension, appli-

cationand transfer of the'ghmmatiCai'struC-

'turelt in a wide variety of contexts. ;The

teacher must also provide;fOr expression'cl'

each Structural Objective through'all'language.

modalities.(listening, speaking,': reading, and

writing) by means of the selection of learning

activities. 'This integration:prevents the

iisolation of English instruction to only one

allotteitime, period a day into one "subject"

slot. 'Regardless of the fiCi;thatintensive

integration of this kind is a complex task,

careful planning and' implaentition by the .

individual. teacher is. an absolute necessity.,

According to school organization, such planning.

will be necessary with.otherteachers.

selection of the learning'experi-

ences through whifh the structures

ark presented.

NALAP "permits the teacher to have controlf

the learning experiences through whi tile, ''

structures' are presented because he ciooi

the contexts, vocabulary, materialstOlearn-. .

ing:actilNes to sette.as the togs* teach-

ing\thestructures. The materiali govide,a

,sequence6ofthip gran thatiCal. str iFtureSa ng

lishwithrelatedteaching'Points fpr:tAcin-

stvctor to gllow .carefully, but:he,acher-:.

. 'Must make fuse of his!freedom,,wit4nAhpolinii-

tations of the Structural Objective, 09el.ect

ikthose contextrvocaburary,.;a4 actin ies), '4,

which he feels can'best be utilized g .4.41e44

learnt invblved. This enablythe'teaper".

'.p.man* the materials, rkhere.tpan the\iiuk: ...,

ci

terials managing the teacher:.:
. .

,

Premise 11: English as a second language Mater-

ials need to provide opportuni

.for teaciler'se/eetion ofdont nt

and.vocabulary suited to the

aahievementilOels, maturity, and

interests'of their pupil"S.

Premise 10: English, as a secondlanguage ma-

terials need to permit teacher

15

The Content and' v, abut y whicht,is teacher- .

selected Series carry the grammatical

structures being titght and `should be adjusted

to the` levels, maturity, and interests of the

pupil. NALAP contains this built-inflexi-

bility by permitting teacher choice of content

and, vocabulary which relevant and meaning-

ful to the ,,earners. .The,suggested'ideas for

contexts, vocabu ar tactivities, and materials

on each' guideline beet have been written with

,
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the primary ehild in mind. The teaaher of

older children or pupils at a more adVanced

stage English, acquisition must, of necessity,

adapt these 'Suggestions to .his particular pupils

trl:devise 'his own activities. with .related vbcab-

UItry and contexts. 4

4

Special attention must be given to materials :

which have.beedevelcpeMor native speakers

of English .and are being used with Navajo chil-

dren to teach, reinforce, and/or supplement

;an age learning. Such materials should ,only

serve to supplement tie teaching of the Struc-,

tural Objeciives in the NALAP sequencei should

used eclectically, and should be adapted to

m et the speciaheeds%of Navajo pupils.

Premise 12: .The sequence of grammatical struc-

tures .need to he'developed on a

Premise 13: English as a second language ma-

.
terials should include situa.

tional language which children,

heed, in order to cope with every-

day experiences:

Since a sequence of gr ticaltstrucu;es.

,
neassitates a delay in e presentation of

some structures that ,',May be.needed'by.the

learner 'to cope,With everyday.livingexperi7

ences, NALAP prOvideS Sit4tional Objectives

as samples of situational language, needed by

the child during the first year of English ,

linquagearning. These and other objet- ,;-

tives deemed necessary by the teacher may be,

taught #curr tly with the 'grammatical

structures. The eaching of situational lan-

gtage objttives,is to ensure that the child

will have).access to the'!coping" English at

'spiralling approach. . the time he needs it and will supplant

,
.

much other situational', English he will ,learn
°

.A sequence of thegraiptical structures for c'

second'language learners must be based on a .: GY`.i

spirilling,approach rather than the.paradig-

matic approach uk0,for native speakers. of

the language. 'In'elach objective NALAP intro-

duces only one gammatical point e edded in a.:

base sentence or its transformation and retintro-,.

duces the structure at a higher.letel

'tension or as .a part of new structures. Struc-

tural paradigmSvillte'presented in,the sequence

after the learner has control of the component

forms of the paradigm in meaningful context:, The.

child thus learns about the leguage only after

he haj learned the language. In other'wordi,

during the primary years, he internaes the,.

grammar of English?, before he is expected to talk

explicitly about the,grammar, he has internalized.

17

throughout the year. ,As the Child learns

the grammatical strupturts of the sequence,

he shou4be.able to insertthem into.the

situational English he has learned, and.

thereby expand his facility in his total use

of English. This application of structuralL

sequential English to situational English

helps to integrate al/ areas of the child's

learning,

Premise 14: English as a second language

materials should include pre -

familiarizations to facilitate

the learning of new.and diffi

cult 'concepts and their related

langtagelorms.



61. \
,,,S 1 n c e learning is ficl.n.tated by some pre-

,.knoWledgp. .,'-Prefamiliarizations have lwen in- ..---
-.c,luded to 'acquaint learners -withi_new and dif-
ficult conceptz' and/oi. structures-Lwhich dlif--
fer _in cultural 3..nterptetation., :-1)...exampl.,.:-

the concept, of the modal- "can"; which denote,t;
an abilitry to do. aomo.thing rathe'r than a

.
-c, ..,

'.--k. t;ed -a gi 'time aspect, 1 s cp esen , uri-n. ,,,,Una_t Onejz
4e r . - _

:..Manv. o the- StpicCural -Objectives, In addi=-
ticiiik:to the delineated Prefami4arizations,
serve :as ii-Crelfar4illarizations for stibequezit
structgr e-sz-.- This built-in prefami,liai-iza-.'

.;,tion feature' in the NALAP sequence makes pos-*
sible expansion of concepEs ip -gi.-ammaticalIy--
related structures. \,...,

New grammatical._ structure sPand . new vocabu-
lary shou-ld not be presented- in the same
lesson -Thus; if .67 Structural Of6jeCtiVj-*-

irequires the introduction of new vocabulary
to "fit"- the structure, the new vocabulary
must be prefamiliarized before ''teachi#g the
objective.

a
JP
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B ?. Implementation

,

The LA.L.A.P:materials consist di:alset'of

I ,"

LESSON PLANS

language objectives written in an exp,naed and
.

otate6 guide4ne form. This-Putie deals Objecti7 'and. information in-

wi h the points of imgementation,.determineto cluded on the adopted format are instructional

be the most qucialin helping the teacher, make in style buf-ar4ot:lesson.plans.' Each St,fucit.

full use of de tmaterials..,The major points tural cbjective does sere,ts ideline from

dealt with are as*foll*: / ,Which the teacher develOISs tg.1.. son plan for

t 'instruction.' Each objectivesdthe basis:.

1.1 Lesson Plans f 7 one or more srioq Of instruction. , 1f a'

works with'anveducaiOrilide, lesson'

2..J; Setting Up tpheiktuation 9 i'plans 'should'be developed coOetaeively.

7

3. ,Conventions

...1
'it,

4. Activities aridTechnigues

CorrectiOn TeChniques si 11

6. Pronunciation'and IntonatiOn
. f .r

70 Pacing and,Mastery 12

JI

Sentence and ilord'tOntrol ' 13

Types of Objectives 14

;U 'The following 'diagram i a lesson, plan format

,Isilested fOr developing a NALAP' lesson:

'10,

u

NALAP LESSON

A Activities:

1. Presentation .!f

2.cPtactiCe'& APPlicatiop

B. Materials :

t: lEvaluation

./pcuracy Test

t,1

2.

. ,

Speed Test

. ,



In developingx36NALAP lesson, the following ex-

planations of t phases of lesson planning .

should be 'cons ed,by the teacher. ,

1. Preassessme is necessary at the beginning

of each unit` and May be necessary for ce-

tain spiiallingobjectivesimithin the unit.

If the pupil-can satisfactorily perform the

Metired terminal behavior,the teacher will

need to'platfto either provide for more dif-

ficultbehaviors to.rein4Ec5and expand the

original lesson or proceed)to the next ob-' .

jective(s). Pupils should not be taught

what they arready know. The need for group-

'ing may be indicated bk.the preassessnlent if

it is determined that some pupils need in-" ti

.struction n the structure being'presented

and others do not.. Preassessmenf may also

,point out prerequisite skills that must he

-developed before presenting the structural

objective,

, -
.t..

, ..

in a variety' of ways, such as in 'stories

and dialogues, lidtli the assistance of an

aide, puppets, dolls, or some of the pu-,

pils. , 4

(b). Pupil volunteers'practice thenew struc-

'ktur ..w1th different matkialsand the re-

lat 4 ,vocabulary.,vocabulary. .,,
,

(c) PupiIs participate inane or moresactivi-

ties in order to demonstrate an under- :

standing of the grammatical "run" in:-

volVed and to ga? accuracy in bkavidir .

stipulated by thp objective. The pupils

afegniver required to.state a rule 9,c :

,.°4.'plipcitlbyverbal definition.'

(d) The teacher:adminisi7h1n accuracy.test

in,which the pupils (56% or\mare) are

callefon at random using a variety of

selection techniques. If the majority

of the pupils who are tested fail, the

teacher should re-present the lesson

using a different approach or strategy.

Each Structur Objective is written in terms The

of,obtervable p pil behavior. The conditions son

for eliciting the terminal b avior are spe-

cified in the teacher'cue and r pupil re-

sponses.

3. The situation, appropriate or pretend, sets

the stage for the entj:Pelesson. (Refer to

the section on "Setting Up the Situation"

for detailed explanation,)

4.. The presentation phase of the lesson in-

volves fourVteps. N

(a) The teacher 'presents several examples of

the language 4triictures to 'be practiced

by the pupils. This may be accomplished

.Practice and application Phase,of the les

in olvel'two stiPL

yupils.participate:in two orb more activi-

ties ,to acquire speed .and spontaneity in',

their responses. Iheactivities chosen k

should be varied and meaningful,. employ-

ing contexts and vocabulary appropriate

to the structure.

Theeteacher administers a. speed test in

Which the child islrequired to respond

mith speed, spontaneity. and accuracy

mhile focusing on the.activity rather than

the laiiguage task.

6. The transfer phase of the lesson involves two

steps.

23



(a) The teacher plans for opportunities

throughout theiinstructional'day for the

pupils to transfer the grammatical/keno-.

tore of the lesson to new experiences.

Thesesplans may be cinluded t.,in the writ
ten lesson plan, but are not a part of

the formal language' lesson.

COYThe teacher is alert to incidental sitr

nations when the pupils' transfer of

:learning may be observed. Transfer ac-

tivit ies are removed from formal in-,

strictiOn and may occur at any time.

throughout the school and school, year.

7: The evaluation phase of the lesson involves

two step's.

(a) The teacher administers the accuracy and

.
speed testS during `tie presentationand

practide phases of tliklesson.,

(b) The teacher throughout all' phases of the

lesson mentally evaluates pupil perfOr-.

mance, attitude, and reac*n. Evalua-

'tion may `,indicate a need for review of a

previous Structural Objective,(s) which

has not been spiralled at theIime the

p il's need is, evident. RevieWjessons

.sh uld include different presentation

and practice activities.

SETTING UP THE SITUATION

4,

Throughout NALAP the teacher cue box contains

the statement, "Teacher sets up situa-'

tion..." Setting up the situation means:

Setting the stage for the presentation

of the lesson so that the situation is

experientially -based and will result in

_language which is consistent with the

structure and is relevant to the learners.

One of the objectives of NALAP is, teacher .

choice of teaching techniques and activities,

therefore, the materials do not state speci-

fidally what the teacher' should 0 in 'setting

up the situation. The teacher himself must

decide what he should and can do to "set the,

stage" for the presentation of the' gramiatical

structures in a way to best motivate and meet

theyneed'of .his particular pupils.

Since setting up the situation is,a most cru-

cial aspect of planning or a NALAP lesson,

the following must b4 considered by the teach-

er:

1. Selecting a context(s),/ vocabulary, and

teaching act cities for.a .particular ,

lesson.

2. Collecting realia and preparing teaching 4

materials.

Checking 'to see if the situation. as set

up ddes elicit the language of the

Structural Objective.

4. Preparing the physical environment of

the classroom.

5. Doing actions, if necessary, to be talked

about.

6. Reviewng a previous Structural Objec-

tive, if:necessary.

7. Prefamiliarizinginew vocabulary, if'

necessary.

The situation, by it very nature, is controlled

in that it is set up within the limitations

of the structure being presented. Within these

limitations', the teacher then selects contexts,

vocabulary,, and activities for teaching the

objective. ,A few Structural Objectives, are

more highly confolled than others due to:the

need for restridling vocabulary, sequencing

4:3
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statements 'or questions, establishinTreferents,

restrictingluantity of items, btc. When the

structure requires_such control, .suggestions

are given in the teaching points to help the

teacher set up the 'situation.

In most'of the Structural Objectives the teach-

sets4,22PERIP

situation..." Appropriate means what it says;

the situation must be relevant and have meaning

.for the learners involved. For example, when

the expected pupil behavior is, "(Namel can

jump," the pupil should actually perform the

"%action before, talking about, it.',

In afew Structural Objectives the teacher cue,

will,say, "Teacher sets.up pretend situation..."

.These objectives are usually difficult to set

'up, thus.the teacher must contrive a pretend

situation in order to elicit the desired be-

havior. Pretend situations will include humor-

ous, riditulbus, make-believe, or unreal situa-

tb:::iorFoi:,etee,) wontiet:71:: psuipt!la-

,tionirequires the pupil to "pretend" he has a

broken arm. Setting up preiend situations'
necessitates-the teacher being creative and

imagirnative as well as being .appreciative of

the humor possible in many Situations. The

teacher, shOUld help the pupils become.aware of

Jact-fantasy differentiation,

CONVENTIONS

Verbal,converitions have been established for ,

the teacher,in order to elicit ,certain, behav-

iors, non - verbal or verbal, from,the learner,

The conventions are devised to aid the teachers

in being consistent in the language they,use'

with the pupils and to elicit natural English

expression from th'e learners. The informs-

iion and verbal.behavior in the teacher .cue

box should be followed closely.

Teachers must se only questions to elicit

short or shortLedanswers, not statements.

Since indirect statements .(e.g., Tell-te-what:;

the boy is doing.,) are correctlyanswered by

short or shortened answers, they should not

be used. In order, for the pupil to produce

a Statement Or kernal sentence on his own, the

teacher,, after setting up the situation, will

say one4fthe following;

a. Tell me aboUt

b. Let's talk,about ..;

c. 'Let's tilk in the same way..

'The pupil', therefore, must produce a statement

and not .just avord or phrase which a question

will permit. If a pupil utters a sentence

which is irrelevant. to the objective,.. then the

teacher should use Correction Technique NO.3%

in order to'help the learner induce the gram-

matical structure for that.particular objective.

ACTIVITIES AND TECHNIQUES

Since langdage learning is dependent on pupil

involvement in real-life situations, the choice

and preparation of meaningful iearning,activi-

ties are cruciaraspects of NALAP lesson's.

Each activity chosen by the teacher mupt, relate

to the Structural Objective being presented.

NALAP offerse,iuggested.learning activities to

serve as.a.guideline for the teacher' to, make

selections' appropriate td 'the structure.. Ac

tivities may include such experiences as games,



dialogues, dramatizations; role-playing,,so*,

finger-plays, short field trips, and teacher-

prepared reading and writing worksheets'. Ac7

tivities do not inclide-kdh-techniques as

model-echo repetition, chain and substitution

drills,:choral respOnse, and whole group to

small groupto'inhvidual. Model-echo and

drill may be used only for brief pronunciation

exercises: - 4-sufficient-number-of-activities

should be planned in order to provide adequate

practice and,to Maintain pupil motivation and

interest. Activities should be drawn from all 1

4nstructionalareas, including all language

modalities; in order to facilitate integrated
; (

learning.

Some techniques which may be used with activi-

ties to facilitate4learning and to help main-,

,tain pupil motivation and interest are

1. Selection 'techniques may be.emgoyed for

'choosing a random sample during testing,

fora change of pac(during practice ac-

tivities, and.to make an activity appear

different to the children. (e.g., spin,.

ner boards, name cards, "spin the bottle",

etc.)

'2. The "tt-time" tech4que should be used'

for d veloping likening and thinking.

The teacher cue is given, fol-

.-lowed by a pauset before a pupil(s) is

.
selected to respond.

4
.r.N

3.i "praise technique for acknowledging

successfulperformance should be devel-

oped by each teacher. Some examples are:

nod.of the head with a smile; a compli-

methry rerrl; and clapping,'if used,

with young children.
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CORRECTION TECHNIQUES
11

Techniques for correcting errors have been de-

veloped to help the child learn by,his

takes without feeling he has to

provide immediate and continuous renforce-

ment. A hierarchy of correcting.techniques

has been established to be used for' specific

purposes.-

Correction Technique Number One (C:T. 1) is

the most common and frequently used means of

correcting errorsThe teacher or aide simply

models for the learner the correct utterance

and continues teaching without requiring the

pupil to produde the correct verbal behavior.

It should be used at all times throughout

the school day.

Correction Technique Number Two (C.T. 2) is

used during an instructional period,of a

Structural Objective when apupil error has

been .made pertaining to the grammatical point.

of a'specific Objective. After evaluation,

the teacher has several different pupils to

make a correct response before returning to

the first pupil to give him another' oppor-

tunity to respond appropriately in a similar,

but, not identical, manner. 4 4

Correction Technique Number' Three (C.T. 3) it

used lestequently and only after a pupil(s)

his.failed to respond'correctly to C.T. 2. It

consists of a mini-presentation which is a

brief re-presentation Of the lesson objective

to the individual pup:,1.1(s) making the error.
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PRONUNCIATION AND INTONATION

NAIIAP does not include separate objectives on

pronunciation since the primary emphasis of

the materials is on helping children to become

competent enough'in English to communicate ef-

fectively and to use language as a tool for

'thinking. Errors in pronunciation are not to

-be-ignored-but-need-to-be-corrected-at-a time--

,and in a manner which do not confuse the main,

,grammatical poipt of the lesson. 'For example,

the differencybetween "father" and "father's"

`,is a grammatical point, while the difference

tween."father" and."fadder" is, a.pronuncia.

point..

If pronunciation error occurs in a formal

lesson,-the teacher should use Correction Tech.!

.mique Number One with the'word in the same con-

:tot the child used "it.'If a common pronuncia-

tion error occurs, the. teacher may provide a

Irief ptonunciation lesson at a different time

Using model-echo and minimal pair drill'tech..

:niques.

Theteaching,points of the StrUctural Objdctives

do occasionally make special reference to.par.

intonational features. In giving ex.r

amples in the presentation phase'of the lesson,

the teacher must tse4trmal conversational in

tonation.and rhythm and'shotld help the child,

toreepOnd in a siMilar way. Reading aloud

4aily,..to the' children is an excellent technique.

to assist them.in internalizing the rhythm and

.intonational patterns:Of English.

30

PACING AND MASTERY

NALAPPmaterials are 'being developed to enable

the teacher to'determine the time required by

a pupils) to accomplish an objective and the

number of objectives which thd pupil(s) is'

able to complete in a'week, month, or year.

Since there is a'possibility of spending "too

little" or-"too much"-time-cn-any-One-lesson
or set of 'lessons, the estimated lessOns in

dicated for each Structural. Objective on the

guideline sheet are to assist the:teacher in

pacing.

Two or more instructional,pLods a day will

be needed to ensure pupil success.: 'The length

of these periods ewill depend ,on the'.needs and

Maturity of the, pupils. The transfer 'phase of

the.lesson will requireadditional pdriods in

which pupils are offered opportunities for such

activities.

In order for NALAPIaterialsito be!effective.

in'ensuring pupil success, the teacher must

hive' flexible attitude toward the.concept of.-

mastery. The pupils should be able to apply

and transfer,the structure being presented in a

new situation which is based on the learners' .

previous experiences and suited to their ma-

turity. Perfection is not expected and should

not be required.,

For the pupils whose/achievement is not sails-

factory ty the time of the speed test, review

.lesons.may be planned.and presented for tbose

: pupils ,as; the total group continuervithsub-

sequent objectives. Most classes miiikuie

sub-grouping to, enable all pupils to proceed

at their own pa4ce.



The pacing for each.unit'l(i.e,;.the estimated

.number,of lessons indimaximu weeks) is spe-

cified. The needs, ibilitieic and maturity

of the pupils may necessitate a modification

in the pacing, however, a minimum of eight

units should be completed during the first

year Hof language instruction, Research ,proves

that oo slow a pacing of lessons prevents the

learners.from seeing the inter-relatedness of

theiseqUence of-the-dbjettives and-thus-retards

their learning. ,

(

SENTENCE AND WORDCONTROL

A sequenced presentation of the'structures of

English attempts to order the grammatical struc-

tures in a way they can be most easily and ef-

fectivelydearned by a particular group of stu-

dents. Of necessity, some structures common to

mature speakers of English will have to be post-'

pond& It ig imperative that the teadher con-

,trol'the sentences used 'in all communication

with the children.

Pupil comprehension of what is, heard 'or read in

learning English as a second language is direct-

,ly related too sentence. control. If a pupil does

not understand a statement,,question,' or request.,

made by the teacher,, the following should be

used to engender comprehension:

I. Us? of real objects, models\, and pictures

2. Use of real-life experiences requiring

pupil invofvemen

3. Demonstration, of oncept..

4. ExpIanatiOn "in Navajo, especially, with

young children.,

13

se of verbal examile(s)4with older chil-

dren.

Do not give verbal explanations of concepts

and generalizations. '

In order to maintain consistency and to pre-

vent the introduction of unknown, tructure,

the teacher should be especially careful to

avoid thelollowing:

1. negative, tag, indirect, intonational,

and partially-deleted questions,

7. passive and reported speech,

3. highly complex-and/or compound sentences,

Cparaphrased constructions of commands

and questions when they need to be re-

peated.

Uge of the above'does not serve as prefami-

liarizatipns la the structures because of

their complexity and the comprehension pro-

blems involvedi These'Structures will be

introduced at a higher level.

Sentence control applies,to reading texts and

other materials that the child is required to

. read. Early reading instruction can be based

entirely upon language experience materials

derived from the content,of the Structural -

Objectives. When formal reading inst ction

does begin, the children should be requir d

to read only.the sentences and vocabulary

items within their speaking ability. 1.12/.2.7

fore, all formal. reading instruction should

be .
delayed until such a time that the pupils'
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English language acquisition and experiential

foundations will ensure success in reading for

each child.

A

Ihrirm=

Word or vocabulary control is not portant

as sentence control howevert.in telt? StrUc-*

tural Objectives the vocabulary - ,imited due

to-the.grammatical structure be odiced.

The_meaning_of vocabulary

tural ObjectiYes and used fOrTie

ing.as well asspeakipgshouldbe'de,loped

through concrete ekperiences.' AS childrenle-

gin reading comderciallylrepered-materialS,',

background experien4sfer new and unfamiliar

content and its related vocabulary should be

developed through a Wide yeriety:of real life

activities in and out of the.classtoom0o7.

cabulary selected for each Structural Objective

should be taken from a wide variety of'contexts.

Newvocabulary, must be prefamiliarizecIthrou-gh

its use in.known structures,. Do not give or

'ask for verbal definitions of words in isola

tion.

TYPES OF OBJECTIVES

1. Structurl Objectives:

Structural oNectives are a sequence of the

gammaticalstOctures of English based on

the Pre-determined needs of Navajo children 1

learning En§lXih as.a second. language. Since

it is impossible for :children to learn all

the language they:wiC need for communica-

tion by,the situatiopal approach, these ob-

jectives comprise a.structuralltequenpai

approach to learningEnglish wherebythe

children will induce the ruled of the Ian-

guage in the most effective and efficient

way possible. In order for the children

to internalize all thegrammatical struc- .

tures of English, the NALAP sequence of

Structural Objectives should:,,,be carefully,

followed during the'primary years. If pre -

assessment indicates previous internalizal

tion'of Certain structures, briefly review,

and' proceed to the next structure(s). Do

wl.tattempt to teach and ,drill kn'owri -,struc.T

tures.

There are two types of; structural objectives,

basic and conrast.

(al ,Basic oblectiv'es:

In basic objectives the children learn

to respond with ease and. understanding

to a teacher.cue containing a giamml;

tical structure. Basic objectives re-

suit in list learningt whiChare neces -'

sary,before the child can respond suc-

cessfully to contrast objectives. For

example, the children learn tarespond,

correctly to the question, "What;

this ?" At. a latertiffe, he will...be ex-'

pectedto contrast it with other ques.7

tions. £.1he choices the child must make

inresponding to, basic objectives are

limited and therefore do not require the:.

"thinking" necessary. to respond correctly

to contrast objectives. Thii.does not

imply that basic objectives are unimpor-

tant, but:are necessary as prerequisites

for the more complex thinking reqUired

in. contrasting structures,

(p) COtrast Objectives:

In'Contrist:objectiVes the:child.learns:

to respond with ease and understanding,



and without confusion, to the teacher

cue containing two or more related gram-

matical structures. For example, after

the children learn to answer both the

"yes/no" question and the "or" question

separately, they are asked to respond

to bothluestions at random in one in-

structional period. Contrast objectives

occur throughout the sequence and con-

stitute-a-vital-teaching-strategy-in-the

materials. They test the child's ability

to comprehend and discriminate gramma-

tical signals and to respond appropriate-

ly. .Errors are very likely to occur in

the comprehension situation inherent in

contrast objectives; and, therefore

these objectives should be taught,care-,

fully, and thoughtfully:' The teacher

'should realize that the errors which

occur are probably the result of the

difficulty of the language task and liOt

a measure of the pupils' previous learn7

ing of the basic objectives.

. Situational Objectives

For Situational Objectives the child learns

specific sentences or phrases for a parti-

cular situation and therefore ids not re-

quited or expected to manipulate the'ele-'

ments within them even though there may be

liMited vocabulary sUbstitUtiOn. Although

the :Situational Objectives have-been nuM-

bered, the:Sequence:ki:be.deviated:frOM if

124 teacher needs to present the objectives

in a different order. These objective's

have been developed for the young chiti-

just beginning to'leatn English -and they

33 '
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may be adapted, omitted, onadded to ac-

cording to the needs of the

amiliarizationi

The Prefamiliarizations of the NALAP se-

quence are developed to, introduce the chil-

dren to new concepts and/or structures to

be used in the following Unit. Therefore,

Prefamiliarizaticts-Shouid-be-preSented-if

directed on the introductory sheet of each

Unit. For Prefamiliarizations the chil-

dren are not required, to respond or react

overtly. The teacher, and/or aide intro-

duces the concept or structure through

stories or play activities in English or

exploration of the idea in Navajo.

Ihe,teacher may feel that other'concepts

cir structures need prefamitiarization.

his may be done using the format and pro-

cedures of the Prefamiliarizations given in

the materials.
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UNIT Commands

S.Od 1: Recognition of brief commands.

S.O. 2: Recognition of,Commands with direct objects and/or adverbials.

S.O. 3: Recognition of commands with "your'-:-

S.O. : Recognition of Ommands with indirect objects.

S.O. 5: lecognition Of commands with adverbials of manner.

S.O. 6. Recognition of the. "stop" command and commands in the negathe.'

4

Pacing:

Lessons: 15 - 22

Weeks: 3 (Maximum)

7

Present Prefamiliarization

No. 1 during this Unit.

,

!4;

Related Text:

American English Series!

Book One: Units S and 10

Book Two: Units 16 and 17

-



Prefamiliarization 1 : Comprehension of modal "can" in

affirmative and negative forms'.

Teacher Behavior: Teacher demonstrates action and says:

can swing.

5.

.,,
As pupil(s) perform action the.teach-

er says:

Mike can slide.

R4 it with as many, action words 'as.

Suggested Contexts: Suggested Resources & Materials:

ReCreational arts Book: The Little Engine That

Could

Storytime (delete, "I think")

Suggested Activities:
01

Follow the Teacher: Adapt this activity from "Fol-

low the Leader" by having a kali group of pupils

follow the teacher or aide, doing the same actiont..

As1,,the teacher/aide doei,an action, such as, jumping;

hopping; skipping, etc. She says: "I can jump," or

lie can hop,",Or-"Mike and Lucy can skip."

Storyiiie Select'bOots with stories which have slot

of action. As you. tell the stoty;'use the word "can"

as much as posSible. For example, in the story "The

Little Engine Thai Could",.say "I cannalowly as the

engine goes.iup;the hill and fast as the engine goes

down the otherside..

1. Introduce before Unit 2 S.O. 7-13.

2. Pupils are not requiredtto give a

response of any kind in response to

the teacher behavior. Accept what-

ever response, verbal and non-verbal.

the pupils make'.

3. Concepts. of "able to" and "not able

to" should:be developed in both Navajo

and English.

4. Only, proper names and singuIat,

personal pronouns should, be used as

subjects.



`SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE i:

Follow.The::Leader

The teacher -chooses, a "leader" and des,ignates ten

pupils (or less) to Iine up behind the "leader"..

The teacher directs an actic0;- such as, Pliun."
The 1e4der does the Action: and the children-follow.
The teacher then directs a new action, such as,

Hop-. lWhen the leAder,has led several'. actions,
ange leaders.. Continue until all pupils par-

, ticipate and several pupil's have been the "leader".

This, game ..provideS an excellent "rest break."

:Plajr the game in the usual- manner. The teacher-
,

(or aide) gives commands, such as

(1) Simon says, 'Jump."
(2) Simon says, "Hop."
(3) "Skip."

etc.'

If the- teacher says "Simon says" t he pupils are to
do- the- action.* If the teacher gives a-command-,

without -saying' "Simon says", as in Example 3, the
pupils do not do the action. A puppet, with. another

name other thanf Simon, may also give, the commands

3. Indian -Drum Talk

The teacher (or aids) taps 'a drum or tom-tom and
says to the rhythm:

Indian drum says, ''Jump, jump jump.'

The:pupilS then do the'action which the drum tells
:_them to do. (Be"- sure the -Indian_ drum only gives

one= and two-word commands for thiS S.0.)
7

A drum.oi tom-tom be made from an' empty coffee
`cah, an old pot, a large can from the school kitchen,

etc. The teacher may tap w-117"her hands -or with

sticks..



UCTURAIOBJECTIVE : Recognition of brief, commands.

4Estimated Lessons: /2-3 / ,

Teacher Cue:,

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation ands gives com-

mands, such as:

Jump

Come in.

Sit down.

Pupil Response:. (Non-

Verbal)

Pupil,perfo re Yt ested

action.

Suggested Context():

Classroom management behaviors

Physical Activities

Music

Suggested, Vocabulary:

come in up

sit down walk'

stand Up .
jump

come run:

be hop

tumaround. march

bend over'''.

tip -toe

Suggested and Materials:,

Puppets

:Dolls

Records

Recoil Player,

1.,RecognitiOn of a simple Command followed.by.

performance:of an action,

3. The verb phrase will consist of either one or

two words. VP1,-.7* Vi

4

4:.Be careftlnot. t6:"signal" or give' away:bt

a' special look, voiceintonation; a bOdy

movement, ,etc,; what the child is to do.

The' pupil shOuld respOnd to oral, command's,

5,111 this unit, do not give two or more com-

mands,ai one, time.' For example, "Turn

around and hop."
7,

6 ."Please" maybe used optionally

(Please), come here..

Sit doWn,

,

croas,ctilturaldiffetances

of Please;

7: Direct ; address; beused optionally as:'

tike)', stand up.

Run,, (Limy).



Divie the group or class into two teams (e.g., A

411 B, Sheep. and Horses, etc.) Have 'each team line

up as for 'a relay. First pupil-in each team is

given "a card designating
his team (e.g., an A or B,

a picture of a' sheep or horse, etc.). The teacher' e

then gives' a command, such as.:

Touch; the ch dart.

Point to the fla

If the pupil performs the action correctly, his

,
team gets a score, he gives the card to the next

WAR member, and he goes to the end of the line.

After all players have had one to tree turns, add

the points and reward the winning team. (For ex-

ample, let, the winners be ftrst to go to recess.),

OtheeiCtions may
begiveh than "point to" and

"touch." Give .commands quickly so the .game will

not drag.

2.' Indian Drum Talk, (See S.0 1)

Use the same activity as
explained in S.0 1, ' Give

commands, such as:

The group with the most points is, the winner ,and is

,rewarded. laMple commands are

Erasethe cha oard,.

Turn Off the lights. ..,

Open the door,.

Go to' the sink,

TOO the qaskCan.

4. Dress The Doll Game

A doll 'and' clothes for it are necessary. Paper doll

may be used. The game maybe played with teams in

the same way as Point-Touch Relay (S.O. 2) or the

children may compete individually as follows:

Teacher gives a command, such as: "Put the dress

on the doll." Pupil performs' the action. If he is

correct he stores a, point. Then teacher goes to

next pupil and gives a similar command. Pupil

scores a point if he performs correctly. Continue

until each child playing has been given several

chances to put' some article of clOthing on the doll.

The pupil or team scoring the highest number ,of

.points wins and issrewarded.
, 4

Indian drum Says "Go to the door. ".

Indian drum says, "Throw the ball."

4 sure the commands "fit" this objective.,

',3. Go, Go, Go!:

Divide.claSs 'into three or, four grouPt'or teams.

Ile teacberyhispers a
command to eaChluPil in

,group die; The iiacher,thensays; "Go!'

piis then do:Whatthey Were direCted. A point is

awarded each pupil who,performs:torrectly. :Then

the,Other:groups are given the same oPpOrtunity...



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE Recognition of commands with

,

cliWobjeCtundlor

Estiiated Lessons: 1411/

Teacher Cue

:Teacher sets, up :appro.*

priate situation, and

gives comma* such as::

Open the door.

Go to the office..

Put the pencil in the box.

Pupil Response: (Non-

Verbal)

Pupil performs requested.

action.

Suggested Context(s):

Claskoom behaviors

Okampus behaviors

Learning readiness

Art

Music

Math

L

Suggested Vocabulary:

Situational: Isis: Nouns:

Flush the toilet. circle cross out qpmetric Fgure

Get a put pick up . terms

touch point to classroom items

draw turn on

open turn off.

erase paste

take color

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Toys, models and classroom equipment

Visual discrimination practice sheets

Worksheets for coloring, cutting, and tearing .1

Clay, blocks, tongue'depressets, pipe cleaners, etc.

Geometric figures

Tape recorder and'tape with' correlated work sheets

V.

Teaching Points;

1. Extension of commands by direct objects

aid/or adverbials,

2. You + will + VP mm4PVP

VP Vt + NP2

Open the door,

VP + Adv

Go, to the office.

VP V
t
+

2
+ Adv place

Putthe,pencil in tht. box.

3. Prepositions in adverbials are limited to

"in" and "to".

4 Ihe determiner'in this 'Unit is limited

to "the"; Therefore use only one of

each item being talked about.

5. Setting up the situation, includes

familiarization of verb and noun vocabu-

lary,

6. Note cultural differences in "pointing".

Pupils may pain to inarinAte.objects,

but' do not require pupils.to point with

the forefinger at people,



SUGGESTED 'ACTIVITIES
FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 3:

1. Song: "Your Head Your Shoulders"

.The parts. of
theho0 and articles''of Clothing can

.bgpracticed by
singing this song to the tune,

"Here WeGo-illound the Mulberry Bush." The'chil-

dren pair off, 'and is the teacher aide), sings

the iong,',:eadhchildlointslto
Or touches his part-

, ner'S body parts'brarticleS of clothing;

(1) Your head, your shoulders, leg4your feet;

Your head, put. shoulders, you? legs, your feet;

your,heid youtshoulderi, your legs, your feet;

Turn them all aroUnd...

(2),Your:shirt,, your; pants, your socks& your shoes;

Ydnr'shirt,.,your pants, your socks, your shoes;

Your shirt, your pants, your socks, your shoes;

Pitthem omachday.

2 'Simon Says'''. (See S.O. 1)

Pliy the gate,as explained.. in

With',"your", suchas:,

(10imon says, "Touch your elbow."

(2)
"Touch your knees."

(3).Simon says, "Point to your shoes."

'4.FingerTlays

Teacher gives commands l Children follow directiOns.

Open your hands. : Brush your teeth.

Shut your hands. Brushloutteeth

Give.a little clap.' Give a little grin

Open your hands. .:BrUshyour teeth

Shutioutqatds. Brush yOUr teeth

Put thed.n:yOur lap, Mow'ihey're clean again.

5. Action Relay (with Adverbials)

Divide' class or group into two teams. Teacher gives

commands containing.adverbialSof place and "your",

such as:

Give =ands

3. Song:, "This Is They Jay You Wash. Your Face":

(Tune:'. Mulberry Bush)

Aty action that children scan
do maybe sung in this

l'Upils should ixrform actions .as teacher sings

...song. Sample actions are wash your face, bruih your

teeth, button, your shirt,, zip your Coat, Close your

.eyes, fold your hands, cross your legs, etc. A last

line-would.be made up' to fit theaCtion it.the song.

-This is- the way you washyoUtfact, Wash your face,

wash your fadi,

This is the.way you:wash-your face, when you:take

a bath.

Put your crayons onthe:table.

Hang your coat in the -closet.''

Sit down. in vo4r chair.

Give points t0.0upils-who perform correctly and re-'.

ward the winning team.

J /

`6. Song: If You're Happy 'And You.KnOw-It"

Pupils can perforqactiolas teacher sings song.

Any. action theteachersdesires may be. substituted

for "clap your hands".

If you're py and you know it, clap your handi.

If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands.

0.
If you're happy and you know it,
Then you'll be Old' to do if.

If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands.,

Indian Drum Talk (See S.O. 1)

Use the same' activity as explained in S.O.

commands,, uch as:

Indian, drum says, "Touch your nose:"

Indian drum says, "Touch your shirt."

Indian drum says, "Point to your chair.?

A

e



STRUCTURE OBJECTIVE Recognition of commands with Teaching Pointsl'
I

Estimated LessOns: 12 -31

.

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets, up appro-

priate situation and

gives commands, such as :

Touch your nose.

Open'your'box.of crayons.

Tie your shoes.

Go to yourtable.

J.4

Pupil Response: (Non-

Verbal)

Pupil Performs requested"'

action.

Suggested Context(s):

Classroom.procedures

Health (self-care)

Music
.

Learningreadinesi

Suggested Vocabulary:

1. Extension of ommands ''yourn as the

determiner in the noun phrase,

2: You'd + VP =E;) VP

VP --) V + NP2,

Touch your nose.

VP -4,Vi Adv. Place.

Go to 'your table.

Situational, Verbs'

:Dry yodr hands. .,11.774 tuck in body parts

BloWyotir,lose.'.\'brUsh' :put on . items of clothing

comb. take off

Nouns

tie write

button clap

`zip shake

copy nod

Suggested:Resourcesd Materials:

Items for grooming .

Tape recorder

Tapes and correlated work sheet activities

3. Use only the determiner "your!' in` this

objective.

4. Most of the commands in this objective

";i7111 have transitive verbs. A.few will

be intransitive followed 13y an adverbial

of place.

5. This objective lends itselflohelping

teach body parts and.items of clothing.



4

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE .4:

1.SonE:jkiagulringheBook",
(Tune: Row, Row, Row Your Boat).

Use this song with the verbs give,.bring, roll, . .

boUnceiletd. .AS the teacher sings the song, the pu-

pil6 perform the action.'

. .

Bring, bring, bring the book,

Bring tht book to mi.

Bring bring, bring, bring, Bring the book to me.

2. Feed The Animal Game

Toy animals and food that each animal likes is need-

ed. For example, ddg-bone; .rabbit-carrOt; horse-

hay; cat-milk, etc. The food items may be'real or

models. The teacher gives commands, such as:

Give the rabbit the carrot. or

Give the carrot to the-rabbit.

This activity, may be played as a game similar to
Dress The Doll (see S.O. 2)

3. Choose-a-Picture Game

Pictures of animals and food that each likes are

placed on the chalkrail. The teacher gives commands,

. such as:

AO.

Give the horse the hay. or

Give the hay to the horse.

The pupil may take the pictures- to his, seat until

the'next game., This activity maybe played similar

to Dress The Doll (see S.O.

4. Ball Activities

Teacher (or aide) gives co

with a ball, such as:

Bouncethe,ball to me.

Bounce me the ball.

ds about doing things

Actions which may be used .are:

bounce.
.

throw

.toss

roll

give

take

5. Materials' Distribution-
1I

Throughout. the day. when various materials and sup-r.

plies need distribution, the teacher (or aide) may

.give commands, such as:

Give, Lucy a-penCil or

Give a pencil to Lucy.

6. Give Me/Show He Activities

(a) Give the.pupil(s) three pictUrv'or objecta.

Tell the pupil(s) to give you, the one he hears

you say, such as:

!

Give me the' or

Give the to me.

(b) Put pictures of familiar:objects-or animals on

flash cards and display thekont chart rack.

The teacher gives commands to the pupils, such

as:..

Show me the dog. or

Show the dog to me.

The, pupil chooses the dog and holds it up for

the teacher:(and class) to see;



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 4 Recognition of commands with

indirect objects.

Estimated Lessons: 3

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets Up appropriate

--situation-anfeves-cam--7---
.

mends, such.as:

Bring me'the book.

Briig the book

Show the,class your picture,

Show your picture to the

class.

Give Lucy the pencil.

Give the pencil to Lucy.

Pupil Response:.

Verbal)

Pupil performs requested

action.

$

Suggested Context(s):

Recreational Arts

Science

Suggested Vocabulary:.,

Verbs

bring roll

show bounce

give : ihrOw

Make kick

Suggested Resourcevand Materials:

'Balls

ClasSToomitems'

Dolls and clothes'.(paper dfills maybe used.).

Pictures.Olanimals and appropriate food items/

Tape,recorder and tapes

Magnetic or flatnei-board and materials

/

Teaching Points..

1. Extension of commands by indirect oh-

jects.

2. You + will + VP 00:VP
w.

VP---o V + +
t 3 2

Bring me the book.

The indirect object may come after the

direct object.

VP -4 V +.11? +fto +.12
t 2 3

Bring the book to, me;

3. Verbs are limited to those that take

"to" before the indirect object:

4. The 'determiner in this Unit is limited

to "the". Therefore use only one of

each item being talked abOut.

. ,

'00



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 5:

1. Rhythm Game
The pupils perform the action in the manner request-,

ed.

Teacher (onaide) gives rhythmic commands, such as:'

Tap the desk softly.

--Beat-the-drum-loudly.

Clap your hands slowly.

The pupils perform the action in the manner request-

ed.

2. Pull _The Dog

Use a pull toy for this activity. Teacher directs

a pupil by giving commands, such as:

Pull the dog slowly.

bear,,quicklY

The.pupils. perform the,action in the manner request -

ed.

3. Simon Says (See, S.O. 1/

Play this game as explained in S.O. 1. The teacher

or puppet:gives.commands,'such as:

TOudh, your shoulders quickly.

Clap,your-hands softly.

IiiipUpilOprforrthe action in the Manneirequest-

4.1
Indian Drum Talk: (See S.O. 1)

Use.the same activity as explained. in S.O. 1, Give

commands, 'such asi

Indian drum says, "Run, run fast."

).6 Indian drum.says, "Walk, walk slowly,":

I, I



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE

adverbials of uanner.

Recognition of commands with.

Estimated Lessons: EET

Teacher Cue:

___Ieachasets up appro-

priate situation and

gives commands, such as: ,

Walk slowly.

Clap your hands softly.

Run quickly to the dorm.

Suggested Context(1):

School management behaviors

Music

Recess

Pupil Response:

Pupil performs requested.'

action.,

Suggested Vocabulary:

Situational Adverbialsof Manner

Sit up straight. slowly quietly

fast quickly

softly loudly,

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Pull, toys

Recordiplayer

Records

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of commands by adverbials

of manner.

2'. You + will + VP 4100. VP

ir

VP Vi + Advmanner

Walk slowly.

VP Vt + + Adv manner

your hands softly,

VP + Adv manner:(+Adv. place)

Run quickly to the dorm.

3. In this objeetive, the ,adverbial of

manner is, obligatory; Use only.the,

adverbials of manner listed in

Suggested Vocabulary,



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES .FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 6;

Traffic Game:

A group of ten. (or less) pupils make a line behind

the teacher aide or a pupil. The teacher directs

the'"leader" (teacher aide or' pupil) to perform

Stop.

Valk. Don't run.

The pupils, at first, may follow "the .leader," and

then later each may be directed individually to do

various actions.

This activity will be more effective if you use

"props", such as: whisile,'policeman's hat, a

minature stop sign, etc.

2. Ball Activities (See S.O. 4)

Teacher (or aide) gives commands about doing things

with a ball, such as

Bounce the ball. Stop.

Throw the ball. Don't bounce the ball.

The object is to help pupils listen carefully to

:distinguish between positive and negative commands.

You may,start the activity by giving the commands

slowly .and gradually building speed. You may do:

this 'activity wish either a group of pdpils or

__ dividual children,

If,you use the "stop" command, the action should be-,

a continuing one.

3. Simon Says (AdaptatiOn)

Give paired positive and negative commands very

xapidly, such as:

Clap you hands.

Don't clap your, hands.

Touch your feet.

Don't touch.Your feet.

Don't, point to the door:.

Point to the, door.

1



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 6 : Recognition `of the' "stop"

command and commands in the negative.

EstiMited Lessons: /3-4 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets,up appropriate

situation, and gives, com-

mands, such as:

1, Run. Stop,

Clap your hands. Stop.

2. Walk. Don't run.

Don't jump. Hop.

Pupil Response: (gm-

Verbal)

. Pupil 'respondi appro-

priately.'

2. Pupil, responds appro-

piiately. .

Suggested Contexts):

Social Studies.

Health and SiiitY

Recess ..

Suggested Vocabulary:

Select from,oBjectives in this unit.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Toy _cars andtrUcks

Traffic signs

Policeman's materials (hat, whistle, etc.).

Teaching Points:

1. Introductlion of concepts of negation:

Exterlsion of commands by' the negative:

transformition.

.
2. The negative command, such as "Don't

tesulrellortransforma-----

lions.

'You + wi],1 + VP-10

Iou + will + tot + V? 07:,

Do + not+ VP

'The
,

negative command "Stop" is'a regu-

lar command,: however, its meaning

connotes the'ilegative.

3. The two different command, "stop" and

"don't" should be ,taught 'separately.

The rustor command '"ehotild be taught

first,

r

4'The double command, "Don't stop" should

not be used at this time,

5.'Seleetonlylocabulary that is known.

Do not introduce new vocabulary,

6. "Please" and names of direct address

may be used optionally. See S.O. 1,

,T.P. 6-7.

P



UNIT. II:' Modal "Can"

.S.O. 7: Production of, a short/expanded
.0e4tion sing-the-modaI-"can".

a..

short answer in response to the "who"

S.O. 8: PtOduction of'a statement using-

S.O. 9: Production of a statement using
miner "the", as the subject.

S.O. 10: Production of a statement using."you" as.the SUbject.

thjiodal'"can".

a common noun, preceded by the\deter-'

S.O. 11: ,Production of'tworeldE d statements contrasting " and !'17.

S.O. 12:`"(Ae:cognition of .a "yes/no" 'question .using the-Mbdal "Can".

13: Production of a negative statement using "not" with the modal "can";

,Pacing:

Lessons: 15 - 27

'Weeks: -3 (Maximum)

Present Prefamiliarization

No. 2 during this Unit.

Related Texif

American English Series-

Book Three: Unit 21
.



Frefamiliari

..dllcrimination of color terms 4-
"I

Introducelefolg Unit 3,1:b. 9.

Teacher Behavior:

, .

. Teacher sets up situation in which she and/or the.)1,....

aidCintrod'uce and develop seltCted color concepts

and 'terms.

. 'Suggested Contexts:.

Only':.two or .three- color concept's'.
should be :introatiCed and developed

at a time.'

Suggested Resources & MatrIalt:

Arts & Crafts -N, Colored blocks, sticks,

Learning readiness activities , .toothPicks, etc. ---.

Cooking activities Art paper, tag board

Health., (foods); , Cooking materials

Color wheel

Suggested. Activities:

1. Dial-a-Color

The teacher makes a large color Wheel that, shows three

colors (e,g, red, blue, yellow). The wheel has a clock-

. like dial in.the' &titer. The teacher- tune the dial

to a color and says its name. The child associates

this color with colors like it that he sees in the rook.

The teacher adds three dew colors after the color, .con-

cepts have been learned. This procedure continues

until all the basic colors have been taught.

2. lace Gathe

The teacher, cuts large circles out of colored 'tag board,

approximately 18" in diimeter. ghe Points to one circle

and says the color of the 'circle Se.g. "Red".) The, aide

or puppet draws. a "hippy face" in the circle.: The

teacher then points to another circle and' says. another

color, (e.g. "Yelloi.") A pupil is directed to draw

4 "happy face" in the circle. Other color,s are handled

in, a similar wayradding -new colors on different days.

3. Color concepts fnay be reinforced in

'Navajo by 'ire aide.

k 4"

1r

..^1
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SUGGESTER A TIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 7:

Clap a Rhithmr.

. ,,

2

'ha feather claps a rhythm 'and' asks, "Who clan, clap

a rhythi like 'this'?" pnOil ancceedi, the

class; or one pupil can say, -"Mike ,Oan "' or,

pit who:Clapped the rhythm'can_saY; "I can.":.'The
.

activity, Can beVaried by tapping a ''rhythm vibe 4

pencil or ruler..

2. Action Cheer'

A,pupil' is directed to do an action, :sali

-'Inmpi

clap, open the.door, etc. -Tha tiapher'ten

asks,, "Who can -17' 'The '.class or apUpil re7-.

iponds, "Mike .can. Mike can, ' The pu7

pil.Who performS the action Can say; ."1 Can,' I can.

I can." !

3. Animal Talk

' A

The teacher shows 'pictures of animals or reads an

animal story. A pupil: is directed to imitate the

sound of the animal in the picture or story. The

teacher asks, "Who can bark?" A pupil answers,

"Ludy can." Continue in the same manner giving as

many pupils as possible the oppprtunity to parti:

.cipate in both roles.

.4. Small Group Talk During Art or Play. Activities

?uring an art 'activity or at recess', ,give individ

ual children., the opportniity to. answer questions

about .whit they Can do, Such...as:.

Who can swing?

Who can jump rope?.

Who can ,draw tree?

When a pupil respondi with' 71 can," he should then"

do what. he Said he can do.

.6 7,,

r 10 et. Show

pupi

such as

s use hand puppets to nswer questions,

Y.Who can draw a circle?

Who.caii skip?

Who can moo?

The child with ihe 'pu pet should i.30 do what he

said he Can' dol

/

';

4



short answer in response to the "who" question using the

2. I dah.

l. Recognition of:Nho" question by,giving an

approPriate.verbal response. ,IntroduCtion

of.the:modS1 ."can".' verb construction.::

2., Injupil response, one, there are two ac-

.ceptable answers.

.or NP + can

Mike can

In pupil responestwo, thefe,is only one

possible form. ,

SP I. can

I' cans

Suoisted Context(s) :

Arts and Crafts

Math
Rereational Arts

Suggested Vocabulary: is

Select from vocabulary of Unit I.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Toy anials or pictures of animals

Puppets 'and dolls

Pets

Recor6 Sounds I Can Hear. (Scott-Foresman

TeaCher-prepared work sheets

4. ."Can" connoteS:ansbility, to 41 Spiething,,

t an :aspect: of tine.;;The .appropriste

situation should randomize continuing and

completed behayiors.

5.,
Note that the answers to the tions in

.this objective are not.statemen 8. (See

Olossary for definitiolof answ zt,)

6. puppets, pets and: toy animals used should

be, iven permanent names .(4.,RtVer,.

Buster; etc.)



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE

.1. Add-A, -Body 'Part.

Draw, the head and trunk Uf a named person on the

bard. As' parts of: body are drawn (ElAyg.,

eyes,-'ear,: hands; etc:), the pupils) says what.
tie. person can 'do: ,(e.K.Ityou draw eyes, the
sentence :would. be '"TotO can see,:".

You may also use board cut -outs or',tagbOard

`marionetteS;.for this actiNeity:.

2. Sounds Aroinitt;

, A pupil. who 1S "It" closes his eyes or turns his
lack7tothe class. Another pupil:iS directe4 to do
Pat ad tfcin ich may he recOgnized'hfits souid .:

claP;:a whistle, a Imockatc.) 'When the teacher
says.'to.."It"; "Tell me abdut 'Mike," "Ii" responds

',with. the appropriate th.ntence, such as, "Mike can

Animal Sounds.

Conduct; this activity. as Sounds Around except have

a pupil make an animal sound (e:g, bark oink, moo,'
meow,etc.) n'It" would say the appropriate sentence,

such "as,: "Mike can ioo,""

Song:. "Mike Can Run"

song can; be sung to several tunes; such as

"Three Blind Mice", "Mary Had a Little Lamb") "Are

You Sleeping",,, etc. Make the time fit the name of

elypersci,ni and action they.cando. For example,

to to tune "Skip To My Lou", you can- sing the fol-

lowing:

5, Grab Bag

4)'rite taany.actions 'on pieces of paper and pc.tiem
in 'a bag or sack.. Have each child draw, one out,

whisper to him .what it 'says, and ,direct. to. do
the'action. Eithei have him or anothei pupil tell,

,What: he can., do.,

1

. Mike can run. Mike can run.

Mike can rim. Mike can run.

Mike can run. Mike can run.

Mike can run and run.



STRUCTURLL OBJECTIVE 8 : Production of a statement .

.,
Teaching Points:

1 First,production,of a statement.

Teacher Cue:

Teach& sets up appropriate

situation and says:

Pupil Response:

I can draW.

Suggested Coriteit (s)

3. Modal

Rover,
T.

"-etc.

run

bark

etc.

7oy 'animals, uppets (IOUs, pets,,etc.'

,Pictures,of animals

-

, Statementvarelia'Oed,byluestions., See.

11ationale"for..Conventio4 to elicit state

ments: BeCome famiiii6ith.thiS.:conveptio
, .

Can use it consistently.:.

5. In this ol;jective, statements should be

about pipils' visible-actions during the

`lesson,

The reflexive "yourself" may need to be,

explained in Navajo.

7, Accept direct objects and adverbials pupils

give without comment.

'numerous examples before pupile.ere

required to produce statements on their own.

74



SUGGESTS ACTIVITIES FOR SThUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 9:

1 Add-A-Body Tart (See S.0 8)'''

For14.s'objective draw the head and'trunk,of a per

.son or animaOcithout a name. As a pait of. the'body.

is drawn, the .appropriate sentence can be given,
,

8

such as.

The boy'can hear.

The woman can talk.

The horse can. run.

2. Stop The Record

,

from table (marblei. bell, bottle; stick, etc.) and

tell about them. Make sure the,objedt will either.

float, bounce, or

Play ajecozd containing. many animal .sounds,. real or

stereotyped,
g'rin "OldMcDonald Had a Firm4 'Stop

i.;the,reCartafter:A:sound is made by an animaI

Designate a child tell ;about the animal,: such,

The" Cow Can:.moo:

e .
4

ToUlay playthe rec
dbehindltelupile bads so

they-,Ontotgeeyhen. stop. ihe-reCord.

Spinners. Board.

Prepare e.spinner board with iiictures of .animals.:

Pupils take turns spinning.the pine When the

spinner:stops on an iiimal,-thepupil st make '[a.

statement such as: 'The dog Can bark. Scores may

be kept if desired:

4. Science Experiments C

The teacher places a toy boat in a pan o grater.

The children observe. The teacher uses er aide for

puppet, to illustrate saying, "Tell,me out the boat".

The aide or puppet responds, "The boa can float". .

The' teacher uses; 'n Ball to.illugirat roll or

bounce. The Children then select var objects



ITRUCTVKAL OBJECTIVE '9. I Productimof a statement: using .Teaching:Point:'

a on, nwareceded by the determiner ".the ", as'the,

'subject.

Esiiiiated,Lessons: /274 /

Teacher'Cue:
Pupil Response:

..Tea4e0ets up appropriate

=.'situation an&says:

Tell.me. about the, dog.. ,The fog can bark.

, Suggested Context(i):

Science

e.4ocial. Studies

!filth

Recreational Arts

Suested Vocabulary:

Nouns: Verbs:

Animals: ..0ther: :flOqt -feel

dog marble' roll touch

thorse' , ball' bounCe .moo.

cat >kat ..see_ meow

cow , hear neigh

sheep .
'smell' bark

juggested Resources and Materials

,Record,player and'racords
,,.

ToiflAmerican English Series, Book; p;

,ptpapkitilhOy
, , ,

SIA006Y 1,

sti;ks, tub of water, etc,

spinney board. pictures of animals'

,
I,

1.' Extension:of the'modal:"can".verb:con-

,
,struction:by,uSing common nouns as the sub-

2 NPi+

NP-4Det+N.

See S.O. 8 T.P.-2-for other phrase stitc.....0

tore rul
,

.

vet

the dog

cat

ball

etc.

can

'

bark

Dieu

bounci

etc.

0\

." .

4.. Note1hat statements are not cued by

questiOns.

40

5. The appropriate
situation must include

objects, toys. or pictures,

if.



ACTIVITIES. FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE' 10:

"IOU Can Do This". (Time: Skip To My Lou)`,

caiSing,this song with*CactiOn they are
-of- performing.

can skip. tou can skip.

can skip Tou'can-skip,

Can skip..,:YOuCcan skip.

fou,,can.skip and skip.

skip, you 'Can'skip..

sVip,yoU can. skip.

skip, yOU can. Skip,

tvl can skip and skip:

p.

. .

mate form of this songmay include three

.for example:

:an run and hop and jump.

Lsmissal

:ivity is used for reinforcement at anytime'

05 is diskissedto'leave the loom. The,

or aide perfOrms an actions. If,a pupil can

leave:)u child line up to

L (See S.O. 8)

f.

pis activity,to S.O. After a pupil

rn out an actionto do, direct him to per- *.

) action, and have another pupil tell what he

-4. Animal Sounds (See,S,O, 8)
y.

. -
Adapt this activity for this objective. Designate

a pupil-to 'make:Certain snimal'soundt. Another pu

pil looks at the first pupil and. say "You can

(e.g., moo, bark, etc.)

5. Clown Face

. .

Direct a pupil to pretend he is. a clown and to,either

laugh, smile, frown, or cry. Another pupil tells

what the clown can do,. such as:

-You,: can frOwn.7.

You can laugh..

.r.

such' as: .

all sing. ..,
an w:rite.

all .hoP ,

:C



,'STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 10 : Production..offt statement

bin you" as the subject.

Estimated Lessons:, /2-4 /

-----,-

Teacher Cue:

. .

Teacher,sets up appropriate.

situation between two.peo-

ple and gives .eXamples of

the. statement such 'as:

` 4

towc.an 4Op.

Suggested Context(s):

.o

Recreational-bts

Arts and Crafts

Health

Music

Suggested Vocabulary:

hop

skip

ump

walk

swing

slide

Pupil Response:

Pupil says tolls part-

ner.

You can skip.

cry, draw

stile paste

frown cut

paint

.1 ,,

.,Suggested Reroutes and Materials:

Playground equipment

- Art. supplies

,
A
,4

".

r'
.7eaching.Points:

1. Introduction of the prOnOu0ou" as' the

subject of the Statement being ftoduceL

2.--NP-+

3.

You can skip

hop

swing

etc.

4. In this ObjectiVe use "intransitive Verbs,

only. Avoid sensory verbs.

5. Pupils should look:at person' to. whom he

. is talking. Consider-the cultural

Aifferences between Nairaj6,404nglish.

speakers when talking to.one adOther,

6, Note that'statements:are'not
cued by

questions,

. .4



suGMTED ACTIVITIES 'FOR STRUCTURAL' OBJECTIVE 1

1. lag: "You :Can S (Tune: Skip To 'My Lou)

For this objective the entire 'song nay b'e' used. Any

------action-word- may-be- usect-as- long-as---the -pupils .can_ _

perform the action..

t

You can run. I Can, too.

You can run. I Can, too,

You can run. I can, too.

You and I can run.

Run, tun, you can, run.

Run) run,. you can rm.

Run, run; you, can run.,

You and I can run.

2. ou

4. Grab Bag' (See S .0?: 8 and 10)

After a pupilcihas drawn out an action 'to do from a

bag; ',4irect 2hini:_to_performthe_ action. Direct 'an-

°tiler pupil to tell what he can do and then to do it

himself; For exampl0;,,i,'

Children are standing in a cirele. A child is in

the middle of the circle, He (child in middle):

performs an.-action and then says, "I can ' ".

He immediately touches a (child in the circle and..,

says, tan, too": The child touched:performs

the same action and enters the center. of the circle.

The first child Ieaves. the center and joins. the cir-

ale.:

3. "Do As I Do" Tag (Playground Activity)

A pupil who as selected to be "It" does an action,

0 such as: run, hop, skip, crawl, etc. Another pu-

pil who volunteers to be chased says to "It", "You

can I can, too." Both pupils begin doing

the action as "It" tries to, tag the pupil who is

imitating his action. If "It" tags the imitator,

then the imitator becomes "It." The person Who is

,"It" may chase more than one pupil (imitator) at a

time.

pfs an action, such, as jump%

1).2:-.'Snyi,, "You can jump., I can, too."

Then he alsa\jumps.

Animal Sounds (See 8 and 10)

After a pupil has 'imitated an Animal som:, another

pupil says: "You can bark. can, too." Then

also has to imitate the animal sound.

6. Clown Face (See S 0 10).ww
a,

After the pupil who is pretending; to be the cloin

either laughs, smiles; frOwns, or cries, another pu-

pil' says:

"You can cry. I can, too."

Thenhe also has to imitate the action.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 11 : Production of two related state-s

ments'contrasting "you" and T.

Estimated Lessons: LE4 7

Teacher' Cue:

a'Teacber sets up appropriate

.4situation'and.gives examples",

such as:

. .

I can jump. You can, tob.

,

Suggested' Context (s)

lecreitional,arts

Arts and crafts

Health.

Mulic,

Pupil siis:,to his .,partner,

I can hop. ig)}1, can, too.' f:

You can smi)1 I can,'too.

Suggested'Vocabulaty:

Select fromjanwnvocabulary.',

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Playgound equipment

Art 'supplies

,7eaching Pointe: ,

.

I First production,of sequenced sentences

in order to contrast the pronouns''"you",

and "i".

3

You

Adv ref,

can. hop

smile

sing

etc.

you,

I

too

4. Note that ,the second 2a nce requires

\- the deletion of the verb 'and addition

of "too".

5. ThiconceptWtoo" may need to be

eiplained itlavajo.

6. In this objective use intransitive verbs

only. Avoid sensory verbs.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR S UCTURAL OBJECTIVE 12:

I. Ilensive QuestiOning" '
If a gild responds: w1 thles7,, direct him t6 make ,72;

the sound. If &child responds 441116"; accept,,
his answer, and o to another Pupil.',Eacchilci is given a chance to respond to inters

:,questioning on their old and/dr, new langUage experi-

ence-activities;-,144:,,:!ICan Lucrtun?"-- Child-nods

head or says, "Ye's," "Can the bbat fly?" Child

shakes head or says, "No.").

2. :Song: .11114.6-..Nez" (Tuhei-,jazY, Ma

Ikez, can you jump?,

.4n you jump? Can, you ,ituap?

Nez, 'Can,yOtOump?.

Can you tbdayl

''. Yes, . teacher, I Can 'jump;

I-Can jtmlp, I can jump...

Yes,. teacher, I can jump,

I can jump. today.°

:.You may.,gubstitute a .variety of InOwn'ac"tion

. Nursery Rhyme Time

Dse-ndrsery rhymes the:pupils knot' or ,teach' them 2

or 3 new ones. Ask.questions about the characters:

in the rhymes, such as:

Can Little Bo Peep find the sheep?

Can the cow jump over the; moon?

Can the lamb go to. school?

The pupils give a appropriate response.

4 Animal Sound

Ask the pupils if they can make a sound imitating

an animAl,.such as:

Can.you bark?

Can you neigh?,



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 12 : 'Recognition of a "yes/no"

'pestion using the modal "can".

Estimated.. Lessons:

Teacher-Cue:

Teaching Points:

1. Recognition of the "yes /no" question by

an appropriate .response: Introduction, of.

"les/no"'question transformation.

Tiacher sets up appropriate

Situation and' tski:

1 Cin Lucy nit'?

'2. Can.Mike touch the

d bt":"'711

v

Pupil Response:.: (Non.

Verbal/

Verbal)

1. Nod head../Yes.

2. Shake head./No.

!Non-verbal' response '174 Nod head

Sh ice head

Yerbal response -4 Sent nce Adv

Sentence Adv
yes

no

SusgesfetContekt(s):''

Recreational Arts.

Atts'andcrafts

. 'Music

Learning' ReadiiieSs

anon- verbal or verbal r ' 'onse

should be atcepted in this objectp

4. Note that answers to /6"quistions

are not statements. is jectiVe

they, are short answers, (See'Ratiimale.)'

Snouted Vocabu

Select frpm knoWi:liocabulary'.

Suggested Resources and. Materials--

Playground equipment.

supplies .

Rhythm band instruments.

/Learning readiness work-sheets

/4icturesiitnursery rhyme,che4cters



,

SUGGESTED- 4criVITIES FOR STRUC OBJECTIVE 13:

Bingo (Adaptation)
40

Make up, Bingo cards of 4 to 9 squares., each with a

different"(line).drawing of an animal or an objea

in_each.square...on_the,_cari_is. (Pictures gottenfroth

. old phonics workbooks are very handi). The

calls t e name of, the anithal or object and the first

pupil, to make an 1,:propriat,e' negative statement ,
about it tf he has it -dn. his card, places Ccounter

over it. SOme or all of the squares must be covered,

to win, as de:sired. ':'Examples: of statements are:

'A. dog.,

A rock.. "The rock can't float."
"The dog cait't moo."' '

2 Reverse of Add-A-Body Part,

4_.,

Put as.completed.'drawing of a' person on the chalk-

bola, (Flannel' or tagboard cut -outs may be used.)

Remove or erase one part of the body at a es,. If

..the'thoUth removed, appropriate. sentence would

The boy can't.talk/Slni/laugh/etc.

3. Broken A G

Use a 'far tar! and :tie' up a pupil's. arm to pre

. :tend it is brokl.. :Statements canbe made about

what the pupil cannot do,, such-4:

Mike can't write.
'Mike can't play ball..

This activity may be extended, to include blind;

folding , Mike' can't see.) or putting a 'Farf

over. a person's mouth or ears, (e.4., Mike' cin't

talkQ Mike' can't hear.)
. .

4. Three-Picture Activity

Teacher. chooses. three related pictures. ,DiOlay, all

three ,pictures'and as,lita7pupil.; to tell 'abou,t the ,

. . pictures with statetheds 'like, following:"

'A
. of

(1) ,a boy running "The boy can run."

(2) Alirlrunning "The' girl can, run.

(3)° 1ibaby: 1.1he'baby can't run."

'Another example would 'be pictures of a big dog named

uBif f" ; a" little -dog namedi-"Tiff";- ra".cat -named

"Kid Kit.", Sfaements about the pictures might be:.

Bili.4an bark.
Tiff can bark.
Kid Kit can't bark.

'5. Spinner Board, .(See S.O. 9)

Use the animal pictUre spinner,board prepared for

game in S M. 9. Play as explained in S..0. 9, ,hut

a pupil, makes a statement about something ;he animal

cannot do as: "The, dog can't moO.."-

This game may also be played traist of "can"

and iipnIt". The pupils select an animal sound.

(e.g. meow) A pupil spins the spinner. If the spin,---x

ner, stops An the cat, 'the pupil says: '"The cat can

meow." If the spinner stops. on some other anima;

a,. cow); the pupil must say: "The Sow can't,

',meow." `(Scores may be kept if desired.)

6. I Can't See
1

Pupila 'ate divided in pairs. FirstiiSupil of -each

o pair chooseS something and -shows it to his partner.

The pupil who has the objict, hides it. part-

.ner says; "I can't see the ." keeping the ob -'

ject hidden the first pupil changes' the hiding place

`and his partner againlays, "I can't see the ."

Keeping, the object hidden the first pupil changes the

hiding place and hissartner againsays "I can't see

the The, partners do this 2 or. 3 titea., Then

the pupil holding the tect holds. it up 'and his part-,

ter says, "I; can see. the Partnrs exchange

roles and proCeed, in the same manner.:



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 130: Production oa negative state -

" " wi th the modal "can" .

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

Teacher_ Cue:

Teacher sets up an appropriate/

pretend situation and says:

1. Tell me about Mike,.

2.,Tell me about the'biid.

3. Tell me,aboutinurself.

Pupil Response:

1. Mike Can't fly.,

2. The bird'can't

,3. I can't swim.

Shggeled Context(s):

. Science

Learning Readiness.

Story Hour

Suggested Vocabulary:

Select from known-vocabulary.

Suggested Resources and Materials: .

Pictures and cut -outs,

Toto (puppet)

Pumpkin Boy

.Gaie boards and materials

Books: I Can't, Said the Ant

It's Easy, It's Hard

a

a

Teaching Points:

1. First production of statements in ne-

gitive. Extension of the modal "caelverb

construction by th6 negative tiansforma-

tion.

2. + V.

-Vi C-an +-.V---- K--

Negative Transformation

NP
1
+ can + V =140. NP

1

+ can '+ not + V

3 NP M + not . V

.1

Ydu

Mike

can't fly

write

bark

The dog draw : r

etc. etc.

4. "I" & "you" are the only pronouns to be used

in this objective.

5. Help children.to understand what a pretend

or make-believe situation is.

6. Do not introduce new vocabulary since the

negative concept is being deVeloped thrOugh

. verbalization.

7. Be sure to'pronounce distinctly the "t" on

"can't" since thereis little difference

in the pronunciation of "can't" and "can".

8. Accept direct objects and adverbials the

pupils wive without comment.

9. Teach the contracted form "can't". If

pupils say "cannot", accept as correct.

94



UNIT III: Verb "Be" with Predicate Adjective
,

S.O.. 14: Production of a shprt answer 'Using t color term. in response to a

"what" question.

S.O. 15: Production of a:shortened answer ,using "it's" with I:color term

In response to. d-"What"-qUeStiOh.

S.0. 16: Production ofna statement using the verb "be4 with color and size

terms.

S.O. 12: Production. of ainegative statemeit. followed by its correcting sen-

tence usingltheverY ;

S.01. 18: .Production of a shOrtjs4rtened' answer in response to a "yes/no6

question using the verb "be ".',

S.O. 19: Production of'a statementusing adjectivevin two different

positions.

, ,

Present Prefamiliarization

No. 3 before S.O. 16.

Related Text:

American English'Series

Book One:, .Unit 30 & 31,

CITE

,

Syntix -6

Lessons 159

.

4

. 4

7%.



L!troduce before.S.O. 16 in Unit 3.

Prefamiliarization RecoAnition, comprehension, and

fliscriminati9n f size terms.

o

Teacher Behavior:

Teacher sets up_ situations in which she and/or the aide

introduce and develop size concepts and terms.

Teacher gives commands, such as:

Bring me the big book.

Show me the tall building.

Point to the thin man.

Suggested Context(s):

Arts and crafts

Learning readiness activities

Science (outdoors)

Suggested Activities:

. .

(1) Po%ter and, Charts: Prepare several posters and/or

charts which clearly illustra 'te the various sizesterms,

suggested in NOrte No. 3. The teacher leads the aide or : .

.
puppet to identify the illustrations by having them point

to the correct picture. For example, a big ball and a

little ball; a fat man and a thin man;-etc.,

kggested Resources and

Materials:

Playgound equipment.

Trees, bushes, stones, etc.

. Toy animals

Objects, such as hats, shoes

books, boxes, etc.

Charts or posters

! (2) Toy Aminals: Te!acher collects many toy, animals, such

as faim, zoo, stuffed, etc. The aide or puppet is direcled

to point to, touch, or hold the atimal described bya.size I

term, For example, a tall giraffe, a short kangaroo; a

, little limb, a big sheep, etc.

lz Any objects around the schoOl may be used; play-

ground.equipment, classroom objeCtS and Supplies, etc, s'

97 .1

gates:

2. Only 2 to 4 size concepts should 'be

introduced and developed at a time.

r

3. Limit adjectives of size to the fol-

lowing:

big - little

large - small

long - short

tall - short

fat - thin

high, - low

qm,

4.'Difficulties,may arise. in using "tall",

"long", and "high": Teachers should

be" Consistenti in the use of these terms.

5. Carefully seledt items to be described

with size terms.

x7 v



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE i4:

1. Hats-..cHaa - Hats

Aal pupils-make colorful hats from construction pa-'

pet. After hath,are made, the pupils ate directed

--
to wear 'their hats for this activity. The teacher
points to a hat-and-asks; "What color- is the-hat?"
Pupils give the correct color term as a response.
(Note: Save the hats as they may be used in later

S .O.'s)

2. What Co lor Is The Clown

'Using a: large pictu7 of a colorful clown,' ask pu-
pils the "what" question in reference to the color'
of the Clown's nose, mouth, ears, shoes, shirt, etc.
Pupils give thetcorrect color term as a tesponse.

3. Nursery Rhyme Colors.

Using pictures of known nursery rhyme or storybook
charact6rs, the teacher points to items and asks
about its color. For example:

What color is the lamb? White.

.What color is the dress? Blue. ,

4.. Guess What Color

Place s'elieral colored objects in a large box. (Be

p.sure the objects and colors are known to the
A pupil is _selected to look in the box for aio.eiod

of time. After the box lid is shut, the teacher
asks,m"What color is the ?" The pupil _responds

by remembering the color of the object:

rt

.

dr

A.



7

'STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 14. Production of a short answer

usigka color term in response to a "what" question.

Estimated Lessons: 11-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher-sets-up-approeriate--

'situation and asks:

.1. What color is the pencil?

2. What color is,Rover?

Pupil Response:

1. Red.

2. Brown.

Suggested Context(s):

Arts and Crafts

Learning Readiness

Math

Science (o4tdoor),

Suggested Vocabulary:

Colore:

'red green black gray

blue orange, white 'tan

yellow purple brown, pink

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Art,paper and other'art'supplies

Toy animals and classroom pets,

Classroom items of various colors

Pictures, of nursery rhyme and story book characterS

Picture of Clown

Colored hats

Uri

Teaching Points:

1, First production of a color term as

ayredicate adjective. Prefamiliari-

zation of the "What /question.

Ad j -4 color term

3. Note that the answers to the question

in this objective consist of only one
A

word. If the pupil'responds,with

"It's red," .accept it as correct. /f

the response is a statement such as:

"The-ball is blue" use Correction

Technique No. 2,

4. Only names of classroom pets and toy

animals and singular coOpt nouns

should be used Lithe qustions of this

objective.

S. In setting up the situation in this

objective, use a variety of items but

use only one of each because the

determiner is limited to "the".

101



SUGGESTED. ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 15:
h

4" 1. Caps And More Caps

Collector make caps/hats representing various occu-
pations, suchas: nurse, fireman, policeman, farmer

ball player, soldier, etc. The caps may beeither

----ifcirn-dr-displayed. The questions-,-

"What color is the haticap?" and the child responds
with the correct shortened answer', .

14-

2. Buss, Bees,And Butterflies
V

Use pictures of insects that are one color only
(e.g., a black bug, a green grasshopper, a yellow

butterfly,., The teacher points to the insect

or hands it to' the pupil to hold) as she asks the

question of this objective. Pupils give appropri-

ate response, "It's- .t?
.

3. Hats - Hats - Hats (See.S.O. 14)

Have each pupil wear the hat he has made and model

it before the' class or group. The question and

answer bf this S.O. can then be asked and answered.

4. Fishing'Pond"

Paste pictures of familiar things on fish cut from

construction paper. Put a paper clip on each fish.
Let pupils "fish" with a pole or stick with a mag-
net on the strj.ng. When a lish is caught, ask the
question of this S.O. and let pupil give the cor-?

rect shortened answer. 4

(For a fishing pond, cover a, cardboard box with

blue paper.) ,
,

- try,

r

\

109

It

e=.



STRUCTURAL JECTIVE 15 : Production of a shortened answer

ysing "it's" with a color lm in responseito a "what" ques-

t

tiga.

Estimated Lessons: /77

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up apAopriate

situation and asks:

at colorlis the ball?

Pupil RespOnse:

It's red,

Suggested Context(s):

Arts antC;.4ts

Learning Readiness

Math

Science (outdoors)

11,

Suggested Vocabulary:

red green black gray

blue orange white tan

yellow purple brown .pink

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Art paper and other art supplies

Colored hats

Eats representing known occupations

Pictures of insects

a

4

'reachink Points:

1. Production of a color term as a predi-

cate adjective in a shortened answer.

.(See Glossary).

2. The snrtened answer consists of the

pronoun "it", the verb "be", and a

color term.

NP Vbe Ad)

NP 0 it

V -.4. is

be

Adj --0 color term

3. NP + be Pred Adj

red

blue

black

etc.

0. If the pupils respond with a.short --\-'1

answer or a statement, use Correction.

Tchnique No.' 2 to elicit the short-

ened answer.

5. Teat i tht contracted form t'su;eff

the pupils say "it is", accept as

correct.



.

S0GGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL.OBJECTIVE 16:

ti:*

1; Surprise Box

Place inside a box many familiar objectcwhich aie

of one color off. As'pupilspull an object from

the' box, he gives.a statement about the Object's.,

color, such as:

The ball is yello0..

The block is green.

The shoe is brown. 4

iAsidng,Pond (see

'4(
r

.1" a .tv1.-

t

,mz4londuct the activify.the same wayasexplained0.h

S.O. 15, you,maYedd fish whiCh haie,iic7 ,

,

.

., tures glustrafing size terms-\ . Forexample.' °
. ,

The building is tall.

The baby is short,

Tlie man is fat.'

The lady is thin:

The mouse,is little.

3. Spinner Board

s

Place known objects or pidtures around a spinner

boar.d which illustrate color or 'size terms. A

pupil turns the spinner and gives a'statement

about the object or picture it stops on. For

example:

The leaf is green.

Thpencil fis long.

'
rti

5 a

,

For example:

The marble is green.

'The pencil is yellow.

' The ruler 'is fong.

The bush is short.'

You can keep points and/or,divide into teams to ,give

this activity added interest.

A

4. Guess What Color - Adapted (See S.O. 14)

Conduct this activity similar to the one' explained

in S.Q. '14. After a pupil looks in the box, he

then tells about as many items as he can remember,

using,color or size terms: .

10r.-)

1 ;
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'STRUCTRaiI, OBJECTIVE 16 : Production Of a statement

using the Verb "be" with color and size term's.

timated 577

;Teacher Cue: ,

f

Teacher sets' p apProgiate

4 situation sh4la: ,

7 ).

Let's talik about the

Scolor of these things

site

' in the same way.

'Pupil4Response:

The ball

The stick is long.

A

Suggested Contekt(s):

Science (outdoors)

Arts and Crafts

Math (geometry)

Music *

Leainihg R adiness

Q:

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known color terms

Known geometric figure

terms. See S.O. 2

size terms

big - little

large - small.

long - short

tall - short

fat - thin

high - low

Suggested 'Resources and Majerials:

Art paper and other supplies' .

Geothetric figures

Toy animals and/or pictures of animals

Science charts

Fish pond and fishing pole with magnet

'Spinner board

4.

w. Teaching Points:

1. First production' of a statement with the

verb "be" ,and a predicate adjective.
e

.

2. NP
1
+

be
+ Adi

gP bet 4.,N

,IVbe
is"

(
o

r
0

.%

. .

Adj -+ color and iiie, term

lo .7 1,Jj/

3. Det,
e .

i' .4

the bell,.

stick,

cat

ttree

etc.

tr

,,T,

. p

,

longr , ''

smal'1. '5, .

'green

etc., .

.)

4

'-V,

.. -,

..

4. Adjectiies are limited to color and size

terms. ,See Suggested Vocabulary.
S.

k'5. ?resent thiS structure with color terms.

Then use size, rms in practice and trans-

fer phaseS,ofe lesson.

6..Notethat size teftos in Suggested Vocabu-

lary are paired. Be sure .to have one

of each.

7. Note that the statement is not cued by

'a question.



..s
''."

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE. T7°:7:40w

7

1.. Art Fun
% *

ilk. .
.,

. ,1

'Have pupt*draw anZt-color pictures according to.c.

Spicific;direction's. (e.g..; a yeilow.sun, a, green

tree, an orgnsg5f1oWer,''a blile lake, a gray moun-: -....

tain, etc.) The picturdS may be illse'd to talk about::

For example, "Tie sun isn't red. 'It's yellow.
.P.N'

..,

,.....,,,,Pupils
:.

may also -draw pictures illustiating size

terms ac6Drding to specific directions. (e.g. a.

short bv, a tall man; a'little dog, a big dog,

.4,fat boy, ,
boy,ptc0..These may also be

Useckto be talked abodt by the pup5i1sC Be sure

the paired pictures are-both displayed at the same

time. f
4-N-J-:---

,

2. Cdlored 14.bles ,
,

p.

severil items which may be described by

their coldr: (e.g4, a reds truck, a yellow pencil,

a blue ball; w. ,green pear, ete.) Place a colored

marble (or crayon5..that has a different color

besi,de each object. 'P1acee4atlue marble

beiide the ted truck.) Use the color Of the marble-

(or.crayon) to cue the negative statement. -(e.g., -

The _truck isn't blue. It's- et:1.)
.

3. Fishing Pond (See S.O. 15 and 16).

Let children "go fishing" and talk about the pic-,

-tune on tb1 fish they catch.. a

4. Spinner Board -(See S.0-16)'

C

arr

Use the spinner board and let children talk about
.

,

the objects or pictures on the board. It is'pre- .

_
ferable'if your select different objects or pictures

than those used in5.8.°16. .

C'
1
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'-STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE:' 17 Production of a negative

,

.

statetent'followe&by its corredting sentence' .using

the verb "be",.

lEgi;ated Lessonsli 5:57
Ai

'Teacher,Cue:

Teacher sets 'up appropriate

situation and says:

Let's talk about these things

irthe same Oiy.

Pupil..Responie:

,

, t

,

The ball isn't red.

Its blue..

The stick isn't short.

It's long. : c

Suggested Context(s):

Scipice (outdoors)

Arts & Crafts

. Maths (geometry)

Music

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known, color terms

Known size terms (see S,O. 16)

1 At

Suggested Resources and Materials

Art paper and other supplies

Geometric shapes and,figures

Pictureof,clOwn

Toy animals

Science charts

Colored Objects such as marblesi,stiCks etc.

119

01

5

Teach'rig Points: Y

1. First production of sequeiced sentences

contrasting the negative and positive::

2. NezatiVe Transformation

NP1 + Vin + Adj an)

NP
1
+ V

be
+ not + Adj

.)

Dit N, Vbe+ not Adj. p+V Add

. ?he,

, ,,, s,

I:I1

sky

stick

etc.

isn't

,.

ed

:reen

loig

-tc.

Itts

,

o

pink

'blue

short`

etc.

4."Adjectives are limited to'color and size

See Suggested Vocabulary.t

5.A corredting sentence is optional, but.is'

!obligatory in this 'objective.

4

6. Teach the contracted forms "isn't" and

"it's". Use the cohtraction "ball isn't"

:rather than "ball's not,",

7. Note that in'the pupil response the pri-

mary, accent is on. "isn't" in the negative

statement and on the adjective in the

correctinoentence.

8 An optional extension of this objective

ris the production of a positive state-

ient followed by its' related' negative

statement

4.4



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR StRUCTURAL,OBJECTIVE 18:

1. Art Fun (See S.O. 17) .

use the. pictures drawn for 16 to ask and answer

the question in this objectife. F6r example:

-

-T: Is the sun red?

P; No, it isn't..

T: Is the tree tall?

P: Yes, itlist

a

c

Remember to diiplay paired pictures illustrating

,size terms (e.g., a tall man and eihort boy): ,

9.4

o .

a,

vA Concealed Ob ect
A,

.

o

4Place several familiar objects ona table in front

of the room. Conceal or:hide three or: four objects

from'the view of the pupils.'. Ask theAuestion of

this objective aboUt.the objects mhichare.Con-

cealed. For examRle;',

Is the truckred?,

Is the mkt lone

3. Guess.WhatiColoe- Adapted (See S,O. 16) '

;

'Fish' may be made especially for this objett;Ve:. Cut°

fi0',from a variety of ,colored paper and 0 two

saves; "big". and "little".

- Place a arge variety 'of objects in a'boxwhich may

be described by either colOr or size. One, child at

a time .is selected to look in the box for a 'short

period of time,' and then,the lid is shut. The

ten* then asks three questions regai4ing color

ofsize abOut items in the box. For, example:

Is the marble green?

Is the truck' big?

4. Fishing Pond (See'S.O. 15-17)

3

\Use fish made for tIle previous objectives (15, 16,

117). As a child a fish, ask a. "yes/no"

question about either its color or size.

4

ff

a , 1

."

.4

a



ST4CTURAL OBJECTIVE 18 : Production of a short/shortened

be.

uestion usin: the verb

Estimated *ons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

,Teacher sets up appropriate

situation,ind asks:

Is the ball big?

Is the skureen?

Pupil Response:

les./Yes, it is., L

No./No, it isn't.
0

SUggested,Context(s):

, \

kearning Readiness

Arts and Crafts

Math

Music'

Scienpi'

)Suggested Vocabulary:

Known t6lor and size terms

Suggested Resources andokaterials:

Arts supplies

Toy animals or pictures of animals

Science charts and pictures

Pictures showing comparison'of sizes
N

Colored h

Prep box

Teaching Pointy.'
A

1. Production of verbal answers to "yes/no"

questions.

,21, Sentence Adv (+ NP,fln (+ not) )

Sentence, Adv rt.
Yes

no
,\

d.;

8.'Sent A v (2) (be) (Neg) .

Yes

...N°

(it)

(it)

s)

)

:

(not)

4..In thp objecticebnly use nouns which

._,agree with the "is" form of the verb "b

and takeqhe determiner "the ".

5..Adjectives are limited to color and size

terms..

6.! Note that answers to yes/no. questions are

not statements,

7. Remember size terms are comparative. Be

sure to show the comparison by items used.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR'S%RUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 119:

-1. Fishing Pond (See S.O. 15-18) 5

Prepare fish for this activity containing items that

max be described-by cold and size. Xe4g., a big
white cat, a tall yellow flower, a small brawn dog,

a big blue ball, etc.) As a child ck.4tches a fish,

he makes a statement(s) about the "thing" he caught.

For example:

The white cat is big.
The big cat is white..

)1.

The pupil may make both statements or you may have

a second pupil make the second statement..

.2. Dogs - Dogs - Dogs

Make flash cards of dogs (and other apimals) which

may be distinguished by their color an4size.
(e.g., a big brawn-dog, a little black Si:4; a big
white cat, a little gray cat, etc.) Display fhe
flash Cards on the chalkrail. Select two pupils
to come up; the first one chooses a flash card and
makes anappropriate sentence, such. as, "The white
cat is big." His partner must then say the trans-
formed sentence, "The big cat is white."

3. Spinner Board ( e S.O. 16 and 17)

Use items or pictures on the spinner boatd which

may be distinguished by their color and size.
(e.g., a big black rock, -a little white rock, a
long yellow pencil, a short red pencil, etc.)

.11

The pupils may talk about the "thing" the spinner

stops on. For example:
.R

The little rock is white. or
The white rock is little.

1 0
r



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 19 .: Production, of a'statement

Using adjectives in two different positions.

Estimated Lessons: 72-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and saYs:

Let's talk about these things

in the same way.

Pupil Respons

brown

big

Suggested Context(s):,

Science

Math

Arts and Crafts

Suggested 2gAla:

Known color' and size terms

A

Suggested Resources and Materials: .

Pictures of animals' with matching sentence strips

'Fish pond and related pictures

C

1 17

Teaching Points:

1. Production of the statement with the ad-

jective ttansformation.

2. NP + V
be

1-Adj

NP

1

Det +

-4 is

J
-4 color and size. terms

Adjective ,Transformation

Det + N + Vbe + AI

2 2

Det + [A.clj. 11. N + Vbe +['.-.1 231

Add Adj

3. Det 1, N V be Pred Ad'

The dig

little

black

red

etc.

dog

cat

car',,

barn

is , brown

white

long .

large

etc.

4. Adjectives are limited to known color and

size terms. One of each category 'is used

in each statement.

5. Randomize use and plagfment of adjectives.

I. Carefully select items, to. be talked about

so that the criteria differentiate, For

ezamp1e:, The' big ball is red.'

Make certain You have only one big ball

that is red.



UNIT 'IV: Verb "Be" with'Predicate Noun

S.0; 20: Production, of a short answer using a count noun, Preceded by a determiner,

response to a what'question.

S.O. 21: ProdUction on shortened answer with "it" as the subject and a predicate noun in

response, to a "what"AuestiOi. 0,

A 1,

s.p. 22:' ProductiOn'of an identity statement using the demOnqtrative pronoun "this" and a

predicates noun.

.
10

S.O. 23i Production' of two related sentences using, it" as the subject in the second sentence.

S.O. 24: Production of a negative statement with a predicate noun followed by a correcting

statement.

5,0. 25: Production of :a "what "` question the "is"'form Of the verb "be" and .the demn

strative pronoun "this". '

'S.0..26: Production of a short answer us* a proper name in respOnse to a ."who" question.

S.O. 27: Production of: a "who' question with the ."is"' form:Of the verb "be" and:the demon-

strative pronoun. "this".

S.O. 28:,' Production of a statement using the demonstrative ptonoun "this" with a name as 6e,

predicate noun. .

1

S.O. 29:, Production of a short answer using 'a noun preceded by the determiner "a" einzesponS
,

to a'"what"*estion.about a. person.

, .

.S.A. 30: Production of short answers to contrasting "what" questiona.l.

S.O. 31: Production of contrasting "who" and "what" questions.

S.O. 32: Production of a statement.usinithe"is" form of the verb "be" with a:predicate noun,

. ,

S.0 33: ProdUction.of a shortened answer in response to a "yes/no" question.with a prediCate

noun.,

0
S.O. 34: Production of a "yes/no" question with a predicatenoun;

Present PrefaMiliarilation.

NO. 4 during this Unie..

Related Text:

Aierican English Series;

Book One: Units 12 .and 13'



'

. Prefamiliarization :
Recognition and comprehension of

pronouns "he" and so".

Teachei Behavior:

.Teacher points to a girl and says:

Lucy is a girl: , She's a girl.

Suggested Contexts:
Suggested'Resources & Materials:

CIissrOom ,
Silhouettes of pupils

Social,Studies' Silhouettes of nown adults

Art Photography of pupils ...74c

\t

Sp ested Activities:

(1) Silhouettes

Make silhouettes of each pupil, the teacher,'and,the aide..

The teacher or aide can hold or point to esilhouette and

say: '1E/ is a girl.- She's a girl," or "Mike is .a boy.

He's a boy." (Silhouettes are made by having a pupil stand

in a location where the shadow of his profile is clears on

a white sheet,of drawing paper. After the profile is drakn

and cut out, it is used as a pattern to cut'the same pro-

file out of black construction paper. The black profiles

may be mounted on white paper to be used as flash cards or

to be placed on a bulletin board..)'

oor

(2) Pupil Pictures

Take individual pictures of each pupil (polaroid pictures

are preferable.) The pictures may be used by the teacher

'or aide to say the statements suggested in Teacher Behivior.

Notes:

b

1(,.

1, Introduce before Unit 5, S.O.'35 -

44.

2. The contracted forms "he's" and

"she's" should be used.,

3. Many activities and lessons should

be planned for this prefamiliariza-

tion. The concepts of lie and

"she" may be introduced at different

times.

ti



'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 20:

1. Grab Bag

The teacher has a bag. In the bag are several items

suci as: a pencil,' a toy dog, a toy cat, a 'toy

truck, an' egg, etc. The pupil reaches into bag,

feels the items anepulls otlit one of'his choice. As

-pupil holds up the item,,the teacher asks, "What's

this" -The-pup-fl responds-correctly_with_a_short.
answer preceded by the determiner "a" or "an".

2'. 'Nature Walk.---7?-

:*Tea6her and pupils plan.a walk around campus. Teath-
e..helps-pupils.makeT'a ,list of eight to .ten things

to look 'for as they (e.g., &Stick, a stone,

EL leaf, a bug, a can, a bottle, .a flowero_a bird,

a plant; etc.) :As they walk_, a pupil gtows.the

teacher and the other pupils the item. The teacher

:asks, "What's this?" The pupil responds with an

appropilate short answet preceded by the-determiner

"a" Or "an".

NJI.: Play House

Teacher sets up a doll house and has a small group

of pupils play with it. As' a pupil .picks up a piece

of-furniture the teacher asks,. "What's this?" The

pupil responds with an appropriate short answer

preceded by the determiner "a" or IT TTan .

4. ,Fishing' Pond

'Prepare a lake from a cardboard box and a fishing

:Tole and-line with a stick and string; fasten on, a

magnet for hook;cut out small fish from tagboard

or construction paper.; paste a.picture of an object

on one side-Of fiSh and a-paper clip on other side.

-Pppils take-turns fishing. When a pupil. catches a.

fish and pulls it out'; the teacfier goints to the

PictUre_on- the fish and says, "What's this?" Pupil
gives-appropriate-responses for this S.O. ,This may

be used at other times during this unit.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE _IL: Production a short answer

using a count'nolF.,Precgded by asdeterminer, in re-
.

spode to a "what" question.

Estimated Lessons: /1-3 I

Teacherlue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation, and asks:

What's this?

Pupil Response:

A-carrot:

An egg,

Suggested Context(i):

Math

Science

,Learning Readiness

'Health' foods)

ClassromA'

Suggested Vocabulary:

Animal names

Classroom items

food names

Geometric figure terms

Su&gested Resources and Materials:

Grab bag with objects

Doll house and furniture .

'

Geometric figures (models or pictures)

Foods (real, imitation, or pictures)

Teachin3 Points:

1. Extension of a noun phrase using an in-

definite article with singular count

nouns. (Do.not use mass nouns in this

unit.)

2. NP,--0 Det, + N

Pet Aft

Art '46 a, an

MEV

4. The objective of this lesson is to.teaah:'

identification of objects by giving its,

' name preceded by mindefinite.article

as, a determiaer. If pupils omit the

article, use Correctik Technique No, 2

5. If the pupils are in,the ,first year of

language "learning, do not stress the

lerence'between "a" and "an". This dis-

tinction will be made at a later time.

If pupils do, not make a distinction in,

saying "a" and "an", use Correction tech-

nique NV. 1,,.

6. Tho demonstrative pronoun, "this" in the

qdestion is for reception only. Do not

have pupils answer the, question with the

statement, This is a carrot.

7., Be careful in "selecting classroOm items

& food ,as manyare.mass nouns. Be sure

the ite01:reqUirei,"sian",-
,

125



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAB OBJECTIVE 21:

1..The Zoo

The .teacher tells a short flannelgraph or picture

story about,theizoo. 'When the story is Iinished,

_the teacher asks the pupils to recall the zoo ani-

mals by showing the flannelgraph animal or a pic-

ture of the animal-and saying, "What's this?".

_The_pupia_responds _with__ the correct shortened an-

swer, "It's a .11

2.. Grab Bag (See S.O. 20)

The teacher has a bag of objects or a box of pic7

'tures. Pupil pulls out an object or picture and the

teacher asks,. "What's this?" Pupil responds with

the correct: shortened answer, "It's a .

3. Drop An Object Listening Game

7,2

Pupils close eyes and listen for the sound-of an.ob-

ject being dropped by the teacher., Teacher asks,

"What's this?" and then drops an object to the floor.

Teacher calls.name of a pupil who: responds with a

correct shortened answer, "It's a .

(Note: This may be adapted to play "An Animal Sound"

Game" .)

4. Shadow Game SP

The teacher stands behind the students in the back,

of the room. Using the overhead projector the teach-

makes shadows appear on a screen. in the front of the

room. As the shadow appears on the screen)the teach

er asks, "What's this?" Pupil designated gives cor-

rect shortened answer.



ti

STR1C;URAL G'IBJECTIVE 21 : Production of a shortened answer

$ 4

with "it" as the subject and a predicate noun in response to

a "what'" question.

Estimated. Lessons: /1-3 / T,

Teacher Cue:,, 1 Respon e:

Teacher sets up appropriate-

situation and asks: 'T

What's this?.'

,/, ,

an,eraser
10 .

. Suggested Contex6(s):

Math

Science.

Learning Readiness

Health (foods)

Classroom

1.

4

Suggested Vocabulary:

Geometric figure terms

ClasarOom items

Animal names

Food 'names

4

Suggested Respurcesand'Materials:.

,

Geometricjigures (Odelsor pictures)

Opaque 'or ,overhead projector.

Toy animals :or animal pictures

Foods ('real, imitation, pictUres)

Storybook about the zoo '

Grab, bag .
1/,

IteMS identifiable by sound whenf,drOpped

f ,,(

Teaching\ Points: .

1. Extension of S.O. 20 by pupil production

of a shortened answer.

2. The shortened answer 4ksists of the ro-

nciun "it" the verb "be" and a predicatte

noun.

NP1 Vbe NP1

NP1 -ropubject

Subject

. Vbe -4 is

3. NP3/1. be Art Noun

It's a/an, pencil

eraser

square

octagon

etc.

4, Help pupils become aware that the short

and shortened answers have the same

meaning. This concept may need to.be

plained in Navajo and can be rdinforced,

in written form.

5. If a pupil gives a short answer,a6Cept

it, but elicit the shortened answer by. .

using Correction Technique No. 2,

6. Be careful in selecting clagsroom items

and foods as many are mass nouns. Be

sure the item requires Ha/an:.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE, 22:

1. Lotto Game

Place ,a stack of pictures of familiar objects in the
center of table. Pupils take turns choosing a pic-

ture from the stack. The pupil.haviqg 'chosen a
picture, looks at it carefully and makes a statement

(This "is a about the .picture. If the state-
--correct---the- pupil -may-keep_the_pic_ture._

the statement is not correct the pictuie is placed

at the bottft of the stack.

2. Right Name

Teacher has either objects or pictures of objects and
flash cards on which are written the ,name of the- ob-

ject. A pupil selects an object and its coriespond-

ing label. The pupil holds up his selection and says,

"This is a - ." If his answer is correct he may
take the picture and label to his desk and draw a
similar picture and caption it with the statement
"This is a .

Ini===.mimmi

3. Grab Bag (See S.O. 20)

Use Grab Bag containing objects as in S.O. 20. Pu-

pil pulls object from bag and says, "This is a ."

This may 'be used-as a relay race. Two teams A and B

(with a maxamum\number of five pupils in each team)

may be selected.' As each member .of the team completes

sentence correctly he passes the Grab hag; to tie next

pupil.. If a pupil responds incorrectly, he takes the
bag and goes to the front of the line and gives the
bag to the pupil behind him. The first teem to finish
wims.

12



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 22 : Production Of an identity

itatgment using the 'demonstrative pronoun "this" with

a predicate noun.'

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

_.__Teacher_ sets: up...appropriate

situation and says:

Let's talk about these

things in the same way.

Pupil Response:

This is a.

an ant.

Sugated Context(s):

Classroom,

Science,

Math

.Realth (foods)

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classroom items

Animal names

Food names

Geometric figure terms

I

SugRested Resources and Materials:
f

Pictures of objects with labels

Objects identifiable by touch.

Sack, preferably cloth

Small pictures to, give to mils

Teaching Points:

1. First production of a statement with the

demonstrative pronoun "this" and a predi-

cate noun,

2. NP1 + Vbe + NP1

Vbe '4 is

NP1

-{

0 subject

Pred Noun

Subj 0 Demon Pronourt

Demon Pron -+ this

. Pred Noun .0 Art + N

s

4. The subject is limited to the demonstra-

tive pronoun "this". Do not use "that"

as demonstratives are not the grappatical

goal' of this objective.

5. The object being talked about should be

placed tear the pupil:

[6. Statements are not cued questions.

IR

. 44



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 23:

r.

1. Pull From Hat

Teacher has .a hat or makes one from an cardboard box.

Hat is placed high enough so it is above heads of the
pupils but low enough that they can reach into it
with ease. Teacher places several familiar objects

in hat. Pupils takes turns drawing a surprise"
---f rom-the-ha.t.------When_.the_..pupil__has__drawn_something

from the hat, he holds it up and makes twol-related
sentences appropriate for this S.O.

2. Nature Walk treasure Hunt,

Teacher and'pupils take:a walk t ,gather "treasures"

to bring back to the classroom. The "treasures" may
be flowers, stones, bugs, etc. When they
returns to'classroom, they make a display of their'
mtreasuresP. Pupils. then take turns, either holding

up ,-o ointing to a "treasure" and'making,correct
se Imes about the "treasury" e Teacher may need.

to sist pupil in production 'of acceptable related

sentences. If sci other "ialking-about7treasure-
times" may be had during the day or the next day..

V
Object Identification

ti

TeaCher places a number of )known objects on a table

in the center of a,circle. USe a "Spinthe-Bottle" -
or "Spinner Board" selection technique for choOsing
pupil to talk about the qbject. Pupil]: selected

chooses an object from the table: and makes the re-
lated. sentences ahout'ihe objeet.' sentences k

are correct, he will "spin" for-the next pupil se-
lection. 'If his sentences are not correct, he sits
-doWn and the Previous pupil spins,' again.

Y.

O



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 23 :: Production of two related sen- Teaching Points:

tences using '"it" as the subject in the secondisentence..

Estimated Lessons: /2 -3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher.AttS up appropriate

situation and,says:: ;,

41z

Lef's talk about theseo:

things in the same wa?..y..;:,

Pupil Response:

This is a'ba11. It's red.

This is an, arrow. It's

long

Suggested.Context(s):

Classroom

Science

Health (foods)

Learning Readitess

Math

Suggested"Vocabulary:

Known color and size terms

Stockpile names of items to be used as predicate nouns.

Suggested Resources.gnd Materials:

Grab bag

Large variety of knontbjects

1. Production of sequenced sentences .by

relating a sentence with'a predicate

adjective to ,a statement with. a predi-

cate 3201111.-'

I Subj V Art N Subj -I- V 4dj

This is a/an ball

arrow

pencil

eraser

etc.

It's

,

red

blte

long

fat

etc.

4. Predicate a4ectives are limited to known

color and size terms.



SUGGESTED ACIDITIES FOR .STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE' 24:

I. Draw-A-Figure

Display several geomeqic figures' and identify each

.
Teacher has pupils' names'on cards in a "hat". A

pupil draws three cards from'the' "hat" and places

thei thalktray. The 'pupils whose names are on

the cards go to the chalkboard and draw a geometric

gure.of their the2` Each pupil then says a

g ative statement` folloied.by a correcting sen-

ence about his own drawing. (e.g. This isn't a

square. 'It's a, circle),, If, the pupil's sentences

are correct he draws. one card from the "hat" and

places it on the 'chalktray in the place of his

name..

2.. Numeral. Game

,.W.Nrimm.....
It's an ant.) If the pupil responds correctly, he

chooses nextipupil. ,;

Pupils write numerals: on previously cut cards. They

put the cards in a sack or box. Pupils take turns

pulling. out a card, looking carefully at it, and

making two related sentences about it. (See; ex-

ample in #1.)

3. Picture Card Gaze.

Pictures 'of objects are placed face down on table.

Use a captivating selection tec.hnique..,Pupil se-

lected .choose.s.a picture, turns 'it ovei'and makes"

the correct-negative statement and correcting sen

tence about the picture. If pupil .responds cor-
.

rectly, he makes the, next selection.

Teacler has objects-or pictures of objects and cor-

responding labels. Pictures are placed on chart

rack with incorrect labels under them. Each pic

ture is numbered. Corresponding numbers, are put in

a box. Pupil selected draws a number and then pro-

- duces the'two related sentences about' the picture

whnse nuliber he drew'. (e.g. This isn't a 'cat.

1415



STRUCTURAL 'OBJECTIVE .24 : Production of a negative

`statement with a predicate noun followed by a. correcting

: sentence.

Estimated Lessons:

Teacher Cu,:

2-3

Teachersetsm an appro-

priate/pretend situation

and says: h--

let's talk about 64

,things in the Samellay..:

Pupiliesponse:

-S

This isn't a circle.

It's a triangle.

Suggested Context(s):
4

Math .

Science

Health' (foods)

Suggested Vocabulary::

Classrok items

Geometric figure terms

J. Animal names

Foods

Suggested 'Resources and Materials:

Cards' wjth numerals '17 9.:

Pictures .from Cook's materials or other pictures,

Geometric figures (models oepictutes)

Naze cards for pictures, such as '.'a cat ", "an ant"; etc.;:,

rc

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of the predicate noun by pupil

produCtion in a negative statement.

3. liPi Vbe+not. Art N NP Vbe Art. N

.This isn't a /an Circle

square

bug .'.

insect

etc.

It"i,t a/an triangle.

circle.

spider'

etc.

4. The subject is limited to the demonstrative

pronoun "this". Do not use "that as de-

monstratives are not the grammatical goal

ofthis objective.

5. The object being talked about should be

placed near the pupil.

6. Statements are, not cued, by questions.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 25:

ShopPing
-

.

Set up. -a store. Let two pupils at. a time go shop-
ping. Each.pupil will choose one item',' and ask

the other pupil- the question; "What' this?" The

other pupil answers iiith an appropriate short dr

phortened answer.

2. Drop An Object Listening Game (See S.0.21)

Select a small group of children who sit in a cir-

cle. One pupil is selected to be "'It ". The pupil

N420' IS "It" stands'in center of the circle and is
e

::given -a small box or bag containing several items.

All Other pupils close their eye.s.. "It"- selects
one item and 'says Nhat's this?4. Then he drops

- the item to cr.he.floor. -He .calls' on one, pupil to

give the appropriate short or shortened answer.

Lotto Game (See S.O. 22)

Place pictures of objects face down in center, of`

table. Have a group of pupils sit around the table.

Irping a name card selection technique one pupil will

hold up a card and say, "What's this, (Mike)?" Pu-

pil whose name is called gives an appropriate short
or shortened answer.



)

,,..STIOPIRAI4SJECTIVE '25 Production of a 'what" qUes-

iiii.With the is" fora kthe verb "be" Ancithe' 'deninn-

StrativOrotoun

Estimated tessons:'12:1/

Teacher Cue: ,

Teacher sets up appropriate,

situation, gives. examples

of dialog, and has:pupil-

partners,engage in similar:

dialog.,

Pupil Response:

Pl: What's this?

P2: A ball.

Suggested Context(s):

Reading Readiness

Math

Art

Science

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known nouns

Suggested Resources and Materials:

An ample supply of concrete objects

Pictures

Cloth, paper bag, box

Play store and related objects

Teaching Points:
k

First production of questions. First re-

quired participation in a pupil dialog.

2, The ,question "What'll this is a trans.,.

forMation of ,the statement in 22..

111) + V + NP
1

ub j
1

Pred Nqun

'"4!, this

Vbe -40! is

"Wh" Question -Transformation

This + is + Pred Noun =I.

'This + is + what =I'

What + is + this

3' Pl+ Vbe 21
eD t X

What's

.
.

.

,

this

,

aian ball

eraser

etc.

4. Attention should be given to the-correct

intonation of the question. Note that

the intonation falls, .doesn't

5. If pupils answer question witikone word

(e.g. "ball") or a'statement (e.g. "This

is a ball.") use dorrection Technique

No. 2.



GGESTED ACTIVITIES F STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE

-1. "WeThe Story eople"

Teacher tells a story-illustrated with, flannelgraph
or flash cards cut-outs of the After
the story is finished, the teacher displays the
characters (one at a time) and asks, "Who is this"
The __pupil responds by giving 'the name of the -char-
.aCter (e.g., Red Aiding Hood, HuMpty DuMpty,

etc.) .

Some suggested stories are: Little Red Riding Hood,
The Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, etc.

9 _

Our Staff And. Class. -

Teacher displays snapshots of school personnel or
members of the class on .a bulletin board in a
cular formation with a/spinner in the -Center. Us-
ing a name card/selection technique, a. pupil is
chosen to be "It". "It" turns the spinner. Whet
the spinner stops the teacher ask's; "Who's this?"
The pupil gives' the name of the perion. If "It"
answers correctly, hedraws a name card for the
next pupil to. be "It". If "It" gives an incorrect
answer, he receives help from the 'group and tries.
again.

Silhouettes

Teacher or teacher aide may make silhouettes of the
pupils in they class'. Display the silhouettes and
proceed as in activity #2. -'

4. Getting Acquainted

Cut-outs of characters in familiar .stories may be
placed. face down on table or chalkboard tray.' .Us-

in.g .`spin-the - bottler selection techniquea .pupil is
chosen to pick up one of t4e cut-outs. As he holds
up the cut -out. the teacher asks, "Who's this?". Pu-.
pil gives appropriate response., If he responds cor-
rectly, he may spin the bottle for next pupil Sele-c-
tiOn.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 26' : Production of a short answer

using a proper Question_

Estimated Lessons: ht 3 7

;Teacher sets up.. appropriate

situation -eid asks:

Who is this?

Pupil Response:

Mike.

'Mike Begay .

Mrs. Harvey.

Suggested Context(s):

Recreational arts
Social- Studies

Visits around school and community'

Suggested Vocabulary:

Names o school personnel

Classmates.

Names,of puppets, dolls, pets

Familiar storybook. characters
,

.Suvested 'Resources and Materials:

PiCtures of nursery rhyme, and storybook characters

Silhouettes of pupils
Snapshots of pupils and school personnel !

Teaching Points

1. Extension of the. ,predicate noun by the

"who" queStion transformation. .

2 NP3., -4! Pred Noun

Pred Noun + Proper Name

3. Pred, Noun

Lucy

Rover

Mr. Tom

etc.

14. In this unit "who is'.' is not contricted
to "who's". .

5. Answers to tlie4question in this objective

are not statements. If pupils answer

with e statement (e. g ;Ills" is "Mike

use CorreCtioi Technique No r.

6. Consider 'the titles of address, M;.

Mrs., and Miss,. , art of the limes

of adults If pu ee Mrs ; and

Miss, use CorrecItio que No. 1.

If pupils confuse Hr, witnrs./Miss, use
Correction 'Technique No. 2.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 27:'

Silhouettes '(See S.O.. 26)

Silhouettes (or. snapshots) of pupils, and school per -

sonnel are displayed around the root. 'Pars ofpu-

pils walk around theroom andchoose.a'picture to

talk about. 'AS they stand by the picture Pupil 1.

says, Iho's this?" Pupil 2' answers, "Mike" or .

"Mt.. Begat'';. Ihen...they to on and choose .another

picture. pupils#2,asks question andTupi141 an

SwerS.apftopriately.

2 Let's Pretend

Pupils may pretend they are,school personnel or

storybook characters. Name cards.Or pictures are

hung around the pupil `s neckS. ,Proceed fo.have

pairi,pi,other .Pupils.engage in,a,dielog'as in

Activity #1.:
,

Story. Book Pieure .Lotto

Have pictuze,cardP (9"k 12") of storybook charac-

ters placed face down on. a table. Have a' group' of '\

pupils sit around the table.. Using name cardse- .

lection tedhaique, draw two name cards and showthem

to the group. The pupil whose name, is shown first

chooses 'a picture card and.holds.it up for the-

( second mil to see.' , First pupil "Who's this?'

Second pupil gives appropriate respo e..

4. Mask,Gaie

Children-*ke.masks,or use Halloween masks'.. Pupils

selected go behind a screen,i4 put on masks. The

pupils disquised come from b ind Screen. Pupils,

are selected from rest of.claSs to ask, "Who's'this?".

and to answer.'

5 .Spin The Bottle',

Pupils sit in a large circle. "It" spins a bottle-

in center of circle. When bottle stops' pointing

one pupil, "It" walks behind the pupil pointedito

end asks,'"Who's his?" _reacher selects another

pupa 'to, give ,appropriate answer. The'pupil pointed

to .becomes N.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 27 ; Production of a who question

with the "is" form of the verb "be" and the demonautla

pronoun "this".

Estimated Lessons: /2 -3 /

Teacher CueL

Teacher sets upappropriate

situation, gives examples,

ti dialog, and has pupil -

partners engage in similar

dialog.

Pupil Response:

Pl: Who is. this?

P2: Mike,

Mrs. Carter.

Suggested Context(s):

Social Studies

Visits Around school,and community,:

Story Hour /

Suggested Vocabulary:

Names of school personnel

Classmates

Names of puppets, dolls, pets
,

Familiar storybook characters

Suggested Resources and Materials,:

Pictures' ofnursery rhyme and storybook characters

Silhouettes of pupils.

Old Clothes to be used as costumes

Masks

Bottle (Spin the Bottle)

1

14 7

Teaching Pointq:

1. First production'of "who" question. See

5,0. 26,
.

2. The question "yho'is Atrans-

formation of the statement'in S.O. 28.

NP1 Pubj

tPred Nounf,

Subj -+ this

Vbe, -41. is

Pred Noun Proper Name

Nh" Questica Transformation

This + is + Proper Name amdo

This + is,+ Who imo

Who + is + this

3. NP1 Vbe NP1 Pred NOun ,.

Who is this Mike

Mrs. Carter

Mr. Tom

etc.

Note that in this, objective "who is" is

not contractedtO."Who's",If the pu-

pil,says "WhO's" accept without' comment.

Watch for the possible error of "who's

is?"

5. Attention should be given to correct in=:

tonation of question.. The intonation

fallS, doesn't rise.,"

6, Care should be given to distinct pronun-

ciation of names.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL. OBJECTIVE 28:

1. Song:. "This Is Thumpkin"

(Tune: "Are. You Sleeping ? ")

ThisleThumpkin..

This is_Thumpkin.

How are you?

How are you?..

.Very .well, I thank you.

Very"well,.I thank you.

Run'away.,

Rmaway.

next verses include::

Pointer (1st finger)

Middleman (2nd finger)

Ring man (3rd finger)

Little man or Pinkie (4th, finger)

Or substitute the names of classmates.

2. Picture Identification

Pictures of characters in reading materials or story

book characters are plaCed face down on astable.

Using motivating selection techniques;'' have.. children

take turns choosing, turning over a picture card,

and saying, "This'is,(Bo-Peep).".

3. Spin-A-Number

.

Make number wheekWith;n4mbersInown by pupils.,.

is:chosen%to be

ner.. Thee she counts ,the num4er of boys to the

limber Shown outhe :She walkstO:the boy,

sads:besidellim; and says, "This Mik

ocedure is used, with' boys as '"It' \ at anot

4. "Who" Table

Decorate and Make a sign for a table. Place

houettes of pupils on table. Use'a selection tech-

niqueto select someone to be "It". "It"goes to (:

table-ant,ch-ouSes. -silhouette;Thoids--it-up-;
and says, "This 'is (Lucy)." he gives a correct

statement all the class singfitith him,the'song,

"This is Lucy ".to the tune, "Are YoU Sleeping?"'

This .is Lucy.: This'isAucy.

Tra la la,.tra 1 la,

This 1.8 Lucy. This is ;..udy.

Tra la la, tra la la.

5. Song: "This Is Lucy"' (Tune:: "Are You Sleeping?")

This.song*May be used 'by itself in a great variety

of ways. Be

1 Di

'4



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 28 : ProduCtion.of a statement

Willk the demonstrative pronoun "this" with a name as

the Predicate noun.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

"reacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation, gives examples,

.and directs pupils to make

introduction's.

!upil"Response:

This is Mike Begat',

. Tom.

Suggsted Conteit(s):

Social Studies

Visits around school and community

Stork Hour

Suggested Vocabulary:
$

Names of School personnel ,

Classmates names

Names of dolls, 'puppets, pets

Names of characters in readiness program

Names of familiar storybook characters

Suggested, Resources and Materials;

Name tags

Puppets and dolls'

. Storybook figures.

Spinner 'board with umbers

Snapshots of pupils or school personnel

.

P

Teaching hints:

1. Extension of S.O. 22 by use*of a proper

name as a predicate noun.

2. NP1 + Vbe + NP1

NP1 -4 pubj

Pred----Noun-

Subj -40 this

Vbe is?

Pred' oun Prciper Name

Pred Noun

This Mike Begay

Mr. Tom

Mrs. Carter

etc.

4. The predicate.nounphrase' is. limited to

the names of classmates, puppets; dolls,:

pets, andadults:present.

5. Introductions should, ])e made only in

Close proximity with people, puppets,

etc. near by.

6. Note that statements' not cued by

questions.

152



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 29: 2

J. Story Book Game

Teacher choosAs several. familiar children's story

books iand---places them in sight of the children.

Liliey_26riefly_review the_stbiies. On the chalkboard

the ieacher makes four colurans, heading the-in-with
, "a boy", "a girl", "a man", "a woman". She then

asks the S.O. question about the characters from
each .book, having the children giire' the correct re-

sPonse. She tabulates the number of characters

_falling into each column. The children add the

columns and arrive at a conclusion regarding which

characters appear most often in children's stories.

2. Who's. What?

Teacher displays picturep of school. personnel,

classmates, -and reading material 'characters. Have

pupils seated in a circle around the picture -dis-

play. Use. flash name cards to .select a pupil to

operate a spinner for picture: choice. H When picture

is identified, teacher asks "What's Mr.Begay?" Pu-

pil pperating spinner picks up a name card and shows

Pupit's name .shown responds with appropriate

answer. If he is correct he will become the next

. spinner.

;'
^

.`

1



te

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 29 : Productioi of a short answer using

a

14.

noun, preceded by the determiner "a", in response to a.

maim akout a palm.

Estimated Lessons: 11-2 /

Teacher Cue:.._

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

Mike?

Lucy?

Mr. Tom?

s. Harvey?

What's

Pupil-Response:

girl'.

.
A boy.

A

A man.

woman.
.

Suggested Context (s)

Classroom

Story Hour

Social Studies

Suggested Vocabulary:.

Classmates names

Names of school personnel -.

Names. of puppets, dolls, pets

Names of storybook characters

Su Rested Resources and Materials:

Name tags

Puppets and

_Storybook-figures:.

Snapshotsof pupilsand'schOorPersontel

15;

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of S.O. 20 by substitution

of .a name for the demonstrative pro-

noun this" in the question.

3. The pupil response is limited to

.these four responses in order to

.Delp establish the .concept of gender.

4. If pupil responds with one word

(e; g, "girl"). or a.statement'(e.g.

"Lucy is a girl;" use Correct&

Technique NO. 2,



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 30:

1. Captain's Circle

Have the pupils4orm a Circle with the teacher sit-

ting in the middle serving as captain. In' a box

shot has several known objects and also.a pack of .

----CIEdriesnata-cards-. --The-teacher-puIls-anobjedt-----

out of the box and asks, "What's this?" The first

player gives the response, "A...2 Then the

teacher pulls a name card from the pack and asks,

"What's ?" The same child answers, "A ."

The child then spins around three times and, polits

to the next, player.

4

. pack.. If the.reilonse it Correct, the leader.

lediately points to either an objqct or a charac-

ter, whichever4S'required to complete the second

part.of:the setof'questiona. Both questions must

be ,answered correctly for the player to become the

2. Nursery Rhyme. Pictures

Mount ictures frorfamiliar-nursery rhYmeS'on'both

sides:Of squares of oak tag:. On one side paste the

charact r and on the back a picture of' the object

that is associated with the character, such as

Miss If et and a spider, Mary and a lamb, Divide

the clas into two groups. Player .1 from Side A

selects a picture to show to. the class,':Afterthe

teacher asks the apPropriate.question the leader.

Ch..ses a 'plaYer from the other side to make the

e. If theansweris correct he turns the .

picture around and. the teacher asks the same child:

the appropriate question, If both responses are dor-

rect.the pupil may select the next picture and choose,

the next player from theOpposite team. The side

that wins, may be the first children to -go out for

recess.

3. Condie's Dennis Unit

.DisPlay..large.pictures. and cut-out figures from the,

Condie.Social Studies Unit:fdrBeginners, Have

'pits name cards in a pack. Thefirst pupil leader.-

pOints to either a cut-out figure or an object

picture. The teacher asks the appropriate S.O.

question and the leader picks a name card from the

153
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 30 : Prod ction of short answers to

contrasting "what" questions.

Estimated Lessons: /3-5,/

Teacher Cuel,

. ,

Teacher sets-up appropriate:

situation and asks: AL::

[

1. What's Mike?
Mrs. Harvey?.

2. What's this?

Pupil Response:

[A boy.

A woman,

Teaching Points:

1. Introduction of a contrast situation as

a teaching strategy by contrasting two.

"what" questions. Pupils are required to

make a choice between two related gray.

matical structures..

2. NP
1

Pred Noun

Pred noun -1. Art + Noun

Suggested Context(s):

Select from S.O. 25 & 29.

SuggestedIiocatulary:

Select from S.O. 25 & 29.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Package ofpname cards

Box of objects ,

Pictures of nursery rhyme characters

Social studies unit on Dennis.Tociecheeny

3. (1) Art Noun

,Ammimmimm

4

boy

girl .

man
woman

etc.

(2) Art

a/an

Noun

bug

ant ,

desk

flag

etc.

The noun i No. 1 is liMited to the four

examp s listed.

4

4. See S.O. 25 &29,for pupil 'production to

the..two "what" questions. .Review teach-

ing points,

5. Extension of pupil dialog production.

,Be'sure all pupils participate in both

dialogs.

6;; Errors are probable in contrast objec-

tives, Use Correction Technique No, 2.

1 i9



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 31:

N\

1. Take Ajiaarile

Pupils are divided so they work in pairs. One pupil

of the pair is "It". As they calk "It" touches a

pupil they pass and asks "Who's this?" or touches.,

r.

an object and "What s "It-'s"- partner

...
'gives appropriate responses. Then the partner belt

comes "It". (This may be an. OuNkle Walk around

the school campus.)

"Who" or "What"

The teacher tells a story using flannelgraph or.

flash card illustrations of Fharacters and objects.

When story is finished pairg of pupils are selected

to come to front of group.' One pupil selects a char-

acter figure and an object illustration, and asks the

appropriate questions. His partner responds appro-

riately and then makes his selections and asks

q estions.,

'Who - What" Dis

Teacher places on-a table or li)ulletinb'oard (several

known cut-outs of storybook cheratiers with the

jects that accompanies. them. Maky and-her_

lamb, Cinderella and a glassbli'Ppe.r, etc.). Using -

a motivating-seiction tethnique-pairs of-pupils,- :

are chosen io carry on the appropriate dialog for

this S.O. hr

1 0

vI
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STRUCTURAL OBJECT17 4:::Production of .contraltiO,,

I'who"and-Awhat;'1uuesions... .

Estimated Lesions: /4-6 /
ott

Xeac.her Cud:

Teacher sets up aPPro-

priate situation, gives
examples of.dialOgs

his pupil-partners ,et-
gage 'in similar dialogs.

Pupil Resta° se:

Pl: Wh it this? ,

P2:.Mike.

";.: What's this?

2. A circle,

Suggested Context (s):

Select 'from 'S.0; 25 and 27.

-Sugigested!VocabularYr

,Select from S.O. 25 and 27.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Silhouettes of pupils
Storybook with related pictures

Various known objects

61

1

se f a 'ccintrast :s4Auation as a ,teacliT:

Ong' strategy by contrasting.pupil*-
duciibfi of "who" and ,"wh,at" questions

Pupils are required' to make a choice'

r. .between two yelated grammatical struc-

tures.

460.0 '25.:4 27:foi5upil production,
.O.:"Who" and "What" questions. Review

teaching .pOintS;.. '., '... .....

3. Extension. of pupil dialog production.

22 sure all participate fn both

4. Errors are probable,in Coutrast.objec-
N 11'

ti4as. Watch for confton of 'who

and "what" and, for the !spouses "* a

Mike" and "% circle". 411se.CorrictiOn ,

Technique No. 2



"I'S13GGESTILD---ACT

..

TIES FdR". STRUCTUILAL.TOB..TECTIVE.

.

Name The Person' :
'I.

.

Teachir selects photos of School- pefsonne1,1 class-
mates, classroom puppets or or storybook
character cut-outs or pictures. These dre placed
fade down:On a table. Pupils sit around .tablet
Teacher walks around table eand places "a paper hat
on one pupil who becomes "It". "It" picks up a
picture from the table, looks at it carefully, sand
produces the -statement, .".I.ucy is a"girl." . If he is
correct, he walks around circle and puts hat on
another pupil who becomes "It".

2. Word Recognition

Teacher prepares word cards for making sentences.
These may Dbe color. coded. Make:'

1) -Many. subject cards of: names of classmates,
school .personnel, reading series or storybobk
characters. .

2) Predicate-noun cards with "a boy", "a girl",
"a man", "a. woman".
3) Verb :cards with "i 21.

Pupils choose the cards an puttsentences t3gethef.

3. Writing Fun

Teacher lists the names of classmates, school per-
sonnel, reading' series Or storybook characters on
chalkboard. Pupils are given prepared work sheets
with many sentences containing blanks-for _the sub-
ject noun phrase. They fill-in the blank with ap-
propriate names seiected from chalkboard. Examples:

ism a girl.,
is a boy.
is ..a woman.
is- a .Man.

ontinue with others., but randomize order.



Teacher Cue,:

Beecher sets up appropriate

situation and says: 1

Pupil. Response:

1. Production .of a statement in which the

predicate no s limited to help estab'

lish the Concep of gender,.'

ilieetaaabout these peo

ple in the:same way.

Lucy is a ,girl,

Mike is a boy.2).

Mr. Tom is a man.

Mrs. Carter ir a woman.

2. NPI.

Ore& Noun

Subj , ?roper Name

PT;ed Noun --Jo. a girl, a boy, .a man, a

woman'

+

Suggested Contexs)

Social Sttidie.s

, Story Hour-

Visits 'around school, and 'community

Subj
vbe.

?red. bun

Suggested Vocabulary:

a woman
.

Classmates names.

Names of schobl personnel

Names, of puppets and:dolls

Story book characters

4. Tie predicathouni.S.limittO the

our examples andiutthe in agreement

'with the subject.

Sugge.4ed Resources and Materials:

StOrybook figureS

Pukiets and dolls

Snapshots of pupils and school personnel'
. ,

-';PoCkettAirt and sentence 'strips

NamerCardi meeded for'Adtiyity.2

5. Note that statements are'not cued:by.

statements.
I



1. Is It A Circle?

Teacher prepares a spinner board with geoi,lietric,

shapes e. Using A, name 'card selection technique,

choose a Ptipil.`.0% spin. ,When the spinner stops,:

the teacher asks;'"Is thisHa sqUare?": The .pupil

who .spinned gives the appropriate answer. 'If he

responds ,correctly, he. may draw a name card to se-

Iect next pupil to .

Activity #1 (see above)... Pupils take, turns fishing!'

'When pupil catches a fiih; the teacher points to

the picture'on the fish.. and asks an appropriate

question for.,this $.o. . Pupil responds and group

`decides if he,,is corn .or not

Ailimls,, food, 'Clothing, playground equipment, etc:
.

. .
may be'used. .i. ..

1
'. . ,

t

..c. '.

TeaCher prepares several.saCks,, each containing, one .,.

:familiar ;item A pupil is selected to Come to front

and
,

of group n-choose 1 Sack. Pupil puts llis: hand irt.
'-',. sack:alidlel, the.ob:iect. (. ie doesn't .look',)'1 ..

TeiCher.aSks, 'Is. it a ?, Pupil .responds with

.,-;"Yes,'''it:is',7. or '.'lici, it isn't.R.:Then he pulls the
, . . .,

group,
: object out, of ,the sac and`shows't tothe.. group

who, decide if his ,,es onse is Correct or incor edt.

If he ii corre t he o rateSteChnique being- ed to

select next,p -.....-

'14 t
Teacher prep es severe eep boXes, 'each containing.

on Item. ng a ,motivAting selection teihnique,

select pupil to participate. Pupil .chooses box he.

4ants to look in. While' his is, rooking; teacher

sks question,and pupil,gives a roresponsepppriate resp

or this S.O.
o.

. ,Fishing Pond (See S.0.20)

Use fish Pond. preViously prepared for S.O. 20. Pre

pare new fish with any desired category as suggested in



STRUCTURAL: OBJECTIVE 33 : Production of,a shortened an-

swer in response a "yes/now question with a predicate

Estimated lessons: /2-3 /'

`Teacher .Cue:.
o

Teacher :sets, up an appro-'

..Tr/ate situation'and

Pupil Response:

1. Is this a cow?

2. Is this a square?

Uf,ReSted Context(s),:

o

Classroom

Play Area

Social Studies

Science.

Math '

it

Suggested Vocabulary::

1. is./Noit

'2. No, it isn't.

Yes, it is..

Known noun vocabulary determined by stockpiling

1,

SuggeSted Resources and Materials:

Geometric figures

Spinner board

Objects identifiable by touch

Peep box .

Teaching .Points;

1.. Extension of ited#ate ,noun by, the "yes /no"

qUestion transformation. See S.O. 18.

Extension' of. shortened answer in response

to "yeseno". queStion..,See:Glossary for

definitidn; Require"verbal reSponse.,r,

5.. If pupil's response. i's a short answer,.,use

Correctio0chnique:No.:2 to elicit a'.

shortened answer.,

. '

.

6; Nouns.used in 'questions should" be singular

count nouns preceded by the indefinite

article "a".

7. In teacher-pupil dialog No. 1,tandomize

questions' requiring affirmative and ,negative

responses.,

In .teacher7puPil. 'dialog No, 52, thaifirst

question:Must:eld.cit a negative response.

The pronoun 1,'it"..:ii:lobligatOir in the se4

.qienned



, SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL- OBJECTIVE 34:

I. Feel It!
Pupils are arranged in pairs.. , One .pupil uses his,
finger to make a circle. or 'square on the pU-.
pilis back-. The first puplej. asks, "Is this-, a cir-
cle?". The second pupil responds appropriately for
this 5.0. Then the second pupil takes his turn
being first.

)

(Pupils may draw in the palm of the hand also, but
second pupil must, close his eyes or be blindfolded')

2..Number Guessing Game

-.Pupils are arranged in pairs. One pupil writes/ a
number on a pieCe of .paper, folds, the paper. and.
gives it to the other pupil; The second
doesn't look at -tie paper, but' he. this a
.2 -?" The...firSt pupir:responds -"appropriately, by-
saying "Yes; it is." or "N6, it isn't.," The sec

pu continues until = he guesses_ correctly..
Then e second pupiltakes his turn being first and
asking the question.

(Geometric f ,gores, may: -be used-instead of nurnbers..)..--.

.3 Spinner Board

Prepare a board with numbers or items Of one class
(e.g. fruits, animals, items of cl6thing, etc:.) A
pupil is selected to guess the item the spinner

points to. The pupil closes his .eyes or is blind.-

folded and he is "It". Someone spins t4e'.. spinner.
When the -spinner stops "It" says, "Is it a ?"
The one who turned the spinner gives 'appropriate
response. If the response is "No, -it isaft,li, "It"

7 may- guess _again. When "It"- -guesses correctly the
npupil who turned the spinner may be "It ".



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE. , 34' Production of a yes/no" ques-
-

tion with, the predicate noun.

Estimated sons: /3-4:t

Teacher

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation, gives examples

of dialog,' and has pupil

partners engage in a similar

dialdg...

Pupineeponie:.

Dialog 'l

Pl: Is this a leaf?

P2: Yes; it is./No, 't isn't.

Dialog 2'

Pl: Is this a squire?

P2: No, it isn't.,

1'1: Is it 'a' circle?,

P2:, Yes, it' is.

Suggested Coit'ext(s ) :

Science

Health'

Math:

Classroom

eIrt

se

Suggested Vocabulary:.

e
..HKnown 'noun vocabairY determined. by"

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Geometric figures

Spinner bOard with number

Art. SupplieS'

Teaching Points:

1. First production of a "yes /no" question..

Extension of pupi participation in a ,

'2 :The "yes/nol.questionixn,this,ObjeCtive is

ctransfo tion of,S.:k22

121 +

4 NP
1

Subject

Pred

Subj

Vbe
.is

Yes /No Question Transformation

This + is+ Pred Noun =10

Is +, tfiis + Pred Noun

3. Vb
Art N dun

.is. this , circle

.'.,butteXf/T.

stone

,

4 Pupils may have difficulty asking a lues-
.

tion which elicits a negative response; .,Cue,

if necessary.

5. All pupils should participate.in Dialog 1. ,

The more apt pupils may participate in

Dialog 2.

, In Diglog 2,," the. fitst,question must. elicit

a negative. reeponse. The pronoun.'''it',.

obligatory in the 'sequenced queetion.



"UNIT V: Pehonnal-Pronouns.

S.0 35: Production of related sentinces'using "he" as the subject in the seond:sen-

tence.

S.O. 36: Production of related sentences using :she" as the subject in the second

sentence. r "'

S.O. 37: Production of related Sentence contrasting the pronouns " eland she";

\y/e\I S.C. 38: Production'of sentences in which Ile",,"shel, and "it" are contrasted..

.41'

S.O. 39: Pioduction of related sentences 'using,the "am" form' of "bel;:with. the.po-

noun '-

S.O. 4 PrOduCtion of .related sentences using. the are" form of the verb

the'pr0Oun'you".

.

''-PrOductiOn of a. "who" quastio, using. the prOnoun:"you" as the subject and

the.answer with the pronoun "I as the subject.

S.0 . 42: ProdUction of a negative statement with a 'predicate noun followed by a cor-

reciing sentence:

S.O.'43: PrOdUctiOn,of a shortetethliswerin resppase.,to a "yes/no"Auestion with,

.a predicate noun,

S.O. 44: ProductiOn-of a "yes/no" question:usinOhe:verb-"be" and a predicate noun.

3.2211i

Lessons: 20 - 30

Weeks: 3 (Maximum)

1

Present Prefamiliarization

5 during, this Unit



I

.4

Irefamiliariietion 5 Recognition of the:coniunctiOm."or"

when used,' in questionS.

1'

Teacher Behavior:

"Teacher ,and Aide plan situations in which the teacher:.

asks qUestions, such as: (1) Is this red qr

(2))Do you want-a pencil or .a

.
crayon? '-

The Aide 'or, puppet gives the correct short answer:

(1)

(2) A pencil, '0

4`4

Suggested Contexts:

Math

Playground

qarty or Snack Time.,

'§uluested Activities,

Shgeste&Resources &Materials:

/

Art, Supplies

KnaWn.objecti or items

Geometric figures (Models or

pictures.)

Notes:

1. Introduce' before 'Un(t 6, S.D.

45 - 47

No oral response is required of

pupils. (See ,Rationale.)

3. The teather and aide puppet

should giVe several examples

of the non - verbal behaviors,

expected in' the Sugges d

,Activities;

4 Teacher and ,Aide say, plan some'

.situations in which' H.Asino"

and "or".questions are cone

t tasted.

1. Art Activity:. ,In an art tenter, put a variety of colored

art media, such crayons, 'construction paper, toothpicks,,

etc. Direct a child to select andtem by giving 'him a choice

;betweer.two colors. For example, say to one pnpiI,"Choose

a green crayon or a blUecrayon."

Find the .Object: Hide.several.(three orMore) familiar

objects., Then direCt a pupil to find olp of them by giving ,

him a choice. of two. For example; say to a pupil, "Find the

paintbrush, or, theeraser."

3. 'Geometric 'Figures :: Place on'a table a variety of known

geometric'figures, eitherlmodels,or pictures. Direct ;the

:children to select one by choosing, pointing to,:pic up,

etc': , Pk:example, "Pia up the circle or.. the squari;", ,

(If therils more than oneof,a shape, then say "a"intled ('

of "tie "., For example, "Choose a. 4riangle.gr'a rectaigle.



ti

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE= 35:'

Jack -in -The -Box

r Use a large box in which a boy is-hidden. -At-a giv- .

en signal a girl taps the box' and the boy jumps up.
The girl .says, "This is Jack-in-the-box. -He's a
boy .7

,
. . ,

2. Pull From A Box

Place in- a flat box' boy puppets and/or dolls or 'cut-
outs Of kizowa male characters from reading series,
and storybooks. Put box Cal a shelf above pupils'

:headSbut low enough they can reach into. it: !elect.
pupil to go to 'box and reach in and pull out an item.
Pupil then says, is . He's ,a.boy:"

. -

The `'''Who" table
.

Place photos or silhouettes of male pupils and school
personne.). face down on a. table. Pupils =silt _around -
table. A pupil is selected to pick up a photo, turn
it over, and say, "This is Mr. Tom. He's a inan..Q

.... ,-

4. Writing Fun.
. ) , i

Writepupil response at top of chalkboard like this:

This is
-_.aHe's, a

Then place numbered pictures of male storybook char-
-,a.cteri along chaff ray with theft names .writt_dn

above- picttfres.. Fill =in blanks in sentences above

-.. with appropriate words for fir-t picture.* Give pu-
pils dittoed-slips- -of paper with the sentences with
blanks on them. They fill in blanks for each pic-
ture. Select pupils in %small groups to sib round
Chalkboard and match their slips of pa.per wi-th, the

ures. .
-

7



STRUCTHRAL4OBJECTIVE 35. . Production of related.sen-

tenceS uilnehe as'the'sublect in.the se66:1,sentence.'

Eitima.ted'ieSs /1-2.

'Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets.up appropriite

4tuation and says:

lee.s.talk about these peo-

ple inie same way.,

Pupil Response:

4 *

This is, Mike. He's a boy.

This. is Mr. Tom. He's a

man.

Suggested' Context(*

Social, Studies

Story aour,

I

Suggested Iocabulary:
111

ClisSmates

School personnel .

Known community people

bun storybook

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Spinner (bottle)

Large box

Screen

Boy puppets

Table .labeled "'Who"

Grab bag

Nursery rhyme or storybook characters (boy)

r
1 First ptoduction6f, personal'prononn,"h ".''

2 RV- Vbe + NPi

Set S.O. 29 and 32.

3. NP1. Vbe NP1 I NPi+Vbe J NP1

this. is Mike '.

Mr. Tom

Humpty Dumpty

etc.

. .

ke's

''''

e,

a boy

a man :

a boy

4. The predicate noun in sentence'No.

limited, to "a boy" or a "a rtan-".

2 s

Niote that "he" and "she" are introduced.

in-separate 'objectives and then contrasted.

6.. The'clarrect pronunciation of "he's" is

required to avoid'confusion with 'this' ".

7. Avoid oyerteaching of the title "Mr." to

prevent confusion of objectives.

8. Poisible error "*he's is" 'for

Use Correction Technique No. 2.



\..

ESTED ACTIVITIES FOR. STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 36:

1. Pull From'ABox (See S.0,z 35)

-Use'-same,box as in S.O. 35, but place in it girl

-,,,,

_puppets and/or :dolls or female character cut-outs +.1.

or pictures from reading series and storybooks.
4H

' 1

Select pupil to go to box, take out one of the ?%!!!

-,4-7:xite.ms,. and produce the- appropriate sentences for '.

2. The Who". Table ..(See. S..0:. 35)

. ..:,.-t..,

th,is i S .0S.O. 4 ' ' .: ,
-, .. 4.. , ... , ..

, .

Use same table as in S.O. 35. Place photes or sil-
houeties of female pupils and school personnel face
dawn on table. A pupil is seleCted to choose a
picture, turn it overand produce the appropriate
:seldtences for this -S.0

Writing Fun (See S.O. 35)

This may be done as explained in S.O. using fe-
male storybook characters. s



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 36 : Production of related sin-

tencesteing "she" as the iMect in the second sentence.

Estimated Lessons: /1-2 /

.rowImimirdr.bpuIwol.
Wier Cue: Pupil Response::

Teacher s'ets 1:appropriate This is Lucy. She's

qtligien and says:: 'girl,

This is Mrs. Carter.

Let's talk about these peo- She's a woman. 1Pe

ple in the same way.

,

4..

Suggested Context ,

Social Studies

Story Hour

Suggested Vocabulary;

Classmates

School personnel .

Known community people

Known storybook characters

$usested Resources and Materials:

Large Box

Grab bag

irl puppets

able labeled "Who"

Nursery rhyme or storybook character

Teaching, Points: I -I

1. First production of pronoun "she ", q

3 NP. V
b

' NP
1

/

.

NP 441

be
N?

1

Ibis -4170

Mrs. Carter

.Goldilocks

etc. N

She's '

,

a girl

a woman ,.

,.

4. The predicate noun in sentence

limited to. "a girl" or "a woman",

o. 2 is

5. Note that "hi" and "s.be" are introduced

in separate objec es and. then contrasted,

6. Avoid overteaching of the titles Mrs./Miss

in order to prevent confusion of objec-

tives.

7. Possible error "*shes is" for "she's".

Use Correction Technique:No. 2



'OUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 37:

,o \

Children!(i, chaits are placed in a circle with one ,`

big ';teacher" chair included. .Pupils walk in a

-,771 -music When701c- stops-

pup'ils, sit dOwn. One pupil will he sitting in

the big "teacher" chair/ The pupil to his left pro-

duces the appropri40, sentences for this S.:0.,

2 'Spin-The-Bottle,

../

Have pupil'fona,.,3- ircle. One ptipil is chosen' to

be.',"It": "If"' rum ar6und the clirCle,tand .then ;.

-:-standsr-In--front upil±o,f choic and

fOr example,

Pupils sit in a circle. One pupia is selected to

be "It ". `"It" spins a,bottl,e in center ""/

cle, ;4hen bottle :Points. to a pupil, "It" goes aid':

stands behind the pupil.and',PAiduces the sentences.,

appropriate for this .S.O. The child seated becomes

3. Wearing Pronouns.

"HO aid "She" to'hing on the boys and

'ils f a'short time on several different dayi..

Use an interesting selection technique for choosing'

boy, and girl partners to' come to front of grOup.

The partners talk about each other in a way appro

'priate for this S.O.

"This is..Cloria. .She's a 'girl.''

j.

Then the'atudene talk(d' about (i.e.

domes

4, Musical Circle

Teacher prepares labels on which are written nines

of,school 'personnel, reading series characters, and ;

storybook characters. These labels are taped to the

floor in.a circle fo ion. Pupils are selected

'stand in.each c As music is played children

walk, hop, jtmp, or around circle. When music

stops each pupil is on a label. Pair' the pupils and

let each pair talk about each other in away appro-

priate for this S.O.

N7,

'7 4



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 37 : Production Of related sen-

*Ices contrasting the pronouns "he and "she"..

Estimated Lass*:

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appro.-

,,priote situation and

says:

let's4talk about, these

'people in theosameyay;,

, .

Pupil Relponse: '(

This pis Mike. He's a boy.

This \s Nis. Carter.. She's

aloolman.

S uggested_Context(s':'

,

Social Studies

Story, Sour

Suggested. Vocabulary:

Classmates

School peronnei-

Known community-piote

Known storybook characters

Suggested Resources attNateri.111:

Chairs Cmusical chairs) .

Bottle (used for a spinner)

-.P#noun tags -- "he" and "she"

s with lames of pupils, schosl personnel, or itorybook

characters

See-S.0. 35 36

./

Teaching Points:

6

1. Use of a contrast 'situation as a teaching

strategy constrasting,the persoial'pro-'

nouns, "he" and "she":'

r

2 NP

3'NP1 F6 TP1 rl+Vbe NP1.

',this is Roger
1

Mr.. Begay

Nary,

Mother R4ard

etc:

' ,

she's

\

a boy

a mau,

a'gir

a wom

4 'The, predicate noun' in sen enrlicr

limited to. "a boy", "

ia woman".

Errors areautursitkin use of

"be and "she". Use Correction Techniiie

o. 2. ''

6.. RandoMizethe use of mastulineand,.

feminin.

7.. Maietertaiethat allpeOple talked about.

are known. by the, pupils,and have names:.



I
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES OR STRUoTURALOBJECTIVE 38:

1. The Three Bears (o any other familiar story)'

Use large; Acture book or filmstrip of the story.

Use'a captivating selectionlechnique and let .pc=

-01.1-iiiected-pOint-to-theTc4rictersAnd-itemsH111--

(1.4 theitory maktng
theaPPropriate,sentences for this

5,0: :Work through th story',in sequence.

2. Paper Dolls.

. Put. all knownlaper;dolls and the lr "personal pos-

,Sessione:(Purse,1elt, hit, p4pe, etcXista box.

A,et:pupils.draw something
froMIOX and prOdnee the

appropriate sentences for this V.

3. Picture Lottc;...

5.. Writing Fuu '(See, 5,0, 35-56)

;Prepare*Work:Sheet of krioWn.char*ers and items-

'Pupils .will write appropriate,sentences under each

picture.tolLWitb1thi0.0

Place flasP cardlictlires of 'school personnel, f

liarltorybook. Or reading series characters, and

yeriOusfamiliatitems face'dOwn in the center ofd a'

Pupils sit arpuadtable and take turns se-

lecting.a card. When pupirtaicek card; he:prOduCes

.

the approprlate sente ces tor the picture on' the

card: If :the sentena are ,correct, the pupilkiips'

the:Card'.. If the sante ce *incorrect, pup places

card face4outOnta,le
-Pupil having most cards

at end of game is the winner.
I

4. Spinner Boat

Prepare.spinner board using charaCters and items of

your choice.
Pupils sit.4.round'board and 'take tubs'

spinning. 'Whenspinner stopS,'pupirwhollirned

° spinner, produces the-aPpiopriatelsentencesf4 the

thing,or persontolihichthespinner points. om-

nue keep scores/of,correCtzeiponses.
Pupil th-'

most correct responses wins.:

ti



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 38 : Production of sentences in

a

which."he",."she" and "it "' are contrasted.

Estimated Lessons: 13-4 1 .

Teacher Cue:

Teachersets-up-appropriate:-

situation. and says:

Let's talk about these peo-

ple and things in the same

way.

cs

a

Suggested(Context.(s):

ClassrooF

Story Hour ,

ReCreational Arts

Science

Pupil Rgspolise:

This is Lucy; -She's- a-

girl.

This is Mr. Tom. He's'

man.

This is a pencil. It's

Yid.

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates

School Personnel

Knoin community people

Known storybook characters

Math

Social Studies

Reading Readiness

Suggested' Rasources. and Materials:

1,

Storybook figures or-pictures of characters,

Paper dolls and clbthes

Pictures of storybook characters

Filmstrip stories

.

3^1

0

Teaching. Points: 4

1. Use of contrast situation as a teaching

strategy contrasting the personal pronouns

."he", "she" and "itr.

2. NP1
+ Vbe + NP1

-21-+

3. NP1 Vbe 21 NP1 +Vbe Pred 11/,

this

,

.

,

is

.J

Tom Thumb

Mr. Tom

Lucy,

Mother Goose

etc.

he's

i

she's

a boy /

a man/

a girl

a woman

NI1 Vbe let 21+ Vbe Adj

this

......

is

..

.

a pencil

an eraser
.

etc.

. A

it's

,

red

small

etc.

4. The Predicate noun in sentenceNo. 2 is

limited to 'ta boy", "a tan", '"a girl", "a,

woman ". .The adjectives in sentence, No. 2'

are limited to color and size terms.

5. In this objective use inanimate objects

with the pronoun "it'".

6. Randonize situations to elicit. the '

various respOnses.

7: Multiple errors are probable in use of'

pronouns and/or indefinite article "a ".

Use Correction' Technique No, 2

I ao

A
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SUGGESTED ,ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 39: *,1,

1. Spin-The-Bottle
(Good for presentation phase_ of this S.0.)

Children stand or sit in a circle. Teacher or aide

=-------- stands in- center -of circle_ and_spins _a bottle.
,

When the bottle stops," the teacher says to the pu-

pil to wham thebottleis pointing,. "I'm Mrs. .
n

"I'm a teacher. Tell've about Tourself:" The pu-

pil`. produces the appropriate;related sentences for
thiS S.O. .-

i '
,t,

%.

-

1

2. Jack In The Box (See S.O. 35).

Use a large box in which a 1:19757 is hidden. At a given;
..

f signal a girl taps the box. '%.Fack" pops up and pro- ,

duces the related' sentence for tais S.9._
z

4

-For the girls turn to;hide, the game may be called,

"Jackie -M4-The:-Box."

3. Let's Pretend

42p

Using 'hats or;'other appropriate props, pupilsPmay

.pretend to be sdhool personnel, storybook charac-

'ters, comwhity workers, etc. Pupp produces the .

appropriate related sentencesfor-ihe character he

ds playing.

4. Comic Stri

Yrepare-a simple comic strip ditto of well-knowil.

,storybook characters with,a balloon- shaped' space ,

foyer
each'one. The' space indicates that the char-

, acter is speaking. Pupils may write in appropriate

relaxed sentences: to -show what each one is saying.

.

.

-

...-

-
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 39 Production of,related sentences

sing hc."am" for of the verb 'be" with the pri2Doun "I".

Estimated Lessons: 12-3/

Teacher Cue:,(

--,Teacher-StS:Up-apptopriatel

ipretend,situatiOn and'says:

I'm Mrs. Carter. I'm a .

woman,

teacher.

Now, tell me about Yourself.,

Pupil Response:

'm
Mike:

--7' pcy.
I'm -boy.

,girl.

,,Suegested Context(s):

Social Studies

Story,Hour

ested.Vocabula :

7

Own name$:,

Known storybook characters

'Known holiday charatars

Kiwn school perOnnel and community workers

4

Teachg Points::

14 First production of thd'am'T form of the

verb "be" with the pronoun "I". See S.O.

7 for use of "I" with "can".

L71 Vbe N2

3. NPl +Vb,I NP1 NP +V,- Art N

m

)

Mike

Mrs. Carter

Mr. Tso

Cinderella

etc. %

I ' . a boy

woman

trader

girl

etc.

4. In pretend situations the predicate noun

in sentence No, 2 may 'be extended to include

known occupational terms of people in the

school and community.

5. The contracted fc*.! le,is the natural way.

of expressing "I and say,l'I am",

, use Correction Technique No. 1.

6. Error's are probable in use of article "a".

Watch for errors, "*I'm a Mike". "*I'm

'boy." Ude Coriection Technique

, Oti

(.Suggested Resources.and

Large Box

ss t

l'iats'relaied 'to occupations

Pictnies-Of:ttorybodk.and nursery rhyme characters

Spitner(botfie)

7.,7 p.

ar



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 40.:

1.,Sp3,n The Bottle .(See S.O. 37)

Pupils stand or sit in a circle. One .pupil is Se-
lected to be "It". "It" stands in center of cir-
cle and spins a bottle. When thebottlegtops,

i
'It" produces the appro iate sent aces forrthis S.O. The pupil to hom-the-bottle is inting
becomes "Ie..

Puppet= Mole Playing
'34 6 I.
--:'. Prepare paper, bag puppets for storybook characters,

.

holiday characiers, or occupat-idnaleworkerJs. Pupils
are orianized in pairs. Each pair`chooseg the pup--
pets they 'want., and as directed by:teacher they'
come to frOnt of group, display their pu pets, and\

carry out the appropriate dialog%for thi S.O.
i

\ 17
.

1 .

3. Lett s Pretend 1 (See S.O. 39).

Pupils may use 15propriate-propi todpdxetend they are
school personnel or other adults they. know. Pupils
are arrangpd.in groups and carry out the dialog ap-'
propriate for this

4. Team Relay

Divide pupils in Teams A.& B. -(Not more than 5 in
a team.) Place two;, gf.puppets on a table
with,:a,,team lined up about six paces from each pile.
t a-given signal the first pupil in each team goes

to table, picks up a puppet. They.turn, look at
each other and carry out the appropllate dialog for
this S.O.' Then they give theik puppets to the teach-
er wh6 gives them a blue construction paper,ribbon
for correct sentences. Than having most blue rib-,

<

bons wins;

7

4

or,
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE . 40 : Production of related sentences

ping the "are" form of the verb "be" with the pronoun "you":

,

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

,

0

Teacher CUe:

Teacher sets up'appropriate/

Pretend situation aid says

to pupil-partners:

Talk to each other in the

same way.

Pupil Response:'

P1:

---------------

Looking at partner:

You're Mike.

You're a boy..

P2: Looking at partner:

You're Lucy.

You're a girl.

Iliggested'Context(s):

Social Studies

Story .Hour

Holiday. Centers,

41'

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates names

KnoWn storybook characters

Known holiday characters

'Known school personnel and community workersT

i

Sug eted Resources and Materials:;

:

Storyboolc.figures,

Masks ' "

Hats related to occupations,

19.5

.11

Teaching Patin:

4\ .

Elirst production of theiaTeTI form of the

verb "be". with "you" as subject: See S.O.

'10 for use of "you" with modal "can".

2. N1--+ Vbe +

3. NPIlle._ NP1 NP1+ V4 Art N

you re Mike

Lucy

you're a boy,

girl.

Mr. Tom .. bus

Mrs. Begay (' drit!er

. etc. . nurse

4
etc.

4. The preditate noun in entente No. 2'may

be extended to include town ocCupationaI,

terms of people in the school and com-.,

Munity. 44

'5 The contracted form "you re'!'is the natural

way of expres4ng "yoi are, but this '

should not be confused with "your!' as in-,

troduced in S.O. 3. If pupils say "You

are" use Correction Technique No. 1.

6. Ervin are probable in use of article "a".

Witch for errors "*You're a,Mike." "*You'ie

//boy". Use Correction Technique No. 2.

I
193



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 41:

1. Knock, Knock

ahildren put their.heads down and close their eyes.
Teacher secretly selects one pupil to be '!IC. "It"

-walks-around-on-tip-toe_and_knocks _on someonet_s__

desk. That pupil asks, (without raising his head),

"WhO are you?"' 4It .bays, "I am . (I'm a

-2.:Let's Pretend (See S.O. 39-40)

Place puppets or other character props (like hats)

behind a screen. Select a pupil to go behind screen
and choose whom he wants to be.. Another selected
Pupil acts as daorkeePer. When first pupil knocks,

the doorkeeper asks question ancrthe knocker an-

swers. Questions and answers must be appropriate
fdr this S.O.

44-

3. Hide-And-Seek

Station several pupils around room in places where

others can hide. Stationed pupils close their eyes

pretending to be asleep. Other pupils are directed'

to hide near the ?sleeping" ones. The "hiding" pu-

pils make funny-sounds (e.g. scratching, moaning,
laughing, etc.) The "sleeping" ones wake up and
ask,'"Who are you?" and the "hiding,' Ones answer

appropriately.
0.

5.

:



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 41 : Production of a "who" question

using the pronoun 'You" as the subject and the answer with
.

the pronoun "I" as the subject.

Estimated Lessons: /1-2 /

Teacher. Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate/\

pretendssituation, gives ex-

ample of dialog, and has pu-

pil:partners engage in.simi-

lir dialog.

Pupil Response

Pl: Who are you?

P2: I'm Lucy. (I'm a

nurse.)

Suggested Context(s):

Classroom

Social Studies

Story Hour

ested Vocabula :

Classmates

School personnel

Known community people

Km4n storybook characters

Sugested Resources and,Materials:

Masks

Hats related to occupations

Storybook figures

Puppets

Chart with pupils' names

193

V

41,

tfr

Teatihing Points: v

J

1. Introduction of reciprocal relationA40

of "you" and hI" as subject in questions

and answers.

2. NPI. + vbe Npi

NP1

lubj .

red Noun}

Subj -.91. you

Vbe are

Pred Noun Proper Name

"Wh" Question Transformation

You + are + Name, =19

You + are + who

3. MP]. Vbe NP1 Pi+Vbe Pred Noun

who are you I'm

.

b

Lucy,

Mrs. Carter

Mr. Tom

etc.
c

4. The sequenced related sentence by Pupil

2 is optional. It is an extension of

S.O. 39.

19
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SUGGESEDICTI ITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTWE 42:

I
.66

1. Wrong Sign.
.

A

Teacher displays puppets or props for community

workers, storybook characters, school personnel,

-and-classmatee-silhouettes. -Teacther_ also plats __up _4

signs which read "a boy", " a gir1"4: "a cobk ", "a

teacher", etc. Pupils take a walk by the displays

and choose a prop and a sign which do nit*' match the

prop. '44:s .each pupil shows his prop and`sign,.some-

one is selected to produce the appropriate negative
statement followed by,,a correcting sentence..

2. Dress-Up
7N,

Collect items repres4ntative of occupations. (e.g.

hats, doctor's coat, teacher's pointer, cook's pan,

etc.) Select seiterai pupils'rto "dress -up". Give,

each one of these "dressed-up"IpuPils a partner.

These pupil- partners carry out appropriate dialog

for this S.O.

What's My Line
'au .16

Teacher pt.30t.s,on a fireman's hat. and pretends to be

cooking God. Apupil is selgcted to say, "You're'

not a--6Ok. You're a fireman." If pupil's sen-

tences are correct he may role play like the teach-

er did. Each pupil who makes correct sentences may

be a "pretender".

ay.

r .4.^:

4
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. :STRUCTURAL' OBJECTIVE, '42 : Production of a .negative state -
. ,

...
.

t

meat with a predicate noun followed by a correcting' sett

,

,

o

tence.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

leacher Cue:

1,

Teacher. sets' up apprOpriate/..

Pretend situatioh and says:

Let's talk about. etch other.

SuggestedContext(s): ,

Social Studies '

.Story Hour

Suggested Vocabulary:

ClessEates names

Known school personnel and coEmunity workers

Known storybook characters

'Names of classroom dolls and/or puppets,

PupilResponse:

Lucy isn't a boy:',

She's a girl.

4'

Mr% Toi

He's a buOriver.

,

You

_

Yoi're.a

r

Teaching Points:

I. ThiS.objective is the same structure as

S,O, 24. The personal Pronouns are ex-
.

.;ended by producing Positive and negative

sentences.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Dolls and puppets

Storybook figures, or picturei

Masks

)01d clothes for costumes'

Hats related; to, occupations

j?.,

201

egi .

2'. 121 41be NP1

121.+ Vbe, neg.+ Pi

N? Pred Noun

Subj. 70.,pipper Name,

you I

vbe P It, am;. are

NP + V
b

+
1 e 1

NP1

lubj

Pre4

Subj --I. he, she,,

you, I

Vbe am, are

3, 21 Vbe +, meg At

'Lucy

Mr. TOM

etc.

isn't a, boy

took

etc.

!''Vbe
Art

She's girl

-bus drivei

etc.

4. Use contractions as given in examples.

5,, The' negative statement is acceptable by

itself, but encourage pupils to aid the

correcting sentence. In this objettive

the teacher/aide should always add a cor-

recting sentence following a 'negative state-

ment in order to give examples to the

40



,:'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES ..FOR STRUgTURAL OBJECTIVE °

Who'S' Rho

liake.14'lcut-out& -or :use large' chart pictures of

reading readiness' characters or storybook friends.

\.

e v

oG . , .

Teacher displa one at4ca. time .aid asks an appr6.-
giate yes/no tiestioK' out ie. Pupil respondS

with cortecOshoftened,'.answe're (Be sure to rando--

mize for affirmative and negative responses.)
..s."o . .

2..li,ress-Up (See S.O. 42)I:
Place '-props-fdr. various .characters in a box behind/

a screen. Have-name cards in a boi-osi, tray.. Havel

5 pipils walk by., pick' tip a name card, and 'give

to the p-upil whose ,name is written on it. The pub

pils whO have a:name card go behind the screen and

"dreSs up". As they ;mile out one at 'a time, the

teacher asks an appropriate "yes/no" question and

calls on another pupil to give answer. If pupil

answers correctly, he goes behind screen tb "dress -

up"
9

3. Who's This?

Prepare a dittoLof storybook friends, community

'workers, etc. Under each picture prat a "yes/no",

question and draw a. line on which, the pupils Can

write, the appropriate answer. Be sure to rando-

mize affiimative and negative answers._ Correct and

reward.

2
203

r

,

1'

p.

4.1
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STRUCTURAL OEJECTIVi. 43 -:t Production of a shbitened
,

AsWer in response to a "yes/no" question with a

.

predicate noun.

Estimates Lessons: /2-3 /

At

Teachir.Cue:,

,Teacher sets'upappro-

Triate situation and

asks:

,

,

1s. Mike a bOy?

Is Mrs. Hariey -a man?

Are you a girl?

Am I a janitor?
a

Pupil Response:

Yes, he is.

No, she, isn't

Yes, I am./No,,I'inot.

you're not.

""VSuggested Context(sl:

Ssial Studies

Story Hon
:

. 'suggested Vocabulary:

Cli'ssmates

School personnel

Known community people

Known storybook charactersl,

1

uggested Resources and Materials:

Dolls and puppets :

Masks
V

Storybook figures or pictures 1,

Old clothes for costumes

Hats rebated to occupations

20'4

st,

Teaching Points:.

1. This objective is the same structure as

$.6. 33. The personal pronouns are ex:

tended ,11,y answering,"yes/no" questions.
I 0,

2, Sent Akir 4-nej+not)

Sent A011711 yes/no

NP %L.,. I .you,, he, she4 ,

vbe am)*
ace,

is

Sent,Adv

yes

(neg)

I

you.,

am

are

is

she is

no' I m not

you're

he

/she , I

isn't

isn't

4. The subject in '14question is a pro

tame or the pr owns "I ",. "you" "he'

and "she,.

er

5. ReinfoEcement of shortenid answer inre-

sponsrto "yes/no" question. Require ver-

bal, three-word response. if pupil re

r sponse is a short answer,' use Correction

Technique' No. 2.

rrors in pronoun-verb agreement are

able. Also watch for errors such. as:,

"*No, he is." "*Yes, she isn't." Us-e",

Correction Technique No. 2.

7. Use contractions as 'given in examples

Avoid the use of "you aren't"1 at this time.:

205'
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ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL ?BJECTIVE

.

Silhouettes Aild.Thbtos

0

wee °

Display in various parts of `they classroom the pupil,

silhoue9: and picture' of sChogl Krscinnel.'; Ar-

range -the in pads and let ,them walk about

the foci. haired pupils are given a card on. which

is .writte.lnia,..1--,or.2. The *14 carrying Mls Card,
chooses a iiacei_to.itop;'pOints to a silhouette:or

picture an.d ,asks an-appropriate eyes/non -qiieson.

The#;_pdpil'gves the appropriate resPonse.. Then

they exchange cards

'Change partners two

more practice.
. ,

2. Who Am I?

andcontinuejPupils may
or three,times in order to get

, Orgafiize'pupils in pairs. Place community worker

paper -bag pupp-ets on, a. ,table or the-chalktray. Let

pupils go and select their puppdtt. Then difect

ti. pairs in producing the dialogs #2-and #3.ag

given in the Pupil Response of this S.O.,

Social Studies,. reading readiness or storrybook char-

acter puppets may be. used.

3. Two' Deep jr(See S.O. 37) ,

Conduct this actitity as explained in S.O. 37. As

children stand in a circle, "It" runs around circle

one time and stands in front-ofPa. peril of his

choice. He asks, a "yes no` question of this S.O.,

and the partner g

ty

ives an appropriate answer. Then,

the partner" becomes "rt".

o

...

233

O
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE.44 _:. Pro ction of a sino"f
#'.

,, .
,

t , questioi%using the'verb "beancia.Predicate noun. ,i-

Estimated Letsoas: /357 I r

9

Pupil

1 4

Teaclz4r Cue:

Teacher sett,Up apptopriSte/

pratentuation,lives ,ex-

amples of dialog, and has.
.

pupil.gpAtners engage in .

espouse:

n: Is Nike a boy?

) P2:1'es, he is. ,

2) PL: Areyou ajanitor?

P2: No; I'm not.
)

3.).t: Am I a cook?

P2: No, you're not.

Susgested Context(s)-:

'Social Studies :

Story Hour.

Classroom

. Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates 'names

Known school personnel and community wo ers

Known stotybook,characters

Names of classroom dolls and/or puppets 1

Suggested Resources and Materials: '

Dolls Aild puppets

Masks

t Storybookfigures or.pictures

9 Old clothes for costumes

Hats related to Occupations .

'd kJ 7

0.

Teaching Points:

LI

1. This:obiective is the same structuie as 5.0.

34. ,pie personal pronouns 'are extended by

produning and answering "yes no" question§.
IP

2. The "yes/no" questioa in this objectiiie is

a transformation of S.O.

+ V + NP
1.4,, be 1, ?If

t 4

aired

Subj -.1o'RroieriName;

V
be

am, are, is 1

.

"Yetiq Question! Transformation, ,H!

fr.7ck-4,

Subj +,Vbe Pred NounN
.

V
b

+ Subj + Pred Noun
e \

3' be ',
Subj . , Art

am

are

is

., ...

.

I.

you

he .

she

'Mike

etc.

.

".

a/an
.

.

.

...-

,

/ ,

.

cook-

janitor

trader

woman

etc. -
,

4. Errors in prondunlerb agreement-in both .

qUestian and ,answer are probable..*'

, =mloo

5.1The questions with "are" and "am" may need

to be presedted in separate lesSons and then

contrasted with "is".

6. If "he" and/or "she" is used as the subject

ito:thelquestionloe sure 'to establi the

referent before the pupil produces the

question. .

4 20.1
4
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UNIT VI Conjunction,

Conjunction "Or' ,

. ..

. .

" S.O. 45:, Production of.a short answer using a oeMomn noun in.response to an "or", ques- I

1 .
tion. , .

)?
; . , ,

,
w

4, t r I'' 1.. 1

4 4 1 i

S.0. 46rFroduction of short/shortened answers in response to contrasting "es/no" and

10

or
0,4"

oi r'" . ,

%
qt estions., -

.

... ,_

. , ,

1

f."

4 I.

0.

6

S.O. 47: Production of a short.answer,Using a proper name in response, to an

I

Conjunction "And"

I

qUes

,

, 0

..S.O. 48 . Production of.d shOrt/short9ed answer using.the,conjuiction "and" to join

subject noun phrases.

.

!.,

S.O. 49% Production ofi,ka statement uAng the conjunct on "and" to join main verbs.

S.,0. 50: Production ia satement Using the conjunction "and" 6-sjoin predicate ad-

jeCtives.
i/

...

PacOlg:

, ..Lessons. 10 -d8

Weeks: 2' (Maximum}

C

arf
G.

4.

7

Present Prefamiliarization

.No..6 during. this Unit.

Related Texts:
,r

American,English series

Book &: Units 17 & 18%

.%



-.1

1. Introduce before Unit 7, S.O. 51 -

58.

A 49

Prefamiliarization 6 : Recognition of morphological change

in nouns when there is one or more than one:

Teacher Behallior:

4 . ;

4.

Suggested Contexts:

:`

The teacher sets up,manyteXperiences for cbildren,to',

develop initial awareness regarding the changes which

take place in the English language whei speaking about,;,

one more thalCone.

Sclence

Art

Suggested Activities:

Suggested ifeSources & Material:

Classroom objects'

(1) Commands: Give commands to pupils requiring them to

distinguish between one and more than one. For example,

say to a pupil, "Bring me one pencil."

"Bring mcwo pencils."

Then say to another pupil, '_'Bring me four balls."

"Bring me one ball."

Randomize the use of singular and plural, and the number

names from one to ten.

(2) Science Walk: Take'a walk around the school and com-

munity. gave the pupils collect items, ut in a science

center according to your direction. For ample,

"Pick up one leaf." "Fick up?4three le es.
if

"Find one white rock." "Finftwo smooth stones."

(3) _Draw-a-noire: Have pupils draw pictures according to,

your directions. For example, "Draw one hogan in your pic-

ture. Draw six sheep: 'Draw two horses. Draw three cedar

trees. Draw one boy and one girl. etc."

2 11 .

Notes:
a;

2. Call attention to the change in

scund,in pluralsby,giving examples

only.

3. Teacher and 'Aide are to place special

emphasis, on clearly -pronouncing the

/s/, /z/, or loz/ as the final sound

of the plural forms.

4

Use only count nouns forming regu,

lar plurals at this time.

5. Talk about things the child can,

handle or see.

6. Do not use activities which require,

the pupils to knob number concepts

more than ten.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE -45:
3 '

s 1. Name Cards

Make name cards with the pupils' names written in

manuscript. Put cards face down in a box pr.one

table. A pupil selects a card and shows itto the

class. The teacher asks the.questionof thiS S.O.

using the name on the card, "Is a boy or a

girlfl The pupil holding the, card gives(the cor-

rect fesponse. (The pupil whose name is on the

card may become the next player.)

2.)Class Roster

Make a list of all pupils in the class on a large

chart: ,Select ichild to point to a name. (The ,

child who points may be blindfolded.) The teacher

asks the question of the S.O. and the.child.who

points gives the correct response.

ti

.3. Spin The Bottle

Seat ch*iten in a large circle. "It" spins a sot-

tie. The teacher asks the queition of this S.O.

about the child the bottle is Pointing to and "It"

gives ,the response. The pupil who the bottle points

to becomes "It". For.variety, put familiar objects

in the circle and have the children sit behind the

objects. Ask the question about the object pointed

to rather than the child.

5. Numeral Game

,Prepare a.set of flash cards with the numerals .one

to ten. The teacher asks about the numbers (e.g.

Is this a five or a six?) A child is'selected,to .

give,the,response.

4, Fishing Game

Paste pictures of familiar objects on'fish,cutfrom

.tagboard. As a pupil catches a fish, the teacher ,.

asks the S.Q. questiOn. (e.g., Is this a table or

a chair?) The pupil then gives the correct response.

(Use a fishing pole with a magnet for a hook and

place a paperclip ,on the head of each fish.)

PS



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 45 : Production of a short answer

using a common noun in response to an "or" question,

/
. ,

Estimated Lessons: /2 -3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher, sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

-I; Is-Lucy a boy or a girl?----

' Am I a teacher or 'a nurte*.k/

Are you a boy or a man?

2. Is this a book, or a maga-

zine?

PuPil Response:

A teacher.

A boy.

A magatine,

- Suggested Context(s):

Math

Arts and Crafts

,Social Studies

Story Hour

Science

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates

Known school personnel and community 'workers

Known stprybook characters 9

Known animals, geometric figures, claisroom items,

playground equipment, etc.

Suggisted Resources and Materials:

Axle cards (*Us)

Chart of pupils' names (class' roster),

.:,Spinner (bottle} .

Box, of familiar objects-.

Geometric figures (models or pictures)

,Materials.for:fishnfgaille :

Largellast cards with numerals.1 H10.

Teaching Points

1.,Introduction'of the "or" .question. .

2. NP --> Art + Noun

Art --> a/an

Noun --> common

3. Art . Noun

a/an

I.
, woman

trader

book

stick i

etc; (

.

.

,

4. In'the question the,Subject may be:

(a) proper. name

he,.she

(c) demonstrative' pronoun "this"

5. In asking the "or" question, randomize

the conjoined noun phrases in., order to

ensure 'comprehension of choice, For ex-

ample,'be careful not to give the answer

away by always saying it first or always

saying.it last.

6. Shortened answers, are acceptable. (e.g.

She's a girl. It's a magazine.) If, pn -

pils,answer with a statement. (e.g., Lucy

is a girl. This is a magazine.) Use,

Correction Technique No, 2.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES OR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 46:

b

1,Juppet Playmates

Use a variety of ptppets for the pupils t6'hold.

The teacher asks the'quetions, of this S.O. and the

pupils either answer abOut Someone else or about

t,themselves.z,

Hand puppets may be made `from paper sacks or old
.

socks. Large puppets or characters may be cut,

, from cardboard with holei forAhe face and arms.

Puppets may personify real people, fictional'per7

sons the childien know,'Or..,animals.' After puppets

have been made, they will be useful for numerous._

learning, activities.

\ ,

2. Number Off

\17

Have ten. pupils line up and give each one a flash

card with a numeral on it. The questions of this

S.O. can be as ed, such as:

five a girl?:

r nine a boy or a girl?

This activity\may be varied by having pupils-nhum7

bir'offuqnstead of holding cards iith numeralk%

3. What s My Line

4f

Use hats of various kn
occupationS.,, Let a child

choose a hat to wear, and the ask the questions of

this S.O. (e.g., Is Lucy a nurse or a cook?) Pupils

may ansWer'about each other or themstves.

'(Note: itke ce5aii the pupils khow the occupatfons

represented by the hats.)

4. Nursery Rhyme Characters

Show pictures of familiar nursery rhyme or fai

story characters.

2 7

Teacher asks the questions of this 5,0, (eig., Is

Miss Muffet a girl? Is Old Mother Hubbard a man

or a woman ?) The pupils giv the correct' respons

213



CTURAL OBJECTIVE 46' : Production of,short/shortened.

s, answers in response, to contrasting "yes/no" and
liorn

questions.

Estimated Lessons: 42-4 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher,sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

1. Is Mikeda boy?

Is ea boy or a girl?

2. Are you a teacher?

Are you a'teacher.or a

nurse? '

3. is.this'a dog or a cat?

Is this a dog?

Pupil Response:

1, Yes) he is.

A boy.

2. No, I'm not.

A nurse.

3. cat. ,

Yes, it is.

k,

Suggested Context(s):

Math

Science

Alts and Crafts:

Social Studies

Story Hour

Suggested Vocabulary:

a.

0

Classmates
.

Known school perSonnel and community workerS

pown storyboOk'characteri

Known animals,geometric figures, clastroom,items,

playground equipment, etc.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Adife7size puppet Cut-outs',

Hatt for Taribus knor occupations'

pictures or cut7outs,of nursery rhyme characters

Geometric figures (models or pictures)

Large flash cards with numerals 1- 10

I

Teaching Points:

1. Use of a contract situation as a teaching

strategy to discriminate between the en-

swers of "yesJno" and "or" queitions..

2. "Yes/No" Response

Sent Ady + NP + ybe (+not)

"Or" Response

Art + Noun-----

MN\

3. In. the question the subject may be:

. a) proper name

b) pronounP.-- 1, you,: he, she

c) demOnstrative pronop "this".'

4. The predicate noun hrase in question No

is limited to non -hums singular count

nouns.

/

3. The indefinite article "a" a part'of the

response to the "or" question. ,

6. Answers to the questions are not one word

(e.g. boy) nor a statement (e:g.Mike is a

boy. This it a cat.) Use Correction

Technique No. 2.

7, Visual reinforcement of the contrasting

structures is a help to the learners.

8. For the probable error in confusing the,

answers, use Correction Technique No.:2:

For all other errors use Correction, Tech-

'dque No. 1. .



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OtJECTM 471.

1. Puppet, Playmates (See S.O. 46)

' 2. What's MY-Line (See S.O. 46)

3. Nursery Rhyme Characters (See S.0. 46)

4. Photographer.

On visits .around school and community, take polaroid

pictures of known adults. Use photogvhs in the
classroom to ask the questions of thiA S.O.



, A o

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 47 : Production of a short answer

using a proper namein response to an "or" question.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 r

Teacher

Teacher sets up apPrOpriate

situation and asks:

Are you Mike or Roger?

Am I Mrs. Cartefor

Mr. Carter?
0

Is this Lucy!or Gloria?'

IS the bus driver Mr. Begay

or Mr. Tom?

Pupil Response:

Roger.

Mrs. Carter,

Lucy,

Mr'. Tom.

Suggested Context(s):

Classroom

.Story Hour

Social Studies

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates

School personnel

Known community workers

Known storybook characters

. / .

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Pictures or cut-outs of nursery rhyme characters

Hats of known occupations

Life7size.puppet.CutoUtv:

PhOtographa'.Of.'i3UPifISIand',knOwn.aaults

2
1

4

Teachin\g,Points: .

1.,ExtensiOn of the "or" question by using

names as the conjoined predicate noun.

2. 2 -*0+ Noun

Noun. + Proper name

Pro er Name

Mike ,

Mr. ikgd

Cinderella

Little Boy.Blue

etc.

4. In the'question the subjects may be:

(a) pronouns -- I, you, he, she

(b) demonstrative pronoun "this"

(c) singular count nouns preceded by

"the"

5. This 'objective is'intended mainly to

familiarize pupils with this fori of the

"or" .question. Don't overt

6. Related "yes non. question's have not been

presented because of prol)able confusion

of prOnoun agreementin(theshortened

answer. If you wish to present the "yes/

no" questions, rewire onl the short

r



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES. FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 48:

wirmwma=

4,

1. Who Can

Make five circled on the floor With chalk or mask-

tng tape. Designate each circle as a certain 'ac-

tion which the pupils can do, such as: hop; skip,

jump, clap, turn around, etc. Direct the pupils

. to go to each, circle and do what the circle:tells,

-,- them to do. (Ffve pupils may be -doing the five r

different actionsfat a time.) When each pupil has

.1!

:.',:finished all five actions, the teacher asks the

questions of this A pupil. (or .pupils) is

asked to respond. .1

2. Spin The Bottle

Pupils stand in 'circle, A bottle is spun and the

pupil it points to is directed. to do an action,

such as: skip, touch his toes, jump up and down,

etc The teacher asks, "Who can ?" The bot-

tle is spun again and the second:pupil is directed

to do thesame action, and the teacher asks, 'Who

else can, ?" Then both pupils are directed to

,repeat the action.' The teacher asks, "Who can 7"

A pupil(s) responds correctly to each question.

3. Nursery Rhyme Action

Choose familiar nursery rhymes or stories where two

characters do the same action. For example, Jack

and Jill, Three Little Pigs, Billy Goats Gruff, etc.

The questions .of this. S.O. can be asked aboi the

characterS. For example,:

.
.

Who can go up the hill?

& Who can build a house?

Who can cross the bridge ?.

4. Song: "Mike Can Run" (See 5,0. 8)

To a familiar tune such as "Skip To My Lou ", sing

the following words:

Mike can jump

Mike can jump

Mike- can jump-.

Mike and

it

and John can, too.

and John can, too.

-and-John-can,-too,

John can jump.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 48 : Production of a short/extended

short answer using the conjunction "and" to Join subject

noun phrases.

Estimated Lessons: /1-2 /

4

Teacher, Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks:.

1. Who can jump?

2. Who else can jump? .

3, Who can jump?

Pupil Response:

1. Mike, /Mike can

2,' Roger./Roger'can.

3. Mike and Roger./Mike

and Roger can.

Suggested Context(s):

Classroom playtime

Music

Arts and Crafts

Suggested. Vocabulary:

Known verbs that may) used w n.making bodily response

to musical rhythm, such as:
rmarch, clap, hop, skip;

tap, run, etc.

Suggested Resources and Materials;

Pictures of nursery rhyme.characters

Art supplies

Spinner (bottle)

223

Teaching Points:

1. First production, of "arid ".. See S.O. 7 for

review of queftion and response using modal

"can".

2, NP + and + NP (modal),

Proper name

NP You and

Art + noun

4

3. Art Noun Conj Art, Noun Modal

4f

%
. the

Mike

You

c \

.

and ir

1
the,

Roger

I f

dog

etc.

(can)

can

(can)

1

4. Note that the modal "can" is optional in

the response except with persona' pronouns

"you" and "I".

5. Limitations:

1) .Personal prdnOuns "you" and'T.. Avoid

using "he", "she" and "it";

2) Singular counttouns preceded by the de-

determiner "the ".

4 .

6. The don of "else" may have to be devel-

oped in Navajo.

7. In this objective all three questions -are

required inethe sequence given. Response

No. 3 requirees the subject.used in Nos.,1

and 2. ' 1



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 49:

1. WO-To-Do

Pairsof children are directed to do two separte

actions. The pupils talk about what they can do.

For.example,

PL. 'Mike can skip and'turn.around.

I can. skip_and turn around._

P2: Roger can sing and clap.

I can sing and clap.

2. Puppet Emcee

Have a puppet direct in."aetion show" by directing

pupils'to do two or more actions. The puppet. calls

on the pupils to talk about what they .can do.

.

.
You may set up an area of the classroomto be a

stage for the "action show" and let the puppet use

a
e I

circus barker type of voice.

3. Who Can (See' S:O. 48)

Conduct as explained in SIO. 48. The only differ-

,ence is to have the pupi4 talk about, what they can,

do instead 'of answering a question. (e.g.,'Lucy

ean hop and turn arouna:.)

4. Picture Mimics

Give a'pupil paired pictures of a pdrson-performing

two different actions. (e.g., eating .and drinking,

jumping rope and running, etc.),. The pupil "Mimics"

or imitate.the actions in the Pictures. Another

pupil tells what he can do, such as:

Roger can eat and

Gloria can jump and run.,
A

The pupil who doei the actions,can-talkabout what,
,

he can do.

,. ,

O



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 49 : Production of a statement

using the conjunction "and" tojoin main verbs.

.Eitimated Lestons: j1-3

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appro-

priate situation and

says:

Pupil Response:

,iwIr?
can' hop and tkip,

let's talk in.the same ,A

way. 4 I can run end jump.

Suggested Context(s):

Recess

&sic,

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known verbs that May be used when'Making'bOdily responses,

to musical fhythm, such as: march, clap, hop, skip,.tap,

A

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Record ,Player and recozds. . .

Paired pictures illustrntinva person performing two'actions

Paired pictures of animals doing 'actions

Playgroundequipmeni

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of conjunction ".and"

joining main verbs in a'stntement.

2. NP + '17i

proper names

NP --11, I and you ,

Art + Noun ..

Modal + MV

M "-+ can

This statementis:itransfbriation.Of two

basic sentences.

NP ,smIk. MD 1 1 WI A J. UTT
--7", T Jay ± anu zof

5. Art Noun M MV ' Conj MV..

i

The

Mike '

You.

dog

.etc.

can : hop

'skip

run

.etc.

and

.%

.1

skip

:clap.

bark.

etc.

4.1.imitntiOns:

1) Perional.pronount "you" AvOid

2) ;Singular count nouns preceded by deter=

_miner "the"

5. Note that 'statements are., not cued by .v)

questions.

A



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES. FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 5

1, 'Color and Size Assomment

.Diplay on a table an:assoriMent. of'opjects which,

,14 ate differentiated by their color: and size. Pu-

pils are directed to choqse an object and to tell

about it. For example: .-

4. Fishing Game (SI S.O. 45)

,

e icircle s big d blue.It,
N. eapple is red and small;

l'he ruler is long and brown.

2. Grab) Bad

Conduct as explained 45: Make new fish with

Pictures which can be described by either color, size,

shape, or texture 'terms.

Put objects .in a large bag or.i)Ox which 'are .dif

entiated by their shape and texture. 'A ,pupil

reaches in, pulls one out, and .tells about it For

'example:

The orange is round and smooth.

The block is square and rough.

Other objects may be put In the bag which are dif-

. ferentiated by texture and color. For example:

The (toy)' dog is brown, and furry..

:The kitten is soft and gray.

'3 What's On The_Trea ,

Attach cut-outs to,a tree branch or limb. Pu-

pils select a cut-outs, take it from, the tree, and

talk' about it.'s (Let,pupils keep the cut-out they.,

9' select.) Sample sentences are:

The book Is rectangular '.and green,

The lamb is white ands soft.

Theagg is oval and smooth..



". ',STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 50 : Production of a statement using

the conjunction "and"_ to join predicate' adjectives.

6 ..whormw

Estimated Lessons:\ 12-3 /

Teacher Cue:

,Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says .

Let's talk in the same way.

Suggested Context(s):

Math,

Science

Health (foods

Pupil' Response:

MIMMINW.

The circle is big and-red.

The table is smooth and

rectangular.

The kitten is small and

furry.

The lemon is oval and

yellow..

Suggested- Vocabulry:

,Adjectives

(1) 'Known color. terms

2) Known size terms

(3) Shape - round, squareoval,i triangular, rectangular

(4) Texture rough, .smooth, hard, soft;.- furry, sticky

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Familiar 'objects identifiable' by shape, texture, size, and

color

Geometric figures (real models, or pictures)

Cloth bag
1

Tree (limb) with cut-outs attachekto branches

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of conjunction ' "and" by con-

joining prediCate adjectives.

2.

1

NP + Vbe + Adj

NP -0 Art + Noun

Vbe "3° is

This statement is a transformation of two

basic sentences.

NP + Vbe Adi 24. NP + V + Adj + and'

NP Vbe+ Adj
+ Adj

. Art Noun Vbe Adj Coy, 'Adj

The .

1

.

Squares

tabl4

dog.

apple

etc..

is

.

blue;;,

squae

big 'i

'round

.etc.

and small

brown

black

red

etc.

4. Limitations:

1) Adjectives of size, color, shape, and

and texture

2) Singular count nouns preceded by'deter-

miner "the"

5 Adjectives chosen: must be appropriate to

the' noun they describe. Randomize the

use and placement of _adjectives.



UNIT VII: Plurals of Count Nouns

S.O. 51: Discrimination of Singular and plural count nouns as shown in response to .a

command.

S.O. 5 Pmiuction of a. short answer in response to a "Which/or" question using ad-

jectivei' of color.

S.O. 53: Prciduction. of g short answer in response to the "which/or" question using

the verb construction "can see":

S 0. 5.4: Discrimination between singular and plural count nouns as shown by pro-

duction of short answers in response6to a "Which/or" question.

S.0:5 Production of a statement with direct objects in singular or plural'fo

Produciion of a statement using "are" form of "be" with plural count nouns.
4

*

S.O. 5 Production of contrasting statements using the "is" and "are" forms of the-

verb "ben: ,

S.O. 58: Production of a statement with plural'subjects.precede&bya.nuMber name

asa.determiner.

(

Related Texts:

American English Series:

Book One: Unit 14

CUE
Syntax 5.Unit 26 .

LeSsons: 155.- 158



.SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE . 51:

\)-

'r

L 'Variety Store

Set up a variety, store in one part of the room.

Display. many familiar items in sets .of one and more

than one on a table or book case. Let, pupils take
turns .being the "store clerk." The teacher or aide
May be the "customer",, directing the. "clerk" to

either:

Give me the red, truck.
Show me.-the balls. ,

(Note: the verbs "give" ana\Yshow" are t only
ones that should be used int this activity.

. Nature- Walk-

On-a walk 'around .the school Rue or co ty,

the teacher directs- the -children to gather ems

for a science center.. :For example:

Bring me the red rock.
Bring me the yellow leaves.

Pick up the' long stick.

Pick up the smooth stones.

3. Do It Quickly

Prepare'a large chart'(s) with pictures of familiar
items in sets of one and more thanone. Have two

irdopUpils stand by the chart and direct them...to touch
ti

an abject 'or objects. The pupil who.does it first

correctly'is the winner. This activity may be con-

ducted with teams and the score kept for added

.interest. 'Sample directions .are:

Touch rthe shirt.

Touch the cats. `.
touch the green ball.
Touch the blue circles.



STRUCTURAL, OBJECTIVE 51 rimination.of singular Teaching Points:

and plural count nouns is_shown.in response to a con-

1.

Estimated Lepons: 1' /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says:,' .

Bring me the doll/dolls.

Point to the'red book /books.

Pupil Response:

Pupil performs requested

action;

Suggested Context(s

Math (sets)

Social Studies;

Science 4,

Learning. Readtfiess

Suggesied Vocabulary:

bring

show

give

point to

touch

1. Introduction of plural count nouns. Con-

siderationshould be given to the,dif7

ferencesin the plUrilaystem of Navajo

.English.

2. You + will + VP inio VP

VP -4 Vt (+ NP3) + Art (+ Adjs) + )

Vt III3)4 AIL (Q3) DOM 04)

Bring (me) the doll (s).

Show Mary (gray) Cat '(s)

Point to.. --- (red) book (s)

etc. etc. etc. etc.

4. Commands should be given in both singular

and plural using the same vocabulary items.0

1S
5:'The appropriate situation must consist' Of

identical 'items in two sets, one and more

than,one: 0 '

6. Randomize use of singular.and plural in

pairs ,of commands.

Suasested Re,ources and Materials:

Large variety of familiar objects in sets,of one and

more than one



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR-STIWCTURAL.OBJECTIVE 52:

-,1:. Box

Collect a large variety of known objects. Place

two objects differentiated by their coloi inside

a Peep- box. Make certain the pupil(s) do not see

'what- objects you put in the'box. As a'`pupil lOoks
through the "peep hole% the teacher asks the

questio4 of this S.O.
x.

2. Sainner -Board 6

Place two known objeCts of different color in each

slot or section on a spinner board.' When the spin-

ner stops, the teacher asks the S.O. question. For

example, "Which:is yellow, the marble or the jack?"

The pupil reeponds.apiopiiately. _ -

Grab Bag

Prepare two grab bags with objects differentiated

by coloi. For example, one bag could contain ob-

jects which are red, green, yellow, and black, and

the second bag could 'contain objects which are blue,

. orange, white,, and purple. The pupils are directed

to pull one object from each bag. The teacher then:

asks the question. of this S0.

.For- variety, have the; pupils cut out pictures from

magazines or ,catalogUes and paste on cards, 4" x 4".

-Put the cards in 'the. grab bags instead of objects.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 52 : Production of a short answer

in response to a "which/or" Question using adjectives Of

color.

EstiMated Lessons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher. sets up appropriate

'situation and asks:

Which is black, the cow or

the goat?

1

Pupil Response:

Teaching Points:

1. Introduction of the'Whichlogque§tion.

2, `NP -it-Art + Noun'

Art -* the

Noun singular count

Suggested Context(s):

Art ,

y. . math

Health (foods)

tow

circle

chair

etc.

4. Limitation:.

Use contrasting sets of nouns of only one

member each,.

5. Introduce no new vocabulary in this'

objective.

Suggested Vocabulary:.

Known color terms

Known count nouns

d

6. If. pupils answer with one word (e.g.. "cow")

Use Correction Technique 2. .,.If.pupils

substitute 'a /an" fot"the",lise COrrecthn:

Technique No. 1.
7

Suggested Resouices.and Materials:'

j'ictures of or toy animals differentiated 6y color

Spinner board

Familiar objects differeniated by color

':Charts of foodS (fruit, vegetable, etc.),



a

'StroGOTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL. OBJECTIVE 53:

Peep. Box (See S..0. '52)

tipe the 4thjec,t's collected for the Peep Box Ac,tivity

in;S.O. 52. Shortwo objects to.the,lass or
group and then plice One of thk 'objects in the box;

without letting the 'class see which object was put.
in the box.., As a pupil looks in the "peep hole".

\T--thg teacher aiks the 5.0. question. For example,

,"Which can you see., the marble or the jack? the

responds appropriately.

1 X12. Paired_ Card Game

Prepare. a set of cards (Or use the. ones prepared

for Grab Bag. in S,.0.. 52.) Show two cards to, the ,

:class or -group 'and, then plaCe-them:.face down on a

tabli without letting the classknowwhich -card

contains .which picture..'. A pupil selects' acard,

.looks at it-, and,reSponds 'appropriately -When the

teacher asks the S70. question.

3. Feel-Taste-Rear

4ake use of Objects which can:be identified by totch,--

taste, or sound. ForiTtouch", 'Place an oktect in iJ
bag, and have the pupil feel it-to identify it. For

"taste", blindfold a pupil and have him eat something

to identify it. For "sound", make a sound behind a
'pupil's back for him, to identify. The pupil.responds

'appropriately to. questions, such as:

Which can you feel, the block or the ball?

Which can you taste, the cracker or the cookie?
Which can you hear, the bellior the clap?

2 .4'2



J.

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 53 ,:. Production of a short answer

in response to the "which/br" question using the verb

construction "can see".

Estimated Lessons: /1-2 I

Teacher-Cue

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks: .

Which can you see the pencil

or the book?

Pupil-Response:---------

The book,

Suggested Context s :

Math

Health (foods)

Suggested Vocabulary:

'Known count nouns.

Sensory verbs -- see, feel, taste, hear

Suggested Resources and Materials:

. .

Peep. Box with familiar objects

Pictures or flash cards

Foods for tasting

"/

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of the Mich/or" question by

the' verb "see ". The question serves 'as

a,prefamiliarization of the verb "see".

3 Art Noun

the pencil

'cup,

apple

etc.

4. Limitations:

(1) Subject in question is only pronoun

"you". .

(2) Verb in question is only "can see"

5. If pupils answer with one word (e.g. "book")

use Correction Technique No. 2. If pupils

substitute "a/an" for "the; use'Correction

Technique No. 1.

6. Use only the verb "see" for the presenta-

tion phase. The verbs "feel", "taste", and

"hear"'may,be used for practice activities.'



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 54:

1. OneMore Than One

The teacher holds. up two sets of identical.objects,

one set of onli;one item and.oneset of more than

one itemAfterthe_141141s have seen the

one set is hiddenbehind the teacher's back, leaving

either onefobjector more than one object for the

.pupils. to see. The7teacherthen asks the S.O.'

question, such-as, "'Which can you see, 'the pencil

of the pencils?" The pupil(s):yespond.apprOpriatelY.

2. peen Box (See S.O. 52-53).

Use sets of identical objects of one and more than

one.. Hold them up for all children to see, then

place one set inside the peep box without .letting

the children see which set you put in. As .a child

looks in the."peep- hole", the teacher asks the S.O.

question..

3..Toudh-And Tell

BlindfOld a pupil and tell him to

hand(s): Place in his hand(s) an

.;jects early identifj.ed bytOuchi,

question, using '!feel".:..For

can you feel, the pencil or the p

hold out bis

object or ob-

Then ask the

Ample, "Which

encils?"



(

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE Discrimination between sing-

ular and plural colpt nouns as shown ty ot9digtion of

short answeil in rump' to a "which/or" question.

Estimated Lessons: f-p77

Teacher' Cue:

40°

Teacher sets ,up appropriate

situation and' asks:

,

Which can you, see, the ball

or the balls?

-Pupil Response:,-7

The balls.

Suggested Context(s):

Learning Readiness

Math

Science

Health (foods)

Suggested Vocabulary:

KnOwn count nouns

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Sets, of, identical objects of one and, more than °tie

Peep box:

Grab bag.

,Blindfold

24o

.den Points:

1. First production of plural forms of count 1

nouns,

2. NP rn) Art + Noun s

Are--10. the
.

-Noun -.- singular-count

plural count

3. Art

the

Noun

ball

circle

glass

cat

etc.

(zz)

(s)

(s)

(es)

(s)

etc.

4.:Limitations:

(1) Subject.in.questiOnfis only pronoun,'

"you" ; :

(2). Verb in question is only "can see"

(3). Count nouns that have regular plural

endffigs. Avoid Tooth, mouse, child,etc,

5. Special emphasis shouldlielive to clear.

pronunciation of the I s!,1 z1, or /;z/.

plural endings.

6.41f pupils answer.with:one, word .(e.t. "book ")

use Correction ,Technique

substi "a/an" for "the",..ige CorreCtion

Tichniqu

7. Botk direct objects must, be -the same item,

one singular and one plural.

Introduce with objects, Mbt.piCtures.' Ran-

domize number of objeCts in plural sets.

247.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 55:

rworl.=Monlilr=rl....M
1. Peep Box (See S.O. 52, 53, 54)

Conduct this activity as explained in previous ob-
jectives. Display a large number of items in sets

of..one and more than one. Plice an item or items
_in the .boa without_the pupils seeing what you put

in the box. AS a pupil looks in the "peep hole",
he makes the statement of this S.O.

2. Shadow Game

-Teacher 417 pupils use objects to cast shadows on a
wall or-screen. (Shapes may be used on an.over-
head projedtor.) The pupils tell what they see
from looking at the shadow(s). Be sure to use
identical sets of one and more than one item.

3. Window Spinner Game

Make a spinner board with the spinner wheel,cover-
ing the whole board. Cut a window in the spinner
wheel. A pupil spins the wheel. When the wheel
stops, the pupil tells what-he can see according
to.what pdcture shows through the window.

4. Add-41-Part 41

This activity is adapted from the Add-ArEody activi-
ty in S.O. 8. Use any object or thing Which can be
taken apart and put together or can be constructed
by means of flannelboard cut-outs. For example,

with a model car, when you add the wheels the child
can say, "I can see the wheels." If You add the ,

hood, the pupil says, "I can see the hood."

9
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 55 : Production of a Statement

j0.

with direct objects in singular or plurafformi

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 I

Teacher Cue:

-',Teacher-sets-up-appropriate-

situation and says:

Let's talk about these,

things in,,the same way.

Pupil Response:

cars
,I can see the .1

Suggested Context(s);

Math

,Science

Social Studies

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known count nouns

Suggested Resources and Materials:

. ,

Books

. Flannel cutouts

Family members (cutouts).

1o1I house and furniture

Unissembfed models
, .,

Spinner board (window game)

,

Teaching Points;

1. Extension of plural form of count nouldt.by,

production in,a statement.

2, NP1 + NP2

Vt -40 Aux 4.V

Aux -i0 modal

Modal-41. can

MV -0. see

NP2 4 Art + Noun

Art -40 the

Noun- singular count

ari 3,.. vero RIE. NOU4 kh4) .

I can see the

,

,

car

book

brusli

Marble

etc,

:(s)

(s)

(es) ...

(s)

,etc. ,,

4, Limitation:

Use count nouns thathave.regular,plural:
.

endings.

5. Continue to emphasize clear pronunciation of

the plural endings.

6. Note that a statement is not cued by a

question.

PI

4.
. .



SMESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 56:

oh

1 Grab Bag,

Prepare, several sets of identical items, using rub-
-

ber bands or masking tape to hold themtogether.

ifake-some-sets-of-t-items--and-same--with-more- than

two. All items 'should be described by either color,

size, shape, .or texture.

A pupil pulls 4 set of items from the bag and makes

an appropriate statement, such as

The pencils are yellow.

The rulers are long.

The circles are round.

Spinner Board

On a spinner board place sets of items of tile) or

more which may be describedby color, size, shape,

and texture.` A pupil spins,,and makes a statement

about the items the spinner points to.

..This activity may be varied slightly by haying pu7

pits sit in a placing sets of items in

front of tai hildren. Use a bottle for the spin- .

ner.

3. Feel It!

Place known objectsN\which may be identified by size
or shape in a cloth sag. Have a pupil feel the ob-

jects through the,b , try to identify them, and

then make a .stateme t about them regarding their

size or. shape. For ,example:

The pencils are long.,

The blockS are 'square.

The balls are round.

The erasers are small:.



STRUCTURAL OAJECTIVE 56 : Production of a statement using

"are" form..of "be" with plural !Cunt 'nouns 'as subjects:'

Estimated Lessons: /2-1 /

,

-Teacher-Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says:

Let's talk about these things.

Fupil_ResRonseL

The pencils are long.

Suggested Context(s):

Math

Arts and Crafts

Science

So ial Studies

Le ruing Readiness

Rec eational Arts

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known couainoUns

Known adjectives of color, size, shape and texture

Suggested Resources and Materials':

Large variety of. familiarobjects

Teaching Points:

1, First 'production of statements with

iltural subjects.

2. NP1 Vbe,+ Adj

NP1*40 Art + Pluraf.count nouns

Vbe are

3. ZlArt Noun + V Adj

/ the 'pencils

clocks.

bushes

kittens

etc.

are long

round

green

furry

etc.

4. For review of production of state-.

mints using "is" form of "be".with

color and size terms, see S.O. 16

-\



EP'

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOlt STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE
A
57:-

1. Fishing Pond

Prepare a large number of fish with pictures of
familiar objects, animals,, fruit,:etc, in sets ,of

one and more:then one._As__a___PuPil_citches_a_ifish,_

he makes-a .statement about the picture, such as:

The cows-are brown.

The horse is black.

The tree is tall.

(Use a fishing pole with a magnet for ook and
-place epaper clip on the heid of eac h.)..

2. Feel It! -(See S.O. 561,

Conduct,this.activity as, explained in S.0.,56 ex-

,cept have sets ofvbjects of :only one as well as,
. .

more than one.

3. Grab Bag (Se S.0: 56)

Conduct th s activity as explained'in S.O. 56
cept hav sets of objects of.only one as well as.
moreh one.

4. Paired Card Game (See S.O. 53)

Adapt this activity from the one explained in S.O.
53: Piepaie sets of cards 3" x 5" with pictures

illuitrating knownobjects, animals,' fruit, etc.

of"one or more than one. (The pupils may help-You

as a part of an art activity the preceding day.)

Use the cards in a variety' of ways, such as, flash
cards, in a grab bag, to hide in the room, for re-
lays, etc. The pupils make appropriate statemers

about the pictures regarding their color, size,
shape, or texture.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 57 : qroduction of contrasting

statements using the "is" and "are" forms of the verb:

"be"..

Estimated Lessons:

Teacher Cue:

4

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says:

3-6

Let's talk about these'things.

t'upilResponsev

The box is square.

The pens ,are black. ,

t

Suggested Context(s):.

Math.

Learning Readihess'

SCience

Health (foods)
.

Social Studies

Suggested Vocabulary:

,Known count nouns

Known adjectives of color, size,'shape;'and textUre.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Large variety of familiar objects in sets.of.one and

more than one and with differentiaiing criteria

7.

reaching.Points:

1. Use of a contrasti'situation as a teaching

strategy to reinforce discrimination of

AingUlar and plural count nouns.'

NP s Art +Noun

Art -.0. the

1un -i singular count nouns

plural count nouns

Ybe -0 is

are

t
,An ,noun lc-). 'be Ac k)

the box

pen

marble

tree

etc.

'(es)

(S)

(s)

(s)

etc.

is/are square

black'

smooth

tall,/

etc.

4" Randomize singular and. plural statements.

And the use and placement of adjeitives.

e.g. The short ,pencil, is red.

Thered pendils are'short,,

5. Watch for errors in subject-yerb agreement'.

Use Correction Technique No. 2:

2



*SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR tSTRIPCc'rIIIIAL OthECTIIIE

I". Sham and Sizes

.PiStribute piper. 'o pupils and instruct them to -43?

.drawl,Certain gemptric shapes and.to.cOlot

FOr, example.:

. . \ .

square.: arid, color blUe.

Dial. five squares and color them orange.

Day. two small:circles and color them red.'

Draw:three:big circles 'and color them led.'

I

large, sheer, Of. whi*,,wrap Ping Paper; 3 'feet 1v 2-feet4

',(You may, usel whlteplece of cloth.) ' After the
quilt has been cornpleted, the pupils talk about it
by giving such statements at:

On circle is bilack.
Five rectangles are yello4,.

Eight triangles. are .green.

Two green triangles are big..

S# men triangles,,ere little.

(Note:.- Save the quilt to be used .1

,tiyes..)

The pupils then use their drawings to about
.

them. For: example:

One .square is blue.

Five squares are orange.

Two red circles are small.
Three.red Circles are big.

2., Natnie Walk

Take a walk around the community and collect items

to be placed in a science Tenter. .. Pupils may talk

about the items they have c0116oted which have

. been, placed a.n the' center.... ,For- examPle:

One leaf is yellow..
Threeqeaves'are green.

Si; rockiarewhite.
Three white rocks are big.

The ',teacher need's to carefully control this activi-
ty by making Certain .that the items to be talked

,
about can be correctly, differentiated by number,

color, and site,

3 Multi-Colored Quilt

During an art period; direCt the Pupils to cut out

, known geometric shapes, big and littlefi:in various
,

colors. Have the pupils paste the shapes on.a,

25?



STRU OBJEctE 58 : Production of .statement

kith plural 'subtects preceded by a niter name as a

eterminer.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 / A=111.

Teacher sets'up appropriate
situation and says:

Tell 'me abOUt the 'squares.
, .

Suggested ,Context(s) :

Math

Science

Sugested Vocabulary:

Known. numb er names

Known count nouns.

1(nown adjectives

'

SueLested Resources' and Materia :

Pupil. Response:

1. One square. is blue.

,Five squares are

green.

. 2 Three green squares

are big.
Trio grieU squares

are, small.,

in I.

Geometric shapes (cut-outs) with differentiating criteria,.
Objects* in a*science center

Tree (limb) with colored, leaves made of construction

Japer

*.,!

Teach). Points:-
F.

1. First production of iumber-names as deter-
mineis..

\Vbe
+ Adj.

NP), Det ..+ Ngun

Det number name.

Noun .count

.Vbe.' J:s).'are.

,. I) Det Noun i`i'''' Adj

one

two

tbiree .

etc.

leaf
rock

stick
etc.

.

s . .

s 0

' etc.

.

are.

are

etc.

yellow

brown

long

etc.

.2) Det Ad Nom

one blue circ. small

two red square are big

three pink square .s re stall
etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

4 AIL pupils should' be' opportunity

to produce statement lb. 1.. The .more' apt

pupils should be given an.. opp.ortUnity.to

Produce. statement, NO. 2.. '

Use .ofily conceptualized :lumber names as: th

detetminefi Make certain the pupils under

stand the'number concepts. used.

6. The situation require-s that only the spe-
cific things talked 'about are seen bY.,tlie'

pupils:. For example, to 'produce the state
merit "One square is blue", the pupils
shOuld be shown only one.blue sq



ZIT VIII Plural Pronoun. "They" '

'74

59 : Prnduction of a statement using the plural pronoun Subject "they" to replace proper

.4 A,

S'.0, 60: Pioduction, of a tatementusing noums

using "they "has `theiubject,
-

S.0

e

61: Prodndtion Of a statement using

count nouns..
.

1 .

tl plural pronoun',subject

f

62: PrOduction of sequenced statements' Ong theMural subjeci,"they" to replace 1611

'and."She,

series f:krofied'bY'aitequen ced statement

they /L to, replace plural

:
/

Production 'of ashortened answer.uSizg the plural Subject "Oey" in response. to, a

"yes/no" question, folloved by the ,production of the qUestion.

Produiiion of,-statements .contrasting Singular and pluial third jperson Pronouns.

J : ,

L.

..11111.Mom
PaL4

lesions: 11'-

Related 'Texts:,

Weeke:.,

Presentarefamiliarization

No. 7 during this Unit.

27b

7"

American English .Series



,Prefamiliarization 7 : Recognition and comprehension of

ithil:eeent progressive.verb 'construction.

Teacher Behavior:

Zeacher sets up situatiops whereby the pupils will hear

the present progressive verb construction in a wide.

variety of ati4.ties.

Suggested- Contexts:

Recess

ClassrOoth

Art'

Music

ies

,

Suggestea Activities:
.

We Are

StiggesteeRescurces & Materials.

Art suppl4es and materials:

(scissors, Paste, crayons,'
etc.)art .paper,

.Have childr-, do:.actions,',that teacher ,pr aide' are do

As. .actions are'pesformed; teacher/teacher aide sing the
. song.. Chldren are not required to 'sing, but may sing

if they wan o.,

We Are Clapping (Tune:. Are You Sleeping)

We are:clapping; lie are clapping; ,

lia,-.1a;:la.; La, la, la.
lie,are clapping; We are clipping;

La, la, la; Larl.a, la...

2. Follow nit Leader:
Teacher leads a small group of' children in the game "Fol-

low the Leader". As the group does an action, such as,
ftipping, hopping, crawling, etc., the teacher says what

they are doing. lie are hopping," etc,

n Paste
As pupils do art projects,
are doing. For example,

you are drawing.

Johi is cutting.

and Lucy are pasting:

the teacher tells what they

I. IntrOduce before Unit' 9 S O. 65 - 76.'

2.' Remember that Prefamiliarizcions do

not require; pupil response or _reaction.

(See3Rationale.) The objective of

the Prefamilifization is to develop
only an auditory awareness of the verb

construction..

3. Teacher .and Aide.should ,be..$are,ful

pronoUncing, "lig". Exaggerate

slightly at times; t'a help in
'.

deielop-

ing the awareness.

2



SUGGESTED; ACTIVITIES FOli'gRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 59:

-1. Physical Actions

In the classroom or on the playground,. direct the

pupils to do a` large variety of actions. Pupils

May then talk about what they can .16, such as:

Roger, can throw.

e Can throw, Ioo.

They can throw.

or

1,ucy, and Gloria tan/jup rope.

They Can.jUmp roped 1.

ilefevisions

e 'a IV:set one of a cacctbOard box and a scroll, ;.

for 'the IV out:of. sticks land Wrapping-.paper. Ler

pupils help/you find.'acti it:pictures,. cut them 'out,

and mount 'them on thelscro I.'in sequence to fit

this the scrod i turned,: a pupil. may

giva the :correct S,0'. esp nse,

Dick can "run: . (Picture of Dick ruining.)

Jane- can run, to . (Picture of'Jane running.)

They can run. (Picture of both running.),

Story Time

',Select picture's fioi familiar stories and nursery,

rhymes `which .show the charaCters doing:aCtions.

The pupils, may talk about the actions of the

:characters,,. such as:
/.

Jack and Jill' cin tumble.

They .can.
, .

',Hansel can rdn::
Gretel. can run,. too.

They can run.
P.

't I

ong: "Mary And JohiCan
(Tune:, "Skip To My u .

Mary can hop' and John can; too.

Mary can hop and John can', too.

Mary' cane hop 'and John car);, too.

They can hop; and hop.

\isot,

'Hop, hop, .they ,.can hop.

. 101)f:they:can hop:

tOp,:they
-They-can hop and:hop:

'iction word ,,can be substituted for

le:iingkg. the song,f have tone boy and

girl stand at the .fron.and do the. .action while

gibe tist.'Of the clasS Sings.
-,1



,

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 59 ProdUction of a statement

using the ural pronoun SUb)ect "they" tp rePlace

propel name3.-,

Estimated Lessons: /2-3

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says:

Let' talk in the same way.

Pupil Response:

1. Mike and Lucy can sing.

They ,can sing.

2. Mike can sing.

Lucy 'can sing, too!.

Trey can. sing.'

Suggested Context(sl:

Recess

Story Hour

Social Studies

Misic

'Art

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates

Known school persOnnei

Known storybook characters

$uggested'Resources and Materials:

Pictures Of storybook and nursery the characters

TV serail ,(See 'Activity 2)

4

Teaching_Points:!

I. 'First production of plural personal pro-.
noun ntheyny,

4. The, .pupil respons,es,,are unnatural but

necessary to establish the concept:

"they" is' a" sulYstitate fOr:the entireSnii-

kct noun: phrase.: The first .sentence

include a referent for"they".

0.'

I
3

5. 'Note that statements are not'cied(by'

questions.

6. If pupils add a direct object. or ,an a

verbial, accept without comment.

°IA



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 60:'

Story Time,

,

After pupils listen to a story,,,such as "The Three

ears", have the' pupils
,
tell what the characters

an do. , For PTAmple:

Papa Bear,.Mama-Bear and. Baby Bear can eat:

They can eat,/":

.*

Papa Bear, Mama Bear, 'and Baby Bear can walk.

They can walk.

Mike, Roger d Lucy can clap

They can clap.

V.

e,certain the story has,three or more charac-

ters Who can do, the same thing.)
,

.:Magazine Picture Cut-Outs

.

Either tWiBather or pupils find-p#tures in-maga-,

zines or old books of people or animals doing ac-

,tions. (Makecertain there are three.or more:)

'Have'pupils talk about the actions, duchras:-
/

"Ite ipa the woman. and the boy can fish.

They c n fish.

''Dick, Jane, and Sally can run.

They can run:

You can use the pictures'in a variety of ways, such

as:. Irab bag, hiding therin the room, relays etc.'

3. Spin The Bottle

Have children sit in a circle. Either name an ac-

tion or halTe,,an action wore painted on a card fq,,

the children to iee, such as run.;.hop, Clap, etc.

Spin a bct.tldantthe child it points* to_ .doeS:!the,:;-

,actiOn. Re o afore until at-least.,

have Icne the same action; That let ..

a pupil' tell whit the' children can Tor-exad-
_ .

ple:.-



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE , 60 Production of a statement -.1eiching Points:

using nouns in series followed by a sequenced state-

ment using "they" as the subject:

EstimatiB Lessons: /2-3
14

Teacher Cue:

leachertets up appro.;

priate-situation and-

says:

Let's talk In the same

Pupil Response:

The dog, the:tat, and the

mouse cad run.

They can run.

A

Suggested Context(s).:

,Social Studied

V: Story Hour

Recess'

Science

Sugestedliccabulary: .

: Classmates names

Names',,of animals

Ktown school persbnnel

c Known storybook dharacterg

'Suggested Resources and Materials:

StorybOOks
.

'FilmStrips, tapes, .etci, of 'stories

Piotires,of.ttorybook and nursery, rhymethaFacters

'Pictures of animals (two or' more) dbing:actions

Pictures of people. (two. or ibre) doing actions

1. First production of nouns inNeries.-

Reinforcement of they as the sub jr

2., 1st Statement:

NP, ri Art + Noun + Art + Noun + and + Art

+ Noun

Vi 4 Modal + ,y

M -Jr can

2nd Statement:

NT +

NP they .

Vi -4. Modal + V .ate
M -0. can

3. Art Nairn Art Noun COW t Non .

the

0'

.2..)

dog

Meg
etc,

the
,

cat

Lucy

etc.

and

:

the

',

mouse

Roger

etc,

can run

jump 1

etc.

e

4. Limitatip .

a-ProPer names and tingularcbuni nouns as
I

subjects in the first statement. ,

5. After concept of a. series has been estab-

lishe0apdomize'tfit use of two and more

than two subjeCts.

6. Note thatthe plural system of0avajo

differs from English...,



.1
Co

,SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES,FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 61:

1. Animal Sounds 1

Collect a group of pictures which contain two or

more of the same animal. Let children say. what
Sound- example:
. r -

Picture Sentence

rooSters., They can crow.

cats They can meow.
Sheep/ They, can .baa.

. Animal Sounds' 2

let- two or, more pupils pretend to be animals by

imitating the sound the animals make. Another

pupil tells about the -children, For example:

They Tan bark..

They can nioo.

They can oink.

'3 Roll It!

,
Collect objects which can roll .or -bounce. Let.

i

...

child, sit or stand in a circle and roll or bounce

the obj is to each other.. (Make (certain there are

at least o or more identical ebjects.) The pu-
pils can. talk about what the objects can ,do. For
example:

ObjeCt ,Sentence.

ball's Tr3,4 can, roll. s.4

balls T4ey:ca.n. bounce.

marbles They can roll:

.

a



STRUCTURAL WECTIVE 61 : Production of a statement using

the plural pronoun subject "they" to replace plural cbunt

noung,%

Estimated LessonS: 1

Teacher Cue:

TedCher sets up appropriate

situation and says:

boys.

Tell dout the dogs.

Tarbles.

Pupil Response:

They can bark.

roll,

, .

. .

Suggested Coitext(s):

Recess

Science

Social Studies

Story tour

Suggested Vocabular

people Animals 04ects Verbs

boys dog marble actions

girlS cat' ball.: .animals sounds,

childrer horse 'wheel roll.

men. cow : tire float

women etc ,boat

Supested.Resources.and Materials:

Records, or.: tapes of.mUsicand rhythms

Objects suggested under Vocabulary

Pictures of animals

A

Teachine9ints:

1., Extension:of pronoun "they" by 'using it

to'replace plural count nouns,:

they

modal + verb

modal ...); can

4. The situation and teacher cue must :

the'referent for "they",'.

5. The objects which ,can do "things are

limited. See Suggested Vocabulary.

2 ?4
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SUGGE TED ACTIVITIESiFOR STRUCTURAL 'OBJECTIVE 62:

1. Song: "He Can Clap And She Can, Too"

o (Tune: "Skipilo My tou")

He can clap and she can, too.

Be can ciii) and-she can, too-.-

He can clap and she can, too.

_ity,T1 can clap and clap.

1

jEt1 can clap.

Clap, chap; thE can

CiaNyclapytk'can clap.

Ilelandshe can

Any famiiiaractionwprkan be substituted, for.

"clip". While-Singing the',song have one'boY:',,and

one girl stand .at the frOnt and do the'action while

...the,rest of.theclass sings!.

I Paired Pictures .,

Choose two related.pictures of a boy doing an action

and'agirl doing the sameAtion, such as:

2. Coffee Pot

',A pupil is selected to be "It" and leaves the room.

The class selects ''a familiar action word;'sUch as,

',jump, smile, laugh, clap, etc,. Two pupils are

selected to stand at the front and do the action

chosen by the class.

.

"It" returns to the class and names, someone to tell

'what the action is. The person says the first sen-

tence, substituting "coffee pot" for the action

word. "It" then guesses what the action is. If he

is wrong, he calls on one or two more and makes a

guess each time. After the third, wrong guess, the

boy and girl :t the front do the action for "It"

; and he says tie sentence, "TheF can

t
-

The following are sentences whickthe three pupils

say who are chosen by "Ie.,'

Pll He can "coffee pot".,

P2 :. She can'"coffecpbt",,

P3i.TheY.can "COffee'pot".

a boy eating

a' girl eating,

The pupilS,cat t the-ectiOns using the sen-

tences
,

tences )f this" S.O. For example:'.

He can eat;

She caiLeati too,

,Thejckeat.

273
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 62 : *Production of sequenced'

statements using the plural subject "they". to re-

pine !Ulf..* 1dejl.

eSsons

TeachertCue:

.

Teacher sets up appropriate...,

, situation and says:

fell' the yaboUt., ...Mike 'and, Lacy.

ISIgetIed Context(s):

Musk

Recess

StOry hour

)

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates

Names of school personnel

Names of stdrybook characters

Pupil Response':

Re can clap. ,;(

She can clap, too,

They-Can clap.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Pictures illustrating actions ,

Pictures from Miami Linguistics materials

977

Teaching Pots:

1. Extension of use of .pronoun "they" to re7

Place two, or more third persoOingular

pronouns, !

4

I0e/she can clap

skip

draw

etc.

he/she can clap

skip

draler

etc.

too

4. The pupil'responses are unnatural, but

necessary to establish .the concept- Of

'the as a substitute fOr the pronOuns

"he"- and "she".

0. When using, "he" and "she." some type, of

pointing ..iy be'used' to helpstablishthei,..

referent, Note the Navajo cOtural:differ-

..ences regarding pointing,

,:Randomize the use of "he" and "she" and the

use of 'two or more soluence'd sentences.



SUGGESTED ACT/VITIESOR STRU

r r

CTIVE 63:0

bUse two telephones (real or toy) to conduct, they;

*login-this:SA -first',, the:teacher should

ask the question and the pUiil responds. 'Later,
two pupils can talk to each other, one aik.\11 tile \
.qiqtion and one respOhding.

:\

may be asked and ahsvered about, the sounds which

animals Make. For'examkile:

Can th eic-ol.75 -moot 7 -Yes ,-- they-

Can "the cats ,bark?. No, they cant

questiohs about adtions of sni-t
4ctity.m1Y.,also be :used to teach. answering

and such expressions ..'

r .

"HoW. are you ?":

"Goodbye."

'2. Song: "Can AN Sing.?"

(Tune: "Whetels.Thuilbldn?'")

Can the bays sing? Can the boys sing?

Yes, they can.. Yes, theY,can.

Can worms crawl? Yes they can:

Can. sheep tly? 4 .8, No; ey, can. t.

I

S

Can the girls sing? Can the girls sing?

Yes, they can. Yes, they can.,

. Can the chairs fly? Can the chairs fly?
No, they can't. No, they can't.,

o

Call the tables run? ,Can, the tables, run?

No; they can't. it); they can't.

Make certain that the "things". you sing about are.

plural is order to use the' pronoun "they".

At first, the teacher may sing the question and'the
class sings, the answer. Lat the girls may sing

the question and the bays sing, the answer.

:3. Animal: Sounds/ (See S.O. 61)

?:72; Use pictures' of animals' collected. for S.Q. '61,

ActivItyl. The qUestion and answer of this S.O.



STRUCTURALOBJECTIVE LProductiog of a shortened

answer 'using the,plural subject "they"'in res onse to

a "yes/no" question' followed by production of the

question. A'

imaied Lessons: /3-5 /

leader
4i

Cue:.

'Teacher",sets' up appropriate

,situition and asks:

1. Can Mike an ucy

:Cali the cows,hark?

2. Teacher' sets up. apprO-
.

priate situation, gives.

eximpleS ,of:dialog; and

has pupil.;partners en- .

gage,11,alatlar

1 Y s, they can.

N they dtn4t.,

2. Pl:,Can the gi,r1s:fly?

No, they can'

Pl: Can the:marbies-,,.'

',the ball and 'the

wheer roll?
P2 les, ;hey can.

,

Suggested Context(s):

:Recess,,

Story sour

Science

Suggested Vocabulary"

Clagsmates

`Known school personnel

known storybook characters

Down animal names

Suggested Resources. and Materials:

lustrating actions

Objects, such aimaibles, balls; boats, etc.

4,

Teachinthints:

1 Extension of use of pron n "they" by an-

xrsweringa "yes/no" question.,. First'pro-

.duction of "yo/no" .questi n using. the modal

"can".

p

2. Sent Adv ;OP + Modal (+ not

ent Adv`.4 Ye

no.

-* they y.

Modal -lo ,can yr

Yes/No Question Transformation

NP + + Vi 01)0w

ry

7----...........-............

37. M Art Noun V Sent
v

NP Neg.,

can

,

the girls

balls

etc.

fly
ion
etc.

No

Yes

r

they

they,

..

tan

can

not ..
,

See S.O. 60 ,fpr nouns' in ,a seriesl,

4. The noun phrase may include:

(1) prdper names

(2), singularr plural count nouns preceded

by determiner "the". I

r

5 The .natural way of expressing "can not 4
the -contracted form ;'can't':.

6,,,The pupils thou] l not be required to pro-,

duce the question untilafter successfully.

completing the 'speed, test for answering

the question.

4



*.

SUGGESTED ACT ITIES FOR 'STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 64:

1.-Action Art

_Diret.:t. a_pictlftreiof
animal(s), or thitig(s) doing. Something.- The pu.-

pils then talk about their pictures, telling what

the action is

2.. Grab Bag. (See S.O. 8)

;.

Write many actions %pieces of, paper and put them

in a bag or sack.. Have a pupil or pupils draw one

out; whisper to him or theM what it says, and direct
UM- or "them to do the actiorri....,1:-

.

Have another' pupil tell what the pupil (or pupils).

is- doing.,,

See And Say,.

.Preflare transparencies for the overhead. projector

illustrating ic.nolin actions. The pictures may in-._
elude people, animals, or objects. As a child

looks at the picture orethe screen, he tells about
the action

4. Animals Sounds- '(See S.O. 61)

Collect paired picttkes of animals, of, one, and more

than one.. Let thildrIt.n say whatlsound the animal
or animals bake.

Picture Sentence

one dog It can bark.
three-dogs . They can Vark:

. .

Roll It! :.(See S.O. 61) :-"*.!'

0N.

Conduct-this'aitivity as explainAd-in 54.,61

cept use "-only item at times ana more than

. at other times.



STRUCTURAL JECTIVE 64 : rroduction of statements con-

,

atrasting singular and plural third person pronouns.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3

Teacher Cue:

,Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and says:

Tell me about Mike,

the airplane.

the" girls.°

the horses.

,Pupil RespOnse:

He can jump.

It can fly. '

They,can draw (pictures).

They can gallop,

S

SugOsted Context(s):

Recess

Science

Art and crafts

Story Hour

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known vocabulary as determined by stockpiling

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Art supplies

Objecti, such as airplanes, marbles, bill, boats; dtc.

Teaching Points:
4

I. Use of a contrast situation as is teaching

st;itegy to reinforce the discrimination

. between singular and plural third person

pronouns.

1...1.
2. NP1 + Vi

NI°1 -4. he, she, it, they

Vi -4. modal + verb' i

Modal can

NP Modil Verb

.he

she

iti

they

etc..

can skip

write

moo

roll

etc.

4. The situation and teacher cue must include

thereferent(s) for the' pronoun. .

5. Randomize the use of singular and plural.
. ,

4,4



.UNIT IX: Present Progressive

/

3.0.,65: Production of.a short answer using the present progressive verb construction in

:response to' a "wbat-do" question.
!

,

,

. 1

.
4

.

3.0, 66: PrOduction. of a shortened answer }sing the present progressive verb' constzuctiOn

,/in response to a 'what-do" qUestion. .

.. .

3.0. 67; Productipn of a statement/asing 'the present progressive verb construction.
.7 11

,. ...

5.0. 68: Production of a. negative statement using the present progretsive verb construction

followed by an optional correcting sentence.
t.

/ s
. (t'. .. .,

'1 .e. . (

S.0,4 69: Production"o,f a shortened answer in eyes/nrespons-to a question using the
77

,

present progressive verbOnstTuction4 : ..,

,,

.

LO. 70: Rtoduction'of a shortened answer in.response'to Contrasting "yes/n questions.'

.
. , 'z

. ,
.,.0. 71: Productiot .of sequenced%statements contrasting the prdentprogregsive and the

,

mbdal"can" verb4constrUctiOns.

5 -.

5.0: 72: Produciion of short/shorteted indwets in responseto an "or" question.,

a. . .

4,,-.

S.O. 73: %Produciion of a short/expanded short answer in re'SIGlie to a "who" questiot.

.4

,

e :. ; 4
o ..1;

S.6. 74: Production of short/shortened/expanded shortansWF,in response tocontrasting

"what-do", "yes/no", "or", and "who" questiont.

S.O. 75: Production.° "what-do" question with the present progressive verb construction,''

0. 76: 'Production of "what-do",i7yes/no" and. Pi4ho questions using the present pro-
,

gressive verb construction`;

1

Pacing

/ Lessons: 26 - 40

/
/ 4 (maiimum)

/ d

1-

'Related Text:

American Englilh Series:

Bbli5k One: ,Units 10, 18 and 20



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURL,OBJECTIVE 65:

1. Action Behind The Scene

One or more pupils are directed to go behind a

sc.Feen or curtain and perform an action which is

hiaden.to the rest of the class. The action must,

bioneWhich-invblves-noises to serve as clues for

easy idintification, such as: jumping, singing,

clapping, knocking,-bouncing a ball, etc. The

teacher then asks.the question of this S.O. and a

pupil gives a response.

2. Animal 'Puppets.'

Make puppets out of per sadks or old socksjor

various animals. .(Make.ai least two for each ani-

mai.) Have a. pupils) hold'a puppet(s)and make

the sound of the animals., The teacher asks, "What

are the cows doing?" 'Th pupils 'give the correct

response.

3. Nursery Rhyme Action

Show pictures of familiar nursery rhyme or story'

bbok characters doing an action. For example:

What are the king's men doing ?'

Ntding Humpty Dumpty together.

1

What are ,hack and Jill doing?

Tumbling (down the hill).

at is

( Going:

Little Red Riding Hood doing?

to Grandmother's house.
,

If children

they may be

"4.

prete%d to be the characters themselves,

asked, 'What are yoti doing?"

1

A

%
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 65 : Production of a short answer

using

sponse to a "'what-don question.

Estimated Lesons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teachtr sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

What
is Lucy

doing?

are you

What
are the boys}

'?doing

are they

Pupil Response:

Walking.

Drawing (a pkture),

Running (to the door).

Smiling.

Suggested Context(s):

Re'creational Arts

'Arts and Crafts

Science (animals)

Music

Social Studies (household chores)

Health (grooming)

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates name

Known,animal names

Known verb vocabulary (See Units I and II)

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Curtain or screen

Animal puppets "(pupil-made)

Fairy tale books and/dr filmstrips

Art supplies and thaterili

Pictures* of animals doing aetions

Rhythm band instruments

Items.for groomingomb,)lair brush, foothbrush, etc.)

& 7;

iHousehold items (broom, iron; dishpan and 'ciihes, etc.)

2.

Teaching Point,;

1. First production"of the present progres-

sive verb form. .

2. VP -+ Vi ing

V Affix

walk

draw

run

smile

, etc.

ing

4. Subjects in questionsmay include:

1) proper names

2) animate common nouns

3) personal pronouns ..

41 conjoined nouns '

(e.g: Mike and Roger'

the cats, the dogs, and the rats ),

5. Speech and action must takeplace:simul-

ihneously when-tising the present pro-
P

gressive.

6. If the third person pronoups
are used as

subjects, the appropriate gtuation must

include the'referent for the pronoun.

7. Accept direqtobjects and adverbials if

pupils include them in their responses.

. If used incorrectly use Correction

Technicite No. 1.' 4g.

L



.

.
a

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL 'OBJECTIVE 66:

. 1,

1. Pretend. Actions
.

A,pupil or pupils are directed *.to do make-believe

actions, such as:. climbing a tree, riding a horse,

opeang a door;sweeping the floor, combing hair,

etc. -The teacher-aski-the-questions of this S 0

*.: and pupils give the appropriate response. The

,i pupils pretending'the action may be asked, "What

are you doing?" If the teacher, aide and/or pup-

pet pretend an action, the,question maybe asked,.

"What are we doing?"

2. Action Behind The Scene (See.S.6.,65)*

a

Conduct this activity as explained in S.O. 65.

3. Animal Puppets. ,(See S.O. 65)

Conduct this activity as .explained in S.O. 65.

4. Nursery Rhyme Action (See S.O. 65)

Conduct this activity as explained im,S.0: 65.

I 4



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE Production of a sh tened

insFer uting the present progressive verb constr

tion in response to a "what-do" 'question.

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up. appropriate

situation and ask&

Ahhtlis Mike doing?

am 1

are the rabbits

What are we

' are You

doing?

Pupil Response:

IHe's) Sleeping.

I

.

You're sitting (on the

floor,) .

.They're hopping,

You're' laughing.

Were writing.

Suggested Context(s):

Recreational Arts

Arts and Crafts

Science (animals)

Music

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates names.-

Known animal names

\\, Known verb vocabulary

J.

Health (grooming)

Social Studies (household

chores)

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Curtain or screen

Fairy tale books and/or filmstrips

Art supplies and materials

Pictures of,animals doing actions

Rhythm band instruments

Items for grooming (comb, etc.)

Householdpcleaning items (broom, etc.)

tt!

..;

r'

S.
1. Extention of the present progressive verb

form by the shortened answer.

2. NP1 + Vi

NP1 0 pronoun

Vi Aux + Verb

3. Pron + Aux

he's

I'm

they're

etc.

Verb + Aux

sweeping

fighting

etc.

4. Subjects in questions may include:

1) proper names

2) animate common nouns;,,

3)'personal pronoUns

4) conjoined nouns

'(e.g. Mike and Roger

the, cats, the.'8ogs, and the rats)

S; Speech and action must take place simul-

taneously.

6. First productiOn
of the prbnoun "we tnd the

reciprocal relationship between "we" ,and

'"you". If pupils have difficulty in use of

"we", plans a separate lesson to cial with

the concept

7. If a pupil gives a short anser, accept it,

but use Correction
Technique No. 2 to eli-

cit a shortened answer.

18. A probable error is the omission of the

"be" auxiliary. Watch for errors, such as

"*He sleeping'." Use Correction Technique

\Nc;. 2.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 67:

4

-P

1. Sounds They Make

Prepare a tape recording in class, with*the aid of

the pupils, of various sounds easily recognized.

For example:

a.) a girl singing

b.) two. boys 'wading

-c.) a dog barking

c.) a bell ringing

At a later time,,play the recording and let pupils

talk about the sounds. For example,:

a.) Lucy is singing.

b.) Mike and Roger are reading.

c.) The dog' is barking.

d.),The bell-is ringing.

2. Puppet Show

Direct caldren o use puppets to stage a puppet

show, doing f liar actions easily identified.

Pupils in the a dience may tell what the guppets

are doing.

3. Pretend Actions (See S.O. 66)

Condut this activity as explained in S.O.

Instead of asking. questions about the actions,

have pupils bake statements about the actions.

2



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE. 67 : Proddaion of a statement

using_the present progressive verb construdtion.

Estimated Lessons: /3-4 / ,

Teacher Cue:

Teacher-sets up appropriate

situation and says:

Let's talk in the same way.

0

Suggested Context(s):

Recreational Arts Healtn (grooming)

Sci4Ice-44nimals), Social Studies (household

Music chores)

Arts and Crafts

Pupil ReSponse:

Lucy is inging (a song

The .dogs e barking

(loudly) .

I'm dancing.

=1a=m1.1.1111.

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates napes

Known animal names

Known Verb vocabulary

Suggested Resources and Materials,:

Tape recorder and tapes (bf familiar sounds)

Puppets, dolls, storybook characters, etc.

Pictures of animals doing actions

Rhythm band instruments'

Items for grooming ',comb, etc.)

.
Household clew ::n8 items (broom, etc.)

Teaching

4. Extension of the presel,t p ogressive verb

construction by producing' tatements with

. singular and plural subjects.

2. NP Vi

Vi -* Aux

Aux -0. be + ing

3, NP Aux Verb Aux

Lucy ,

the dogs

I, you, we

Mike and Roger

etc.

r

is/are7am sing

barb

dance

run

etc.

ing,

4. Subjects may include:»

.a) proper names

b) ,singular and plural count nouns

c) pronouns ,

c) conjoined singular'and plural count nouns

5..11e natural way of expuSsing am" is '7

"I'm" and "you are" is "you're".

6. To avoid mimicry, set up a different sit-

uation for each pupil.

C 'h*
7. Accept correct use of direct objects and

adverbials.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES. NOR STRUCTURAL { OBJECTIVE 68:
"I^

, .
1. Sounds They Make (See S.O. 67).

. ,.

Use tape prepared -for t.o. 67. -Have pupils make

negative statements abditit the sounds they hea.r-.. :,.
For ,example:., - .

4

Lucy isn'.t talking. (Sle's singing.) .

Mike and-Roger aren.1t-singing. .(They're reading:),

\

... ,

The dog .isn't. mooing. : (It ' s barking. ) ii.

- The.,belI.isn't- talking:, -.(les ringing;) -.
I. , :

...L.t

1.4, :...) ',
A f %

2.., -Animal Game ,'
-t, - .4, :. ...

. , . .... ( 0
)

. .
.

.
. , ,

Have pupils, either indiiii.duaSti-;or- iFoairs , drama- 4- . .1_., .-

tize various movements of 14.f.4,.'anitials,. insects, '-'.. -- .:,- - ..

etc.' For example, a rabbit hopping, a warm crawl-
,

,,,. ing, a frog, juprping,' a hoi.ie galloping, a:. hawk

flying, 'etc.' The chileren: ta,lk,,q.1)out\-the actions ?

'such.:as:- 4,
e

.
.0

tPm. not walking. (I'm hoppilig. )1*
The worm isn't running. (It's crawling.)

t..

3." Work' To Do.

The chilgen are assigned to dO different classroom
(or household) chores. As thechildren work, they
talks about what they are doing:wig-Tor example:

I'm not sweeping. (I'm. dusting.)
Mike t washing' dishes. (He ' s drying.)

4. Television (See S.0.- 59)

Prepare a. new TV scroll for the TV made in S.0. 59.
Cut out 'pictures of .'various actions and mount them
on the .scrszll. As the scroll. is turned, the chil-
dren cantalk about the pictures.

O

.

4
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0

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 684% Production of a nega

, .

a ,

::statement using the preadt _progressive- verb coil- . 0..

1

7
\ '.1.

14

ruction f 0 l101bLia2Wcorrecting
e

sentence*

s I 41
t

4

tfa

Estimated Lessons: -/2-3./

t.

Teacher

') s

\Teachefsets up appro-

priat9/preteadaitua-,:.

tion'and aYs;,.

Lees talk in'the same

ax.

O

Suggested Contexf(s):

Recreational Arts

,Science (animals) 9

Music

Art

Suggested Vocabulary:

Pupil Response:

I'm not sitting.

standing.)

The horses aren't .walking.

(They're; galloping..)
.(

Mike isnit hopping:0

(He's skipping).

'You're, not sweeping.

(You're dustingi)

.

Health (grooming)

SoCial Studies (household

chores)

Known verbs as determined in stockpiling

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Household cleaning items (broom, dust cloth etc.

Rhythm band instruments

Items for grooming (comb, brush, etc.)

Art supplies and materials

P1 wind equipment and supplies

qtchtg P1ints:

1., Extension of the present progressive verb *

construction by the negative transformation.

NP + ,vi.

vi .4. Aux +17

Aux. -* is -Fang;

Negative: Transformation

NP1 ,be +4, 3: + lug

be '+ not ,4py ,ing

.Mike

the horses ,

I, you), we

the kitten and

the:puppy.'

etc.

V. In this objective tie correcting sentence is

optionAll however, give opportunity for the

I.

5.' The nekiye statement is difficult to cue.

You may stockpile verbs beforebeginning the

. presentation phase.

6. Remember, speech .and action must take place

simultaneously. Be careful of pictures

chosen to elicit the actions.

7. Randomize the use of the singular and plural

and the pronouns.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR TRUCTUBAL 'OBJECTIVE 69:

1. Silly Puppet'. .

..i . ;'...

Use a puppet to make _an, incbrrect statement about

an object, or a person the pupils, can\,,see. . The

. . ,.statementshts may be true or .silly-'and,ludicious.

For example, the 'pupRet.may say, "The 6ok -is ,-,.- ,

playing. ball." The teacher then asks the question s
of phis S .0. , 31s. the 'book playing\billlq" A, pu--

pil gives the appropriate responge. t-( 13e sure to .. ,

randomiz.g the use of true as well as untrue state,

'Inents.) d . - /:", ti
i

2. Television (See S.O. 59 and 68)
, ,

.\ '

Use a iv icrolI already p.repared or make .a new
.9 if\

scroll.. - As 41.e, scroll is turned, ask,"yes/to
questions ut the actions in the picture. '''"

.ar .:,

,\. .
. a

, .
3. Action Behind the Scene (See'S.O. 65)

Set tip and conduct this activity as` explained in,

S. 0. 65. Instead of asking the "what-do" question

ask "yes/no" questions. ?

NuTtery Rhyme Action (See S.O. 65)

Conduct his activityas explained in S.0.165.
Instead of asking "wh'at-do" questions, ask "yes/n

questions.

r

6

rr

*

I
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.STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE, '. 6141: Production of'a shortened

answer in response to a "yei.lno" question using the

present progressive verb. construction:
, , ,

'Estimated Pssons:'./1-3 /";..t *.--

Teacher Cue:, .,

1

16cher,setsnplappro-

!Priate/yretend situa-

don and asks:

dancing a jig?

'Is'Idicy washing her hands?

belfringing?.

Are the boys playing ball?

,

Pupil' Response:

Yes, youkare,/No, you're not.

Yes, she is.'/No, she, isn't.

Yes, it is:/No, it isn't.

Yes, they are./No, they aren't;

Sugested Context(S2:

Recreafronal Arts

Health (grooming)

Music .,0

Art /

Studies'(household chores)

, Science (animals).

.

Suggested, Vocabulary:

Known noun and verb vocabulary . ,

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Screen .or curtain

Puppet(s)

TV and, TV. (teacher-made)

Pictures of animals

.Pictures-of storybook characters

Items for 'grooming

Household cleaning items 1 .

iJU

A.

S

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of the present progressive verb

constriction bythe "yes/no" question.''

2. Sent Adv'+'NP + V (+ not)

I

Sent A
\ v

-4. yes/no '"/

NP --lo , you, he,tshe. it. :We",, they"
Vbe ..41' am, are

..

is : .
4 ..

q''
6

'

4. Note ,that in the ifirmatte answers, contrac-

tionsare never acceptabre; however, in the

negative answers, contractions ai the

naturalway of responding.

5. Subjects in the question may Include:

1) proper.nazes

2) singulaj 'and plural count nouns

3) pronouns: I, you,, we

4)4conjoined nouns

6. Randomize the questions to elicit both af-

firmativeand iegative responses with the .

different pronouns as subjects.

.,

7. Errors are probable in agreement with'the

Pronoun and with "be". Also watch:fOr,er7

tors, such as, " *Yes, she isn't," and "*No,

you are."



\

ACTIVITIES6 FORiSTRUC OBJECTIVE JO:

i .

,
1.. Actin. Cards

T eacher makee or ,select cards w4ch,illustrate an

actiot.',1Sethe-cards to ask both "yes/to" ques7,

.tiont in this S.O. pupils respond with the appro-

,4 ''priatvshortenedlpswer.
0.

1. Pretend Actions ISp S.O. 66)

CondUct this activity as'explaime'd in SA. 66.,:

',After a child has 46e -a pretend action the teach-

'.' er asks both "yesInol,' questions inn this S.O. about

the action ,,

Y

.Nursery Rhyme Action :(SeeS.O.,65.)
,

Conductlhis activity as explgined in S.O. 65, Ask

both questions- about the actions'illUstrated. For

example:

Cafi the king's,men putlaumpty Dumpty,eogether?

No, they can't.

Are Jack and Jill4tumbiing. down the hill?

Yes, they are. J

4, Impossible Actions

P
Prepare slips of paper with tWo,actions, one which

is impossible And one which is possible. Some im-

possible actions are: :

Drive the table.

Walkon the ceiling.

Touch the sky.' '

Fly a tare.
\.

Place'the slips,of,paper in a box or sack. Ilave,a

pupil draw one out, read it to him, and direct him

to Ido the actiorhe can.do. Then ask the pupil

'the questions of this about the actin both

'the possible and impo sible onea. Far e, a

slip of paper may read: "Walk on the, ceiling.".and

"Draw a circle mi\the chalkboard," 'Sample questions

7
my be:

Are you draging acoirtleli

Can you drawV;cle?'

'Can, you Walk on.the

,

f

Be sure to use the various Aubjects listed in,1

teaching point' 3,
,
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STRUCTURAL `OBJECTIVE

0, 4

. savers in're0Onse to contrasting "yes /-no" questions.

70, :
r.oductioh gf shoieried an-

Estimated Lessons: /2-3

Teacher Cue:,ti

Teach Setstappropriate.

situation and

1. Islike flying a kite?

,t4,1n.the girl "fly a kite?

-\

Pupril Response:

t.

;Yes, he is,/Nohe isn't.

yes, she can.

.2. Are' the horses galloping? Yes,Pthey are. /No, they

Can, the dogs gallop? aren't.

Jo, they can't..

Suggested Contexts) :

RecreationalArts

Health (grooming)

Music

Art

Social, Studies (household chores)

A

Stvested Vocabulary:

Known noun and verb vocabulary selected, y teacher

or teacher-pupil stockpiling

4

Suggested Resolices and Materials:

FlishCards depicting or illustrating actions

Classroom itemsJboxes,...tablesychairs, etc. )

Household cleaning items

,Artsuppliesand materials

Pictures of animals

Rhythm band instruments

-%

Teaching Points:

1. Use of a contrast situation as a teachtg

strategy to reinforce production oftanswe

to "Yes/no" questions: with the modal '

and the preseldptogressive verb, construc-

tion. ,
%,

2. :Note that in the affirmktive answers, con-

,iractions are neverl4cceptable; however in

1
)

the negative dnswers, infractions are the

natural way of responding. :

3. SubjeCts in the question'may include:

1) proper,names

2) singular nouns and count nouns
A

3) pronouns I "you", and 'we

5. I

14. Pupils should exhibit comprehension of the

different` time aspects indicated by the

questions. Be sure the speech and action

take place simultaneouslywhen using pre-

sent progressive.

Randomize questions to ell t Oth verb con-

structions In affirmative .,d negative re-

sponses. Also randomize ingular and'plural

subjects in the ques on.

6. In acontrasting objective errors are more

probable.

305
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBIECTIVE 71: .\
.

,

t A
. r.

. ,
1. Spinner Board

ii.,

40,

..

.

tO /
I

Prepare a spinner boa;s1 of children doing various
actions, such as, hopping, *fling, writIag, etc.

* A child takg6 a turn at-spinning.-.If the spinner
.

stops on an action,
,

such as- running, the child says, %

"I can run." Then he does the action and'says, "I
amImmirenow." The teacher daA._#4icate if more
thin one are to do the action or if a different pu- S.

pi]: (P2) talks about the actIgn of thelirst pupil
l'kg1).

. ila .
A

.e;

For variation, the action words -(e.g., hop, run,
clap, 'Skip, write, etc.) can bewritten on 9.rds
and-put on the spier board instead of pictures.

1

Animal Game" (See.S.0, 68)

Conduct In a similar manner as eiplained in S.O.
68. Have...pupal& draw from a sack words -which in- /-
'dicate actions of animals. For example, horse-
gallop, frog-hop, worm - crawl, rabbit -hop, dog-bark,

cow-moo. Who.the pupil draws his word (read it to
him, if necessary) , he says, "I- can ." When
he does the action and says, "I am ing now."

3. Pretend Actions (See S.O. 66).

Stockpile known actions an st them on the chalk-
board. (Some pupils will b ble to read them.and
some w-ill.not.)-Q"A pupil chosen to be first.
He selects any action he wants to and' says, "I scan

." Then he pretends to do the action and says,
"I am ing now." S.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVEl" 71':/ Production esequenced

statements' contrasting the present'pkogreSSIVe and

lia(11:SZLYCLUSI/1211.1:

,Estimated Lessonii ./2-3 I

TeaCher Cue

Teacher sets up appropriate

.,situation and says:

'Let's talk in the same way.

Pupil Response:.

Pl: I can run.

P1 or P2: I am running

BOW.

girli can sing.

P1 or P2: They are sing-

ing now. b.

Suggested Context(s):

RecreationaiArts

Science (anima`Is),

Health (grooming -

Art

Music'.

Social Studies (household chores)

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known vocabulary only

Suggested Resources and Materials:

4

Spinner board with pictures of actions:

Pictures Of animals

Household cleaning items

Grooming items

Playground equipment and supplies

Art supplies and materials

307

Teaching Points:

1. Use of a contrast situation as a teaching

strategy to reinforce production of state-,

ments involving different time .aspects.

2. See S.O. 8 and 67 for first production of the

two statements.

3. The Situation: is highly controlled in order

to contrast the two structures. Elicit the

modal "can" construction first.

In the sequenced statement, speech and

action must take place simultaneously,' and

the pronoun subject is obligatory,
I

".

5. In this objective, the word "now" is obliga-7

tory. If pupils omit "now", use'COrrection

Technique No. ,

6. If the concept. "now" is new to the 'pupils,

;se Navajo to help' develop the concept,

before teaching this object7ive.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 72:

.
1. Spinner Board (See S.O. 71)

Conduct this activity as, explained in'S.O. 71.

When the spinner stops on an action picture or_

action word, the pupil does the action; Teacher

then asks the Tor" question about the action.

Either the child may answer aboUt himself or another

childomay answer about his classmate'S. action.

2. Television (See S.O. 59 and 68).

Use a TV scroll already prepared. As the Scroll is

turned, ask the "or" question'dbout the actions in'

the pictures'.
.

3. Action Behind The Scene (Se 65)

Set up and conduct this activity as explained in

S.O. 65. Ask the "or" question about the action

heard.

4. Gram Ba13,

Prepare slis of paper, each containing two actioris

which the pupils can do. Place'the slips of paper

in a box or sack. When a,puPil draws one out :{read

it, to him, if necessary), hem chooses one of the

actions and (does it. Then the teacher asks the '-

"of"-quption using 'Ole actions written on his slip

of paper. Either the,plipil doing the mAceiori Or

someone else,may answer. Two or more pupils may do

the, action in order to get plural responSes.

4

1 -



,STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE '72 ! ProduCilon of short/shortened

answers in response-to an "or" Question,

Estimated Lessons: /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

Is Lucy crying-or-laughing?

Are the boys writing or

drawing?-

Pupil,Response:

-Cryin0She's crying.

Drawing./They're. drawing.

Sunested Context (s1:

RecreatiOnal,Arts

Health (grooming)

Art

Music

Social Studies (household chores)

Science (anipls)

Suggested Vocabulary:

Classmates names

.Animal names (e.g., horses, cows, dogs,'etc.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Spinner board with action words

Flashcards illustrating action

Pictures' of animals :doing-actions

Household., cleaning items

Grooming. items '

Playground equipment and supplies

4.

TeschirgPoints:

I. Extension of.present progreSsive by the

"or"' questi

2. Short Answer:. Vi ing

§Kortened Answg. NP +.be voqng'

3. Vi Aux NP .1. be Vi Aux

--smile

sing

write

etc.

ing- she's--

I'm

they're

=-smile

sing

write'

etc.

ing

A

4. Subjects of question may include:

1).proper names

2) singular countmounS,

-80andiiil only

3) plural count nouns (animate)

4) pronouns "you",'"we"

5 Speech.* action'must tale placesimulta-

neously.

6: Both short' and shortened answers should be

elicited. to help pupils,understand that.

they have the samemeaning.

7. The appropriate situation must include the

referent for the pronoun used in the. short.-

ened answer.

8. Randomize the order of. the conjoined:verbs

in the Questioni.'



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 73:

AR

1. Curtains, Please

A 41

Set up a stage witha curtain or screen which; can be

.drawn or moved. One or more pupils are directed to

do an action or actions when, the curtain is drawn ory

screen tpm6ed. The question of this S.O. may be

asked,alout the action or actions in progres,
,,

...

To make the task o responding more ,difficult,

direct five,pupas to do five different actions.,

The pupil(s),who,responds must select from the five

pupils to give the correct response..
d.,

2. Pretend Actions (See $.0. 66);

Two or more pupils are directed to do makebelieve

actions, such as: climbing a tree, riding a horse,

ksts
, sweeping thedloo etc. As the pupils do tfte ac

tions, the teacher a the question of this S.O.

The gupils Who are performing can respond about what

theyfare doing. If two/Or more pupils are doing the

same action, they can respond With,-"We are."-

3. Song: "Who Is Singing"

(Tune: "Are You Sleeping?") ,

A

This song is used to ask and answer the question Of

this S.O. There are many.tpbssibilities of words to

fit this song. Three exaN:s are:

(1) eacher: "Who is' singing?

PI I am. I am.

eacher: Whop,singing?

P1 : I ad. I am.

7

(2) Who islknockine, Who is. knocking?

Lucy is. Lucy is.

Who is 'knocking? Who is knocking?

Lalala.

Who is singing?

Who is singing?

3 14'

(3) Who is barking? Who s barking?

The dogs are. The dog ar

Who is clucking? Who 1

,,4

ucking?

The chickens are. The'chieketa ate..

A

1 'o,
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 73 : Production of a short/ex-
,

panded short answer in response-to a "who" question.

A 1

Estimated Lessons: « /2-3 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

-1. Who's drawitg?-

Who's building a fire?

.2. Who's tapping on the

table? ,

Pupil Response:

1. Mike (is).-

The boys' (are).

2. I am./We are,

,

Sulesten Logtext(s) :

Recreational Arts

Health (grooming)

Music'

Art

Social Studies (household chores'

Suggested Vocabult:

Known noun and verb vocabulary

New vocabulary may be selected by teacher

Suggested. Resources and Materials:

:7

Curtain or screen.' ,

HOusehodl cleaning items,

Grooming items

Rhythm band instruments.

Playground equipment and supplies

3 L.

Teaching Points:

1. Extension of the present progressive by

"who" questions. See S.O. 7 and 29.
sr

2. In pupil,response one, there are two accept-

. able answers.

NP Or NP + Aux

Aux -OP be

e.g. Mike. . < Mike '

In pupil response two, there is .only one

possible

NP, +'Aux

Aux--), be

'e.g. I am.

I

we

Mike

the boys

etc.

4. Both answers for response No.1 should be

elicited.

5. In the present progressive, "is" is standard

usage with "who" because the number.of the

referent is unknown.

6; The appropriate situation should be set up so

that the answer to the question is not ob-

vious to the guestioner.

7. Clear acceptable pronunciation and intona-

tion should be required in all answers.

8. The noun phrase in the answer may include:

a) proper names

.b) singulatand plural taunt 'nouns

c) pronouns T'en'd "we"



SUGGESTED ACTUiTIES'FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 74:

1, Spinner Board (See S.O. 71)

Use the spinner boarapwith action pictures or ac-

tion igord cards, as explained in and prepared for

S.O. 71. Ask the four Auestians of this S.O. in a

random order about the actions on spinner board.
k

_59_and_68).

Use a,TV scion, already prepared or make'a new _one

showing avariefy of familiar actions. As the scroll

is turned, ask one or more questions of this S.O.

about the picigres.' /

3. Action Behind The Scene (See S.O. 65)\,

Conduct' as explained in S.O. 65. .Ask the four 3

questions of this S.O. in a random order about the

various actions the pupils hear.

Pretend Actions (See S.0,,66)

Conduct as' explained in S.0 66. Ask the four ques-

tions of this_ S.O. in a rando order about the ,vari-

ous make-believe actions,the pupils observe.



,STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 74 : Production of a short /shorten- ;

a.

ed/expanded short answer in response to contrasting "what-

esle or` who questions.

Estimated Lessons: (37-5 .

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate
..... _

situation and asks:

I. What are you doing?

A

2.11s Mike
la

L., re.
e boy

jpying?

3. Is the girl

Are Lucy and With/

ping or hopping?

4. Who's singing;

Pupil Response:

1. Jumping./(I'm ping.)

2.1e;, he is./No, he

isn't. ,

Yes, they are. /No, they

_aren't.. .

3. Skipping./(She's skip-

ping.), '.

(They're skipping.) ,

,,-

4. Mike (is)./Iam.

Suggested Context(s),:

Recreational Arts,

Health (grooming)

Music

P

Suggested Vocabulary:

Art

Social Studies (household chores)

Science (animals)

N.;
1

Kndlat vOcabulahr 2211:

Suggested Resources and Materials :,

/

Puppets dolls, etc..

Spinner board with action words or pictures

actions

Household cleaning items

Gropting.items:

Rhythkband.'tnstruments

Ar(sOplies and Materials

,, Playground equipment and supplies

illustrating

Teaching Prints :

1. Use of a contrast situation as a teaching

strategy to reinforce the production of t

answers to contrasting, questions .with the

presfut progresSive verb constr on.

See S.O. 65,66; 69,,72, & 73 or related,

objectives in this unit.

2, .In Pupil Response No.'1.& 3, accept either

---tht-short-orTshortined-answer.---The:thild-

achieves the objective, if he can distinguish

between the four questions and give an

appropriate verbal response.

1 Errors are highly probable in this objectiVe'

'since four questions are being contrasted.

4-Randomizethe.asking of questions in this

objective.

5. A pupil may beotsked gore than.onl question

at a time.

6. Do not introduce new vocabulary in this

Objective.

.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES,FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 75:

1. Shadow Game

Pupils dramatize actions, casting their shadows on

a wall or screen. (Their action should be hidden

from'the class; only their shadows should be ob-

served.) Two pupils talk about what they observe

with pupil one (P1)**sking the question and pupil

two (P2) responding. \e-

2. Action Behind The Scene (See S.O. 65)

One or more pupils do an action behind a screen so

they-are not observed by the class. The action

should be one ilavol4ing noises for easy identifi-

cation P1 asks thiquestion nd P2 responds appro-

priately.

3. Action Word List

Teacher and class stockpile a list of actions the

pupils can do. Write the list on the chalkboard.

The teacher points" to one action and directs a pu-

pil or pupils to,do it. Using name cards, two

children are selected at random to be P1 and P2.

For variation:

1

. (1) A pupil may be blindfolded, waAs to the chalk-

board, and points to the action to be performed..

(2) The pupil(s) who perform the action may be the

participants in the dialog. .3

,(3) Pretend actions may be written on the, board in

a separate list or mixed in with the others.'

(4) A bottle used as a spinner may be used to se-

lect the pupil performers and/or pupils in the

dialog.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 75 : Production of a "what-do"

question with the present progressive verb Construction.

Estimated Lessons:' /2-3 /

+ $ Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appro-

priate situation,.gives

examples of dialog, and

lfas pupil- partners en

gage in similar dialog.

Pupil Response:

...

Pl: What lis Mike doing?

am I

the dogs

are yob
4

1
P2: Runnined(He's running.)

Smiling./(You're smiling.)

Barking./(They're barking.;

Thinking./(I'ethiniing.)j

Suggested Context(s):

Recreational Arts

Art

Music

Health (grooming)

Social Studies (houSdold chores)

Science '(animals)

$uggested Vocabulary:

Known vocabulary 11.41

Suggested Resources and Materials:

White screen or sheef (for shadows)

Name cards

Household cleaning. items

Grooming items

Pictures of animals doing actions

Playground equipment and supplies

323

Teaching Points:

1. First production of the "what-do" question.

See S.O. 65-66 for production of answers.

.

2 This question is a "e question transforma-

tion of the statement: (e.g., Mike is run-

ning.)

NF1 Vi

-)-Vi---0--Aux-+ -Verb--

Aux -40 be + ing

"Wh" Question Transformation

NP1 + be + V.+ tag 114°

NPl + be + do + ing + what 401*

What + be + NPi + + ing

int Fron Aux r lel .
V +Ang

what is /are /aim 1 e

the girls

you, I, we

Lucy & Gloria

etc.

doing

4. Subjects in questions may include:

1) proper names

2) animate common'nouns

3) pronouns - I,' you, we

4) conjoined nouns

.15. Speech and action must take place simulta-

neously.

L6. Accept either a short or shortened answer in

reSponse to the question.

D.1



SUGGESTti ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 76:

1. Shadow Game (See S.O. 75)

Conduct as explained in S.O. 75. Incorporate all

three dialogs as a part of this activity.

2. Action Behind The Scene (See S.0: 65 and 75).

S.O.: 65 and 75. Incorpor-

ate all three dialogs as-a part of this activity.

3. Action Word List (See S.O. 75)

Conduce as explained in S.O. 75. Incorporate all

three dialog's as a part of this activity.

oft '
11Phoose It=-Do It

Write on small cards single action words, such as:

hop, run, skipv clap, kick, write, turn around,

etc.. Put the cards in a box or sack. When a pu -,

pil draws one out, he must-do what it .says. Pupils
designated as P1'and P2 talk about the action using

the questions and answers of this S.O.

1 \,

Spinner Board (See S.P. 71 and '74)

IM,E

Use the spinner, board, with action pictures or ac-

tion word cards, as explained in and 'prepare&for

S.O. 71. Let pupils ask the three questions of

this S.O. about the actions on the spitner board.

0 '

e,



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 76% : Production' of "what/do", "yes/

no" and "who" questions using the present progressive verb

construetion.

N,

1 7

Estimated Lessons:. 1/1-5' /

Teacher Cue:

°a. Teacher sets up appro-

priate;situation, gives

exampes, of dialog, and

has plil-partners en-

gak#iiimilir dialog.

Pupil Response:

1. P1: What is Roger doing?

P2: Singing./(He's singing.)

2. Pl: Are the dogs batkingL

P2: es, they, are./No, they

3. Who is drawing (aspic-

ture.)

P2: Luciy./(Lucy'is.)

Suggested CoOtext(s):

Recreational,Arts

Health (grooming)

Social Studies (household chores)

Science (animal?

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known vocabulary csly_,

Suggested Resources and Materialk:-

.White screen or sheet ,(for ,shadows)

Puppets or dolls

Cards with action words

box.'

Art supplies and materials

Pictures of animals doing,actions

3?4,3

Teaching Points:

1. Use of a'contrast situation as a teaching

strategyto reinforce the production of

questioni and answers using the present

progressive verb...construction.. See

S.O. 65, 66; 69, 73, and 75 for related ob-

jectives in:this unit.

2. In pupil responses Nos.,:l& 3 accept either'
a short or, shortened answer. The child

achieves thA'objective if he can diStinguish

between the questions and, give appropriate

'verbal. esponses.

3. If necessary have. pupilsiroduce one ques-

tion or answer at a time; but be sure' that
each pupil has 'the opportunity to,PrOauce

and answer all three questions. ,'-

4., Make certain that the pupils .serve the

basic intonational pattern's for the follow-

ing questions.

1) "What/do" - falling intonation

2) "Who" - falling intonation

3) °Yes/no" , rising intonation

5 Randomizethe'typeS Of questions and the

use, of singular and plural.

32



UNIT. X: Plural Pronoun "These"

Productibn of a short/shor ned 'answer, in response'tP'

the plUral,deponstritive pronoun "these"...

;.0 78:6 Productipn'of short/Shortened answers contrasting the.indefiniti articles."a" and

"0" ieretpofise to a "what') question using "this" and; "these".

,

79f:' PrO4uction of a "whit" question' using the plural demonstrative pronoun "these".

;.0.15!3: Production-of "what" questions contrasting the deionstrative pronouns "this"

and "these" as subjects.

;.0. 81: ;Production of a statement using the demonstrative'pronoun 'these" as subject.

;.0 '82:. Production of statements- contrasting grammatical agreement in. singular and plural

sentences.

.

LO, $3: Production of,shortened answers in response to "yes/no"questions with "this" an

"these" a Subjects.

;.0. 84: Production of "yes/n " questions with ."thie axe these", as subjects.

LO. 85: Production of :A negative short answer with a correcting sentence in response_ to a.

"yes /no'rkques t on .'

;.0 86: Production .of "what" and'' queitions using 'this' and "th

?acing:

Lessons: .22-37

Weeks 4 (maximum).'



;INGESTED ACTIVITIES 7 STRU OBJECTIVE'

Peel It!.

NIMIIIMM,

Place identical objects (two or more) in a sack or

'box. The children feel the objects without looking.

Ifa cloth bag is used, the pupils may feel the ob-

jects through die material. The teacher stands near

the child, touching tire bag or box and asks, "What

are, these?" `The pupil gives the appropriate short

or shortened response.

t. Spinner Board

Place groups of objects .(two or more) on a spinner

board. When the spinner stops, the teacher asks the

S.O. question. A pupil gives the appropriate le:-

sponse.

C For variation:

(1) Use pictures of things rather than real objects.

(2) Place pupils in a circle, on the floor, set ob-

jects in .front of them; and use bottle for a

spinner.

Fishing,Pond.

Cut pictures from magazines or catalogs:of idenr:i"--:

cal objeOtS (tio. ofmore) '
Paste them on fish cut

from tagboard. pOle with a magnet

.:for a, hook. Pitt ..a patierclip, on each fish.
.,4..

When.a child catches a.fish, ask: him the qtestion,"
P.. ,

"Whet are diese?" about 'his picture. The child

gives the approp.riae response.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 77 Production of a short/shorten-

ed answer "in response to the "'what" question "using the

plural demonstrative proioun."these".

Estiiated Lessons,./1-!2 /.

Teacher Cue: ".

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation and asks:

What are these?.

Suggested ontext

6

Science .

Health

Art

Math

Classroom

Music

Pupil.Response:

Pencils.

They're pencils. J

Loin count nouns which. form regular plurals

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Cloth'sack or box

Tidlumr hoard-and objects

Geometric figurestc

Numerous familiar objects

ti

Teaching Points:

1. First production Of plural, count nouns with

the' indefinite atticle "o".

,The'question series as a prefamiliariiation

of "these".

2. Short Answer

NP -* Art + Noun + El

Art -.0)6

Shortened Answer:

Vbe NP1

NP 3 SSubj

-{Fred Noun)

Siibj they

Pred Noun -0,1eIrt + Noun + Z2

Art

ybe are

3. Noun E2 ,NP + V
I be

Noun..

pencil

box

obok'.
.:.

etc.

s

es

s. ,

etc.

they re pencil

box'

book,/

etc.
L..

as

S.

:

etc. -

4. Limitation:.

DeMonstration pronoun these" in the

question.

5Bo h short and shortened.answers are correct,

Elicit both answers. from the pupils.

answer with Use:Corr.'

reCtion,Techniqueio.: 2: Ifs Pupils,answer:

with' "the pencils";. use. Correction IeChn4te:

No. 1.

T.. Note that the answers Co the question is

not the statement, "These arelendls."



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL, OBJECTIVE 78

. Feel It!

Collect a variety 'of familiar objects in sets of

one and more than one, While the pupWs) are not

looking place an object or more than one of the

same' object in' a papering:
Direct.the pupil to .

reach in the,bag without looking and feel the ob- .

ject(s). Stand near. the Child, touching the bag*and

aik,'"What'is this?" or "What:are these?" The Pu7

pil gives an appropriate response.

'For.variation,-. 11;0 cloth bag and have the pupil

.fee1 *object(s) through the material..

2. Fishing Pond

Cut *tures from magezinesnr catalogs of identi-,

cal objects in'setaof one and more than one.. Paste

'them oi fish cut from. tagboard or construction paper.

.Make a fishing pole with a,magnet.for,alook.. Put

a paper clip on each fish. Coversa box with

'crep paper to be the. fishing pole,

.
Havathe children "go fishing." When'a child, Catches'

a,iiSht ask him a question about his picture. ,For

example

P: (Catches a fish with two trees.)

T:, (Touches picture.) What are these?

P: Trees. or They're trees.

3 Picture Card Game

Prepaie a set of 30-40'flashcardswith
pictures or

drawings of objetts and/or animals in sits of one

and more .than one. Show a pupil a card and ask the

appropriate question. If pupil answers correctly,

let him hold, he card until the end of the game.

The pupil(s) with the most cards'is declared the

winner (s). .

320
This activity is excellent for the speed test.

4. Spinner Board

Place groups of objects (in sets of,one and more,'than

one) on a 'spinner board. Let a pupil turn the spinner.

When, the arrow stops, ask the appropriate '4uestion.

about the object(s) the arrow points to. .The pupil

answers the question.

For, variation:. (1) Use pictures.of ob cts or

animals instead of real objects. (2) ace ,pupils. in

a circle on the.floor,aet bbjectsjor. picturesnf

objects) in front of them, and use a' pop bottle for

aapinner.

5. Grab Bag,

Prepare coloredslipt of paper with names of familiar.

objects. ..(e.g.4,Alook
Books., A penCil Pencils.,

Achair., Chairs., etc.) Put slips of paper in a

lag,..box,.'or can and have a:pupil draw one Out. The

child reads it if possibl',..howeVer, the teacher:

shoul4 read words for the. hild who cannot. The

teacherthen asks `the appropr question and the

child responds, You,may,.wish t, put pictures on the,

slips of paper along with the rdp:to give the child

visual pictorial *es, For example;



BJECTIVE': 78. Productionofihortishorten--

ed
, -

answers contrasting the indefinite-articles "a "' and:

e'r

9 ,. . .

Iplo,inlesoonse to "what" questions' using ihe:clemoistra-%

.

''tive pronouns "this" 'and "these".

I .

Estimated Lessons: /3-4 /

Teacher Cue;

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation' and asks:-

What's this?

What arethese?

T

Pupil Response:

A bird, /It's a bird.

Birds, /They're birds.

Suggested Context(s):

Science

. I lath

Health (grooming).

Classroom .

Music (rhythm baid instruments)

, 4

Suggested Vocabulsrv:

Known count nouns which form regular plurals,

Suggested Resources and' Materials:

Geometric figures

SOinner board .and objects..

Numerous familiar objects

Grooming items f

Rhythm band instruments'

(Note: Iteis should be paired sets of one and more

than.one.)

'Teaching Point

1. Us0f. a, contrast situation '.as a teaching.,

'...strategy,tO reinforce the USeara" with

:singuiar count nOuns and non with plural

count nouns.

2. Short Answer:.

NP -0. Art + Noun

Art a/an or

Shortened Answer.

NPI vbe NP1

NPi .4.:Subj

',Pred Nounj

Subj --40 it Or they

Pred Noun Art' .1. Noun. ,K2)

3. Art Noun NP,+Vbe Art Noun + (ZI)

,

a

At

bird

birds

etc.

it's

they're

a

, ,

bird

birds

'etc.

4 ,Elicit,short answers until the:pupils are

:able to use the'indefintte articles correct-

ly.. Then be4sureall pupils have.opportuni

ty touse Shortened answers.andthetPto'.

thoOse either a'short or shOrtened answer.

. 4

5. Errors are probable due to 'the contrastlit-.

uation. Use Correction Techniques as' in

T.P. 6 of S.O. 77.

Randomize the singular and plural demonstra-

tive pronoun in the question.

7.. Do not teach "that" and "those" structurally

as a part of this unit. They may be pre-

sented situationally whenever it is appro-

priate at othe;times during the day. The.

distinction between. "this" and "that" and

"these" and those depends on the situation,

in. which aged as well as distance involved

33;



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE

1. Role Playing Teacher

A. pupil .is selected to play- the role of teacher,

-asking the question of this S.O. Give opportunity

for all pupils to be the "teacher". The "teacher"

may condUct an activity, 'such .as, "Fishing Pond",

"Spinnei Board", etc.

Puppet Show.

Use a puppet stage to let two pUpils using hand
puppets participate in the dialog of this S.O.

'4... Picture Card Game (See S.O. 78)

onduct, explained in S.O. 78. For this
however, all pictures of Objects- or animals should,

be sets of more than one:'

4. Song: "What are These ?"

.(Tune: "Are.You Sleeping?")

A largeVariety of wards can be fitted to this to
Some' examples are:

What are these?. What are these?
They are balls. They are balls.

,What are these? What are these?

They are marbles. They are Marbles.

(2) P3.: What are these?. What are these?

P2: They are cows. They are cows.

Pl: -What are these? What are these?

-P2: They are horses. They are horses.

In No. 17, everyone can sing together while the
teacher or a pupil holds up the; objects.. In N 2,

group one can sing the questions and group tw ca

sing the answers. (Note: the answers are nat con-

.4,. tracted :but may be if you so desire0$ .



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 79 .: Production of a "what" flues

ti using the Aural demonstrative pronoun these",

Estimated Lesson /1-2

Cue:

I 0

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation, gives examples

of dialog; and has pupil.;

partners engage in similar

dial* . t

Sated Context(s):

Science

Health

/41ath

Music

elasProom'

Pupil Response.

Plr What are these?

/"%

P2: Ba1Is:1(They'-re-ba11s.)

Sd voc2billat

q;,/

icount nouns which farm regular plurals

iliesteileswes and Materials:

roue, familiar objects

PPets

Pictures of objects, animals, etc.

Spinner board with new objects

1. Extension the demonstrative pronoun ""these"4

by pUpil production of the "what" question.

See S.0.-77.

2 NEI+ Vb NP3.

NP Subj'

Pred Noun

Subj -4 these

Pred Noun Art + Noun + Z2

Art.-0.

vbe are

Nh"'61eition. Transformation

21 4* vbe "°
NP1 Vbe + what 46,,

What4'Vile NP1

Int Pron.
Vbe' ' 111)1

what are their

4..The pupil asking the question should be near

to and shbuld indicate'the things he is

talking about.-

5. Encourage pupil-partners to look at each

otVr.

(
6. In this objective, accept either the short or

shortened answer.

LAttentionshould be given to theiorrect in-

.tonation of the questiOn..' Notethat the in -

tonationpattern falls, doesn't rise.



SUGGESTED. ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE. 80:

1 Fishing Pond (See Se'O. U778)

Use fish:with.pictures
already made or, preferably,

prepare a new .set of flit' 'with pictures 'of. objects

setsof_one-or mora_than_d one., As..a

pupil catches a fish,. he asks the tare quetion,

"What 'is this?" orlhat are these ? ", about the

picture. The pupil may call on .someone to answer ,

as he holds up his "sate".

2. Farmer John

A pupil is ,
selected to be Farmer John and several

pupils are .selected to be his farianimals.' For

gage: ontca4 five Chickens,! four horses, two

ligs,.etc., The animals take turns making "their

sounds". Farmer John then asks, "illSt are these?"

Or "What is this?" Othevioupils give the appropri-

ate answer. 'Rotate the characters so several pupils

play the part of Farmer John,anh all pupils get to

be animals.

3. Song: "What Are These?" (See S.O. 79)

(Tune: "Are You Sleeping?")

For this objective you can add verses for objects

which are Singular. For example:

(1) What is this? What is this?

It's a cup. It's a cup,

What is this? What is this?

It's a glass. .It's a glass.

(2) P1: (Holding up one shoe)

What is this? What is this?

P2: It's a Shoe. It's a shoe?

P1: (Bolding'up a pair.ofahoes)

What are these?, What are these?,

Pi:, They're shoesi They're shoes, _

4. Spinner Board (See S.O. 77),.

PondUCt as explained in 5.0. 77, Use a variety of

objects in sets' of one and more.than one.' The pu-

pil who spins asks the appropriate question. The

pupil: who responds-marbaselectedirthOques--7

donee or by name cards, held by t4 teacher,

tl

is



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE' 80 : Production of "what" questionS

contrasting the demonstrative pronouns "this" and "these".,

'as subjects.

Estimated Lessons: [2-4 /

Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appropriate

situation, gives,examples

of dialbg.and.has

partners engage in similar

dialogs.

Pupil Response:

1. Pl: What is this?

P2: -A shirt . / (It Is , a

shirt.)

2 Pl: Phat,are these?

P2: Belts, (They're

belts.)

'Routed Coatext(s)t.,

Science

Health (grooming items)

Art

Math

Music

Suggested Vocabulary:

0

rz Known count nouns',which form. regular plurals

Suggestedlesources and Materials:

Geometrid Figures

Box

Pictures

Numerous familiar objects

Grooming items

33-

Items of clothing

\ I. A
Rhythm D u instruments

Art mat rials

Teaching Points:

1. Use of a contrast situation as a teaching

strategy to reinforce pupil production of

"what questions using "this" and "these".

2. "Wh" Question Transformat.on

NP1 + Vbe + NP1

41 Vbe whac

what + Vbe + NP1

3. Int Pron Vbe
NP1

what is

are

this

these

4. Attention should be given to the correct in-

tonation pattern ;of.- the question. Note that

the intonation falls, doesn't rise.

5. In this objectieaccept either the short or

shortened answer.
,

6. Encourage pupil-partners to look at each

other.

74etting up the situation .requires providing

numerous sets of one more than one item..

8, Rindomite use:Of singular. and plural.

A,..1.4 1,8 riniroA rif:lie'and more than one.)

333



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 81:

1. Rhythm Band

Pupils play various instruments in arhythm band

while a record is playing.: jWhen the teacher stops.

the record, the pupils. tell whatthey Ar0Iaying.--

For example;
\,

"These are cyMbals,"

"These are (rhythm) sticks."

."These are (wood).blocks:.".

After each pupil has said a sentence, have them ex-''

change instruments and start music again., Make

certain pupils have instruments containing two items.

2. Nature ,Walk

a short walk around the' ,campus or coimunity,-

colleCting "things"'to be placed in a science'cen7

ter. The pupils are given an opportunity to talk

about the "things" in the center, either what they

broughtbr what someone else .brought..., .

3. Grab Bag

Place a large variety of objects in sets of tw'o,. or

more in a large sack or box. Bind the sets, of ob-

jects together with string or rubber bands: Have

a pupil reach in without looking and pull 'out one

set of objects. He then tells about what he has

using the structure of this S.O., "These 'are

4. PictureWord Association\

4

1
j

tie)

Prepare a large number of: flash cards with pictures

of objects or animals in sets Hof two or, more. On

the card print the name of the object ,or animal be-

low the picture. (e.g., coatso'sweaters, tents,

cars, sleds, beds, lions, elephants, etc.) .Fort'is

objective, use objects or animals,which,form regu-

lar plurals spelled by just adaitig 9-s".

1

Place the pictures face down on a table and direct,

a pupil to choose one. He then makes an appro-

priate sentence about his card using the structure

of this S.O.



1.4

STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 81 : Production of a statement using:

she demonstrative pronoun "these" as the subject.

Estimated,LeSsons: /2-3 /

Teacher-Cue:

Teacher sets 'up appropriate

situation and says:

Tell me about these things.

Pupil Response;

These are books.

Suggested Conteuls):'

Math,

Reading Readiness

Sciecce

Health

Music

Art

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known plural count nouns which form re lar plurals

ugges1 Resources .and Materials,:

Puppets 4

Numerous familiarobjects,

'Objects found on nature walk

Record player; 'records

,Rhythdband instruRents

Teaching Points:,

1. First production of aistatement with the

demonstrative pronoun "these". See ,,

SA. 22 for "this" in ,a statement,

2. NP1 Vbe NP1

NP1 -4.tubj

red Noun

.Subj -* these

Vbe are

?red Noun -10. Art + N

3

.nwomm.,111,0

Su*, Vbe Art. Noun + I

these are books

horses

circles

etc.

4. ,Setting up the situation includes pro -

v iding dUmerout sett of more :than one

item. The nuMber of items in the sets

,,should bevaried:atiauch-Is

5. Note that the statement is not cued by a

question.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 82:'

1. Grab'Bag '(See'5.0. 81)

Conduct as explained in S.O. in a large

sack or box. objects in:sets-of one or more than one.

If the' set has two or mOre,.bind together:with string

ject(s), he makes.a statemept about 'it using the

appropriate structure of this 5,0.

2 Picture--Wod Association (See S.O. 81)

Conduct as explained In S.O. 81, Add. to the flash

,cards several which contain only one object or ad-

'

ma1., Print the name of the object.or animal with

the indefinite article. (e.g., a dress, a belt,

stove, a table, an *le, a. banana, etc.) Be sure

to' use objects, or. animals. which take either "a" or

II

an
II

3, Let's Draw A Picture

Direct pupils to draw a picture which includes only

one of an object or animal and then two (or' more) of

an object or animal. Pupils use their pictures to

'7.--"1alk about what they drew, using the structures of

this S.O. The pupils may include' in` their, picture

many things and they should be encouraged to "make as

many statement as they can.

4. "This Is A Tree"' ,

(Tune: "Mary Had Alittle Lamb")

( 'Prepare several paired pictures of known identical

objects. For example, a picture of a tree on one

card and'a picture o two or more trees on another.

card. As a child hol s the two pictures he sings:

ThisJs a tree and these are trees,

These are trees; These. are trees;

This is a tree and:these 'are trees.

Yes, they ire.

These are rocks and this' is a rock;

This is a rock; This is a rock.

These are rocks and this is a rock.

Yes, it is.

----AsAild-sings, Thuhould hold-hi er_the4icture________

he 'is singing about atthe time. For example,

hdld up high'"a_tree" when singing "This is a' tree",

and hold up high "trees" when singing "These are

trees."

)If teacher, aide, or other.pupils help sing,

they should stand near the pictures.

I

343



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 2 jroduction of statements con-

trasting grammatical .agreement in singular and plural

lentences.

Estimated Lessons: fri.T7

_Teacher, _Cue

Teacher sets up ;appropriate

Situation and says: ,

Let's talk about these

things:in the same way.

.
.

Pupil Response:

1. This a tree.

These are trees'.

2. This is a flower.

These are petals.

AMP

Suggested' Context(s):

Science

,Health

Art

Music

Classroom

Stikaested Vocabulary:

Known count nouns which form regular plurals

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Paired picture sets (teacher-made and pupil-made)

Numerous familiar objects'

Grooming items

Food items (count nouns only)

(Note: Items should be paired sets of one andlabre than

34('
\one and count noun items

'Teaching Points:

1. Use of a contrast situation as a teaching

strategy to reinforce the pupils' ability

,to make singular and plural grammaq.cal

agreement.

2..11.71±Ybe+NP1

The .task in this objective

change in the form of each

sentence.

requires a,

element of the

,demonstratite pronoun + verb. "be".+

indefinite article + count nou,

e.g. this -40 these

is -0. are

a

tree -0. trees

3. al. Vbe. Art RI. (Z2)

this/

these

is/are a40

'.bowl

,

leaf

chair

bird

etc.

)

.....,

.

4. Elicit paired response. No. 1 until pupils

understand the task. Then prodeed to paired

response No. 2!"

[i

5. Randomize the use of singular and plural.



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 83:

1 Fishin ,P.ond (See &O. 77)

Set up his activity as explained in S.0 77. When

a pupil catches a fish, the teacher asks a "yes/no"

,question about the picture. The pupil gives the

ap ropri to shortene4 answer. At first, use only

the fish ith pictures illustrating two or,'

4t" a later time, 'add fish with pictures illustra-

ting only one,object in order to set up the contrast

situation.

2. Peel It! (See S.O. 71.4-78Y

Put a set of known objects ,(two or more) in a cloth

bag without the children seeing them. Direct a

child to feel the oklec through the material.. Ask

%,.( the question of the S.0.., "Are these ?" The .

4c4ild,.-gives the appropr' to response(s). When ask-

ins the question, make the'first question one re-.

quiring a.negative response. Keep asking the same

pupil questions until you get an affirmative answer,

For example, if you put three pencils ,ip the bag,Iv
ask, such questions as:

Are these rulers?
Are these crayons?

Are these ball point pens?

Are these pencils?

.

On occasion, ask, the question which requires an af-,

firmative answer first in order to keep the pupils

alert.
Jo

3. Three Picture Mix Up

Select three pictures at random illustrating familiar

objects or animals. .(You may use flash cards pre-

pared for Actiyity 2, O. 82.) Show the.3 pictures

to the class. Place them face down on the table,
.

moving them one time ;o mix them up. Ask a pupil

about the pictures by pointing to one and asking a'

343

3

"yes/no" (*Eldon (in 'this SO.). The pupil 'an-

swers according to what he remembers. The .tore
is then turned over to see if the pupil is correct.
If the pupil is right, select a new '!player". If
the pupil is incorrect, ask another question about

remaining carcialRepeatirosedure__

for the thi\rd card, if necessary. When the task

becomes' too easy, you may .add' one or more cards

to the game. Also, you may move, the cards around

several times to mix them' up. 'completely,



l',11UCTURAL OBJECTI*51.,.:, Production of shorteh4Lets(

in response to "yest" questions with "this".:aild'4"theSe;

,

,;

as suhiects.

Estimated Le'ssons:' 11-3.

Teacher Cue:

_ \

.
Teacher sets up apPrOriate

situation and asks:. o

J. Are these ,crayons?

2; 'Is this, ll,rush?

Pupil ResPonig:'

Yes, they ire./No they,

aren't., /

2. Yes, it is./No it isn't.
.

Suggested Context(s):

Math

4 Reading Readiness

Health

Science

,Music

Suggested Vocabularz: .

Known count nouns which form regular plurals

Suggested Resources and Materials:

'Materials for fishing game (See Activity, 1).

P,ictures of familiar objects

Geometric figures .

jiems fOUnd on'tature,walk-',

Food items (count.nouns Only)

(Note: Itemtshould:be paired Sets of one .and more than

onkj

-

.Teaci2ink Points:.

1.4FirstTPrOdUCtion of answersta.,"yesihe'ques-

: tons,:us410/ur4demOnstrativeirOhoui',

"these".: .7selftontrast:situatioreas'a

tdaiking'4Erategy,,p&reinfOrce hUslier agree =.

ment.,

4. In the question the subject is limited to

"thiS", and "these., ;

In the response the subject and verb "be"

are limited to "it is" and 'they are" 'Ass

either affirmative or negative.

IN=.1.0
5. In the negative response use:

1) "it isn't" instead of "it's nbt ".

2) "they aren't" instead of "they're not"

6..Bek,in teaching this with question an

response:No. I.',After the pupil's have

passed 'the aCeuricrtest, contrast with

question ancLansweroNo4.;2.

3
'po

1



iFSUGGEilifb ACTIVITIES FOR -STRy.o ,OBJtCTIVE 84:

N

MultiColored quilt (See S.Q. 58)

Vse.ithe.quilt prepared ".for3S.D. 58, or .
make anew on

Piapi lsi can ask: lyesind"..questions: about the quilt 2.

.S12Ch as .t

.

Are these tfiAngles?

A re these' red rectangles?' ..

-Are these small circles?

Start. With -questions about shapes 'which' are:plural.

At a later time add questions: about shapes. which

are Singular': a not reqtiire the pupils to.Use

.adjectives of color and 'size unless _they ;handle '

-them with.. ease: -

Feel (See. S.0,83)

Conduct as explained in S.D. 82. Have a 'pupil' play

--the teacher's. role= and ask the question,

3. Three Picture Mix Up (See S.O.' 83)

Conduct as explained in S.O. 83. Have a ptipil play

the teacher's role and ask the quesfion.

Spinner. Board -.(See S.O. 775

1
CondUct as explained in 'S.O. 77, 'Let the child who*
does the spinning ask the questionW.

A
\

5 'Farmer John (See S.O. 86)

Conduct as explained -80. Instead- of "Farmer

,John" .asking the "what" question, hesasks *

no" question about. the -ardmP3' sounds the pupil.shear..



TURAL OBJECTIVE 84 : Production of

:dons with "this" and "these

. Teaching. Points:
' .

1. First production 'of a, '!yes no":question

with the:,Plural- demonstrative, Pronoun

"these".. Use of a ,Contrast situation: as a.

teaching trategy to reinforce number.

'1, agreement.

. 4

'Teacher Cue:

Teacher sets up appro-

Ilriate situation, gives

examples:of dialog,

has ;pupil-partners en-,

gage in similiar. dialog.

Pupil Response:

Dialog 1:

PI: Are these belts ?'

P2: Yes, they are, /No, they

area ' t ,

Dialog 2:

PI: Is this a triaagle?

P2: Yes,,it is./No, itriset.

Pl: Art these rectangles?

P2': Ye§, they are; /No,. they-.

aren
'.

1

lel + Vb R11.*

NP Subj

Pred Noun

Subj 41.'.these

Pred Noun Art + Noun +, Z2

Art 0

1'Yes/No"

Subj + Vb.e, + Pred N

Vbe + Subj + Pred N

Suggested. Context (s)1:

Science,

;.Health

Math

Art

Music

Suggested VocaBulary:

, ,Known Co Unt nouns 'which fonn reguia,r,plurais

are

Subj' Art Noun z2

these

(
0 Shirt

rock

1
circle.

ete.' etc.

4. Begin tea:'ng this S 7.0. with Dialog 1.

After the pupils.have passed the accuracy

test, contrast the questions in.Dialog 2.

/ .

Suggested Resources and Materials:

it
.

Mufti-colored quilt (See Activity 1)

*Spinner board- ,:

Objects or pictureS of spinner board'

Geometric figures .

Items of clothing, foodl etc.

Art supplies

(Note: Items should paired sets of one and'mOre than one)

This objectiya maybe extende'd by 'P1 asking

La, sequenced question. For example;

1:. Are these glasiesi

P2: No, they aren't. .

Pi:. Are'. they cups?

P2; Yes, .they are.

Note, that in.this dialog, question 1 requires,

a negative response. In question 2, the

subject is changed from "these". to "they".

354.



STED 'ACTIVITIES FOR STR,UCTURAL OBJECTIVE 85:

1.;Tour Guide.Fun

Teacher or aide ..pIaks the' roie.-of a. "tourist" and
apdpi,1 plays the role of a "tour guide": The
"tour guide" yaks around the'classroom with the
"touristlt." Whefthe ittourist" aski about _somethinge,

the' "tour_guide" gives the' negative answer and. dor-
iectingien.tencjof this For example, the
"tourist" .may ask while ppinting-.$ flawers,_ "Are
thete,.vegetablesr. : The "tourlguide" 'answeis,
They're flowers.r

- For this. S.O.:st ttIllral items and-make
tain _question requi es, a:negative answer.

'Change the pupil 'whO is -"tou,r guide" quiteaften.
es:. ,!

.

2..\S.Oinner Board {See S.O.

-COnduct-,.as eiplained in
requiring -nesative res
'the'spinnir
response.

.(-

C.

\
77 Ask a, question

nse about the obj ect (s)
pixy ives the-correc'it

. , Guess 'What
0

This :.activity : an adaptation of "Feel. : Place,

7: ,.a :large number of,07JeCts -9/1 a-table. Direct._ a
puil-to ChOose an object- and place it in a cloth

Sag while you have 'YoF back turned. When the ism-

pil iS.ready,.fiehands You the bag. After you feel
the object(s) through-the material, you ask the-
q4stion-Of this S.D. making sure the question re-

, quires a- negative response. -,Thepupil answers your

question by saying "No" and giving a correcting

sentence.

3 7



',STRUCTURAL 'OBJECTIVE ProdUction of a negative 'sort

answer with a correcting sentence in response to a 'yes/

no" question.

Estimated Lessons: /2-4 /.1,

Teacher.Cue:.

1. :First production of a negative short answer.

with a. correcting sentence,"

use of a contrast situation as a teaching
'strategy to reinfTe 'number agreement,

.,:Teacher:isete.up appropriate/

jireteild Situation.aaftsks:

1.. Are` theSe rocks?'

2. Is this a carrot?
Are these apples?

1. No. They're sticks,

2. No. It's a potato,
No. Theyri grapes,

4 4

Suggested context (s) .

Heafth ,(fbods)

Math

Science ,

Art,.
.

uygested Vocabulary;

Known count noUns-which form regular;

Suggested Vocabulary:

Numerous familiar objects

Items of .clothing, food, -etc.
Items found on nature-walk

Art supplies
Geometric figures

Noun

leaf
-stick
f)ear,,,

chair?
etc. .

4. Begin teaching this S.O. with No. 1, After

the pupils haVe passed the eccuracy test.
contrast the questionS 'in No

therespdnse, a pause following "no" be

fore saying the correcting :sentence is
.necessary.,' The Ouse,. is ,longer 'than the

followine'noll .in the. response,. "No, they're

not,"



SUGGESTIIT ACTIVITIES FOR STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE '86:
S

1. At The Fruit Stand

Set Up.a fruit and vegetable stand with real or

artifiCialitems.'1UPils,take.tu7 playing the

roles of Sa]esclerk and 'customer's. 'A customer asks

the qUestions'olthis S:O. .For example:

Tl: "Customer t's this? or

this a ?

P2: "Salesclerk" (Gives appropiiateanswer4

. 4. Three Picture (See. S.O. 83)

Conduct this activity as explained in S.O. 83. Let: '

Oupil\playthe role of the teacher and ask,ques7

dons about the cards. Each "teacher ". should' ask
t,' n 11

at'least one 'what and one yes/no. question.

i741p,pupils, CP.ask both qeitions 'in this S.

-using both singular and plural, items.

Tour .Guide Fun (See S.O. 85)

-

Airthis:activity..puPils'may be assigned roleS

" " " ' "::f tourguide.,and .tourist On(tmUr:guide.,

take three'br'four"touriste on,i!welk:aroui&

ClassrOoM;:school:huilding, caMpUg..lhe

rists":take..turms'skLing:questions (as'foUnd,.

'inithis SA):and the "tour, guide".answerseach'

one.appropriately.-

.1tptate,the,tolei frequently. The,teather
,

may serve as the "bUs.driverkwith'ethitour group

observer'and, elper,lhenieedad.'-

3. Fishing Pond (See S.O.,.77)..

/

Set up this activity as explained in S.0: 77: Wen

a pupil catches a fish, 11 asks either, a Nhat" 'of

"yes/no" question about his "catch". Either the

or the questioner may select a pupil to re-

spond.



STRUCTURAL OBJECTIVE 86 Production, of 'Wet" and "Yes /no"
r4,

suestionS;using "this" and "these" as Ublects.:

Estimated Lesson.l:

Teacher ,Cue:

Teacher sets up appro-.

priate situation, gives

examples of dialog, and

has pupil-partners en-

gage in similar dialog.

Pupil Response:

Dialog 1:
Pl: What are these?

P2: ,Books./(They're books.)

Pl: What's this?
P2: A ruler.

Dialog 2:

P1:4ihat's tbis,?
P2:"A tree./(It's a tree.)
PI: What are these?

P2:, ,Bushes,. / (They're 'bushes.)

Pi: Is this a lea?.
P2. Yes, it is /No, it isn t.
Ph

. ,

Are stones?.

P2: -.Yes, they are./No, they

arena.

. .

(-Suggested Conteict(i):

Math

Science

Realth

Suggested Vocabulary:

Known count nouns which form regular plurals

ested ResourceVakMaterials:

Shopping-bags

NuMerouslami

Items:foi"g

o paper sacks .

ar objects

Items ,found nature. walk

Items of Aothing, food, etc.

1.". Use of .a contrast situation. as .a.teacbing

strategy,toreliforce0eptbductionOf'.
"whit" and."yesine'iluestions and number...

agreement

1

"Yes/No' Questions Transformation

\;;; .

Subj +Vbe +,Pred, Noun Qiio.

(.+:T..Subj

3.Int Pray .' 171;e

hat is ,

''are

this
these, ',

r.

4. Vb Subj Art o

is this
are these

etc.

4. Carefully direct pupils in randomization of

1) dialogs
2) affl.rmative and negative responses

3) use of singular and 'plural
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, APPENDIX A: 'SITUATIONAL OBJECTIVES

The Situational Objectivescontained in this apPendixare.samples'

of- situational language needed by the child durihg the first year

of English language. learning.' These and other objectives deemed'.

necessary, by; the teacher may be's-taught concurrently with the graa-

matical 'structures., (wee to Rationale, pp. 5 and 15.)



o,

'iv

2Amil 2

lituat?"-"4.

(ibiettpe
cd tion and production REL Teaching Notes:

pupil Response: (Non-verbal

Verbil)

perfp;ie requested

1. Note that the :answer to thequestion in this

objective is never a complete statement.

(See Rationale.)

2. Auditory and, visual recognition of names

should be included' .n this'ObSective..

1;

Sn.
ted A ties:

.00e 114
Prepare name tags for

` .attached
cliff

to clothing or taglOard label

log) sPley
name tags on a tali pOnv!

Chii(ipigN up his own name tag,

ggle at Children's names in dots' or
2;15she0Sle chalkb.6

p4 on D4 -a r6 ,n07sprint,
taghoard, dtewr

Irect, childrenlo Fe own noes' ,

,.talc, ' etc;

dre

Su
,red 11 i.es and

tags

Tagb°8rd

NeliP

.t

%14

'CraYq

Cilal,e1C'

Strip.

"

3. Oral and written production of names should

be included in this Objective,

AP

4 ,Emphasis should.begiyen todistinct pronun-,

elation' and cgrecftintonatioi.

5 Two different pupils may be involved in the.

Pupil Response 'aS.shown in No 1. and 2 or

you 'may have the same pupil respond to both.

No'.'1 and 2..

11mMI11%

,
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1'

Situational ObjectiVeLL: !Aggsaition end ,production of

4

clagsmates' names.

Teacher-Cue: _

Teacher asks:

What's [ill name?

her

_ It.sponse:

Pike]tpCY.

Suggested Activities:

1.Snin tape. Bottle: Clas6 or group sits in circle. One

Ch6his seleCted,to spin a bottle: The teacher asks

the:questiOn.,about:the pupil the bottle is pOintitg

The child who is," It" (05 spins' the:bottle) in-..

swers with the name.oflis classmate,.

2. Name Tag AcIiY.LY: Use name tags; for a; small group

of children, andplace thevon!a table, The teacher,

calls out the name of one child in the group, for

example,. "Mary". Another child is directed to find

Mary's ,name tag and give it to, her, When the teacher

asks the question. about Mary) "What's her name?", the

chgd givers the correct response. This 'activity may

be conducted with several variations.

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Bottle

Name tags s

!

Teaching_ Notes:

1. Note that the answer to the questions in
.

this objective are never completePstate-,
4 e,

,......MentS, L- _- _____ _ '_____ _

2. Auditory recognition and oral production

are the first-stage,of, this objective.

3. Visuallecognition:andlmittet:produ' don:

area lair stage in this-iiioiug objec-

tive,
.

4; Recognition and correct pronunciation of

names is a means of teaching the sound

system of English.'



Ob ectivtL 3 :
Recognition and eroduCticeof adults

names in the iamediate environment.

Teacher Cue:

Teacher asks:

Teani)ia

Pupil felponse:

554a and oral pro-

duction of the naaes of persont

---with-mhom-the:child-is-7acquainted-

are the only points of this objec-

tive.

Whaes rmy] name?

her M1".

Mrs. Brol4n,

Mt. Harvey. ,

ts. .Behally.
, .

Sagested Activities:

and school: ,Take class by small

groups' to vario
-school departments apd:to'Places in the

communitY, such as the 'trading post. IUtroduCe people to

the children d have the children say theirmathes,

2. Photographs:.
Photographs (preferably polaroid) of the

shoal personnel
and community people may/be taken on the

visits (or even ahead of time.) In the classroom ihe

pictures are 'displayed so file children may talk about them.

The teacher asks the question and individual pupils are

given'the opportunity to respond.

SilatstedResoldkterials:

: Camera and film

Photographs

Titles of addzess lin,. Mrs.,.

Miss, Dr.):Larino,be taught as a

part of. the Dam

1: Talk 'about people A4 are inthei

Pupil's presenceor familiar

4. This-objectivq may be incorPor,

,atadinto social: studies units.

'411.....%.,

V

3 S
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Objective 4.: production2112522.

eats Si
0

,

,

TeaCher e.. P UPI]: .ReSRODSe^*

llo

10., Lucy,

Mike,

00°"°1aing, boys and

Goodb Ye4childrea.

Hello (Mri. 'Breo;n) .

Hi.. "EN 1..

fie.
,

'Good morn/
413rowil

.

ested Activities:

1.
hello. lol: Set op A

pretend or .play situation

(e.g.) a store,
a'home,/etc.). Help children to use

the, various. greetings suggested; but be sure to help

pupils use greetings in r..4a1 situations throughout'

the day.

eGoodbye, .(Mike).

412. ested ilesois and

Materials:

Items for play situation (home, store, etc.)

. vii

.,

D\ coorege childFen to use greetings wit

,.pees; gathers,., and other ,adults

de

tQalhe

Navaia wA

ld explain in Nlvajo that the

understands andatespects the

of greeting, bUt LI schOol

'.we willleat to greet each other in a

dlfferant or new: way,

3.. gter

.111J whirebi'pupili".are

ate .greetings,

....gft%"'.-Trrftf17"--117---77'

4,, Good =zing" should be used, only when

first

dozing"

the clASSroom In the

zoruing

5. In this objective use',0nly the greet-,

iv suggested in teacher 'OUe.alid pu-

pil response, At this time avoid such

greetings as ."good afternoon", "good

evening
",

and "good day".

'1°."'64

371
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'SitUatiOnar:ObjeCtiv0 : 4Poli e responses to teacper'questions. .Teaching Notes:

Pupinesponse:'

.7; ',71;

1., verbs ,tb those, in `examples. Do

"mot use "have" 'at" ihiT time.'

2.fiter tie pupil has received what he
Wants or needs, he Slwuld' be encour-

aged t saP"ibank:ybu",.

What" do you- watt?

eed?

..., V .7 7

1

Aide should explain free uSe of

"Please' and "Thank you" in English

culture.

Suggested Activities:

Do t use negative questions.. (e.g.,

.):ion. you ;need.a penc4.1?) ,

Teacb, .this,.:objective, in; real situations o o

children to respond with impolite or inCorrec r
If child responds incorrect; use. CbireCtion T

(See Rat4nale.)

Suggested Resources and Materials:

Classroom supplies ,



Situational Objectives ma be deVeloped for the 'following:.

Requdst bypupils:

(a) To get a drink of water

^(b). To go to-the £oilet/ restroom

_ _(c.)_____To _take___Out _a_ ball/rope/etc, at recess__

(d) To get needed supplies, such as a pencil,- pa-
, .

per, etc.\
(e) To receive \needed,help by teacher or aide.

2. -plgyground safety
,

itu.1 s,fOr:proPer use-:. of .playgroUnd equipment.-

(b) .ocedUies..ifA'child.gets hurt
r....

-7(a)--Ilecognition of foods .served in cafeteria':
(b) ClaSsification of foods into four basic groups
(c) ReclUestsfor amount of serving desired

"'".(d)*.Table TaAnnets

Partres'
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APPENDIX 'B: ACTIVITIES

4 .

., \--

This appendix- contains ge alphabetica. litfipg by .4tle of all

suggested activities in Bokok 1, The numerals Seside'each- aC\-..,...

tivity title give the 'necessary information to locete.the-ac---

tiVities 'in Book 1. The Roman numeral indicates, the unit num...

berf the second numeral, indicates the pimber. of 'the' structural

objective and' the Iasi niimeik indicates the number of the
11t,,

activity for that particular, objective. ActiVities which are ,

suggested-for pOssible. use'w#41 more than 'one obfective contain

the reference for each time -they are suggested.
.

k

d .

O

"r

li



A

ACTIVITIES

.'1, :41,

Actio t: VIII - 64 - 1

Action Be nd The' Scene: IX.- 65 - 1, IX - 66 - 2,

IX - 69 - 3, IX - 72 - 3 IX, - II; 51X

- 76 2
_

Action Cards:

° Action Cheer: II - 2

ActiolditelaTi. I,- .3.- 5

Action Worditist:' IX - 75. f, IX 76 - 3

Add-A-Body Part: II - 8 - 1, II -, 9,-

lip-A-part: VII - 55 - 4

Anima Gime: II- 68.- 2, IX - 71 - 2

Animal Puppets;". IX 65 -; 21, X - 66 - 3.

Animal'Sounds: II - 8 - 3, II - 10 -4, II - 11 - 5,

- 12 - 4;TH - 61 - 1
)
.VIII - 61 - 2 VIit -

kimal Talk: II - - 3

ArtFun: III - 17 - 1, III - 18 - 1

At The Fruit Sind: X'- 85 - 1

Ball Activities: I - 4 -

Bingo (Adaptation): II 13 - 1

.Bring,, Bring, Bring The Book ("Song): - 4 7 1

. Broken Arm';ame: - 13 - 3 .

Bugg, Bees, & Butterflies: III -45 2

Cin They Sing (Song) : VIII - 63 ,

Capl d More 'Caps: III - 15Ag 1

Cap la's Circle: IV - 30 - 1

Choo A Picture Game: I - 4 -

Choo e It-Do It: 76 .,.. 4.

Clap- A Rhythm:` II - 7 - 1

'Class Dismissal:., II -

Class Roster VI - 45

Clown ,Face`.... 10 - 5, II. - 11 6

Coffee Pot:. - 6'2 -

Color-and Size Aasortment: 50 - 1

Colored ,Marbles: III 17,-

Comic Strip: V'- 39 - 4

Concealed Objects:. - 18 - 2

Condie's Dennis Unit: IV 7 30 - 3

Curtains, Please: IX - 73 - 1

V
Do As I Do (tag): 'II - 11 - '3

Do It Quickly:, '-' 51 -

'Dogs! Dogs! Dogs!: It - 19 - 2

Draw-A-Figuret IV - 24 - 1

Dress

V - 42 - 2, V - 43 - 2

Drop An Object: IV - 21 - 3, IV - 25 - 2

Farmer John: X 80 - 2, X 84 - 5

Feed' TheloiBal Gime: , I - 4 -.2

Feel It!: Iv - 34 - 1, 'VII - 56 - '3, VII' - 57 - 2,

X - 77 - 1, X - 78 - 1, X - 83 - 2, X - 84 - 2

Feel'- Taste - sear: VII 53 -.3

Finger Playi: I - 3 - 4
. ,

Fishing Pond or Game: III - 15 - 4, III 16 - 2,

III 17 - III - 18 4, III 19.- 1, IV - 20 -

4, IV - 33 - 4, VI - 45 - 4, VI - 50 - 4, VII

57 - 1, X - 77 3,1 7 78 - 3, X - 80 - 1, r-
83 1;1- 86 3

Follow The Leader: I 1 - 1

Getting Acquainted: `IV - 26

Give lie /Show Me ActiVities I -

Go,' Go, Go!: - 2 - 3

Grab Bag: II - 8 - 5, - 10 - 3, II - 11 - 4, IV -,

20 - 1, IV - 2, IV'-) 22 - 3, VI - 50 - 2,

VII - 52 - 3, VII - 56 = 1, VII - 57 - 3, VTII,-

6t 2, 7.X - 72 - 4, X - 81 - 3, X - 82 -.1

Guess What: X - 85 - '3

Gnesg Color: III '- 14 - 4 III 16 - 4, III -

- 3

liats!.Hats! Hatg!': III - 14 - 1, III - 15 - 3

He Can Clap.,& She Can, Too (Song) : VIII - 62 -

Ei4e-And-Seek: V - 3

;Can't See: II 4- ir-.6

If You're Ilappy and You Know It (Song): I

Impossible Actions: IX '.?" 70 - 4

Indian Drif Talk: I 1 -"'3, I -.2 - 2, I T 3

- 5 -.4
,

Intensive Questioning: II - 12 1

Is It ,A,Circle: IV 33 I.

JaCk-in-The-Box:. V 7,35 - - 39 - 2

'A



elf

Knock4nock: V - 41.- 1

Let's Draw A Pictuie: X - 82 3

Lees Pretend: IV - 27 - 2, V - 39 3, V,- 40 - 3,

V - 41 - 2

Lotto Game:--TV-7 21- 1, IV --25 3

Magazine Ficture Cut7Outs: 'VIII - 60 - 2

Mary & 'John Can Hop (Song): VIII - 59

Mask Game IV - 27 - 4,

Materials Distribution: I - 4 - 5

' Mike Can Run (Song) : II - 8, 4;NI '48 - '4,

Multi-COlored Quilt: VII - 58 -.0 - 84 -'1

Musical Chairs: tV - 37 - 1

Musical Circle:, V - 37 -' 4

Name Cards: VI - 45 1
a.

Name The Person: IV 32- I

` Nature Wall.: IV - 20 - 3, IV - 23 - 2, 'VII 51 - 2,

VII 7 5,8 - 2, - 81 - 2

. Number Guessing Game: IV'- 3; - 2

Number Off: 'VI - 46 - 2

Nleril Game: IV('- 24 - 2,. VI 45 -.5

'Nursery Rhyme Action: VI - 48 - 3, IX - 65 - 3, IX

.
66'7 4, IK7 69 - 4, IX - 70 - 3

Nursery Rhyme Characters: VI - 46 -.4, VI -47

Nursery Rhyme Colbrs: III - 14 - 2

Nursery Rhyme Pictures: IV - 30 2

Nursery Rhyme Time: II- 12 - 3

Object Identification: IV 23 - 3

One--More Than One: VII - 54 - 1

Our Staff & Class: IV - 26 - 2

Paired Card Game: VII -'53 - 2, VII - 57

Paired Pictures:. VIII - 62 -.3

Paper Dolls: V 38 - 2 '

Peep Box: IV - 33-- 3, VII, - 52 - 1, VII

VII- 54- .2,VII -55 -1
Photographer: 'VI - 47 4

Physical Actions: VIII 59 - 1

Picture Card Game: IV - 24 - 3, X - 78 - 4, 79 3

Picture Identification: IV' - 28 - 2

-4.

-I 53

Pi re Mimics: uI - 49 -.4

Picture Lotto: V - 38 - 3,
ti

Picture-Word Association: X - 81 - 4, X - 82 - 2

Play House: IV = 20 - 3

-Point --Touch Relay4--I - 2-- .

'Pretend Actions: IX - 66 - 1, LK- 67 - 3, IX -

70 -2, IX - 71 - 3, IX' - 73 - 2, IX 74 - 4

Pull' From A Box: V -.35 7 2, V - 36 - I

Pull From A Hat: IV - 23 - 1

Pull The Dog: - 5 - 2

Puppet Emcee: V 40 - 2 .

Puppet Playmates : VI - 46 - 1, VI - 47,-

Puppet Role Playing: V - 40 - 2

Puppet Show: II - 7 - 5, IX 67 - 2, X - 79' - 2

Reverse of.Add -A-Body Part:. II - 13 - 2

.Rhythm Band X - 8 1 - 1

Rhythm Game: I 7 5 - 1

Right Name: IV -.22.- 2

'Role Playing - Teacher: X - 79 - 1

Roll:It!: VIII - 61 - 3, VIII -64 4 5

Science Experiments: II - 9 - 4

See and Say: VIII - 64 - 3

Shadow Game: IV - 21 - 4, VII - 55 - 2, IX - 1,

IX 76 - 1

'Shapes '& Sizes: . VII - 58 - 1

ShOping: IV - 25 - 1 /

Silhouettes: IV - 26 - 3, IV - 27 - 1

Silhbusttes & Photos: V - 44 -'1

Silly Puppet: IX - 69 - .1

Simon Says: f 1 - 2, I - 3 - 2, I - 5 - 3, I -

3

Small Group.Talk: II 7 - 4'

Sounds Around: II - 8 - 2

Sounds They Male: IX - 67 - 1, IX - 68 - .1

Spin-A=Number: iy - 28 - 3

Spinner Board: 'II - 9 - 3, II - 13:- - 16 - 3,

III - 17 - 7 19 7 3, IV - 34 - V 4 3? -

4, VII - 52 - 2, VII - 56 - 2, IX' - 71 - 11 (cont.)



X V

Spinner Board (cont.) : IX - 72 - 1, IX - 74 - 1,

- 76 - '5, X - 77 - 2, X - 78 - .2, X - 80 -

X 84 - 4, X 85 - 2

Spin 'The Bottle: IV - 27 - 5, V - 37 - 2, V -39 -1,

-40 --1, VI--45 7-3, VI --/k8 2,-VIII -

3

Stop The Record: II - 9 4. 2 ,

Storybook Game:. IV - 29 - 1

Storybook Picture Lotto: IV 27 -13 ;

Storybook Time: VIII - VIII'- 60 - 1

Surprise Box: - 1

Tactile Game: = 33,- 2

Talk- And -Tell: VIII -, 63 -

Take A Walk: IV - 31 '- 1

'Team Relay: V- 40 - 4
,

Telovisioq: VIII'- 59 - 2, IX -, 68 - 4,. IX 4 69 -i 2,

DC7 72 -.2, IX'- 74 - 2

. ,
This Is A Tree (Song) ;, X - 82_-_.4,,1;_83---

,-.

I:. ThiS Is Lucy (Song): ` IV - 28,- 5

This Is The Way,You Wash Your Face, (Song) : I - 3 - 3.'.

.
This Is Tliumbicin (Song) : IV, 28 - I

Three Bears, le:. V - 38 - 1
. .

,

Three Picture Activity:, II - 1.3 - 4

Three Picture Mix-Up: X - 83 -: 3, X - 84 - 1, X 7 86

Touch* Tell: VII - 54 4. 3

Tour Guide Rut: X - 85 -1

Traffic Game: I - -,1

3

TwTo-Dot VI' - 49 - 1

,._Two Deep

O-:-.
V - 37 5, V - 44 -:

.,.(4'
,,,,.,

Variety Store: VII -5):,..,-;fi.C.r .

-.3ft.Ther4tory4eOplii IV- 26' - 1

Wearing ronouns: V:2-, 37 3 , /
What Are These?' (Song) : X - 79 - 4, X - 80 -

Mat Color Is The, Clown ?: III - 1,4 - 2

,What's My Line?: V - 42 , 3,'VI - 46 - 3, VI 'e- 47 - 2

Fat's On The free?: VI - 51 - 3

Who An Irr V - 44,- 2

ho Can?: Vri. p3-.- 1, II - 49 - 3 I
,,z-,. .

Wir ;Is' Singingeppne; IX 73 - 3 :.
,

i

"Who" or "Wht": IV - 31 - 2

"i'11o' Table, 'The: 'IV - 28 - 4, - .35 3, V 36.-

Who's Thisq:, V -

..!!Who4lat"_. Display: IV - 31 3

Who's What?: IV - 29 ,,,2

Who's Who?: V - 43 -

Willie Nez (Song): 'II - 12 2 *-

Window Spinner Gime: VII - 55, ,3

Work.To Doi 68 - .3

Word Recognilion: ,IV - 32 - 2

' Writing Put: :IV,- 32 - 3, V - 35 -

38 - 5

Wrong Name: V. -'24 - 4

WrOng Sign: 4-- 42 - 1

You Can Do This (Song):'TI - 10.- 1

You Can' skip (Solig): II 11 - 1

You Can; ,Too Jtag): II - 11 -

Your' Head, YOur.Shoulders (Song) : I 3

Zoo The:' IV - 4

O

?
- 36 - 3,,

3j
*

.4.4144
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APPENDIX C: GLOSSARY

r 0

This appendix does not contain a set of definitions but rather

is intended to serve as a resource for the user of the ,NALAP

materials. This glossary contains helpful information regard/lug

terminology and concepts in NALAP according to the analysis of

English' provided by transformational grammar and according to

newer insights regarding second language acquisition. The treat-

ment and scope of specific terms and concepts will be expanded

in succeedingrbooks as the NALAP materials are further developed.

1:

a

a,

382
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GLOSSARY

Activity: a learning experienCe set up by the teacher

,'. to help the pupilSinternalize the grammatical

structure of an, S.O. in a meaningful manner; is

Answers: transformations

verbal behavior tO qu ions and may occur as., one

,
of the following forms:

used for both instruction and evaluation; can be

either fo 1 orinforial and should be motivating .

--------and-fun-fo the-learher;-sh?Uld-activelyrinvolve_,

and provide iccess-foi,thclearner;must be set

up to bring out the- grammatical structure of the

S.04 (Se tibnale,'pp. 10-11.)

Adjective:. (See Parts of Speech,}

Predicate Adjective: a termliven to all adjectives

in the bask sentence Np .+ Vbe + Adj; basically

all adjectives before nouns derive from predicate

adjectives..

Adverbial: (See Parts of Speech.)

'Manner Adverbial: an adverbial which answers the

question "how"; usually consists of onli'one word

and frequently contains the affix "-ly",.

Place (Locative) 'Adverbial: an adVerbial which an-

'swers the question "where"; may consist of one

word (e.g., here) or a phrase (e.g.,.in the build-

ing).

Time Adver an adverbial which answers the ques-

'tion "when"; may consist of one word (e.g., 'now,

yeSterdi0 aor phrse'(e.g., last night, a- little

.while ag

bial:

o).

Other Adverbials: adverbials which. do not function

in the,sime way as the above.

Reference Adverbial:ka word which.adds.mianing to,

an entire sentence (e.g., tdo, also) .

,

Sentence Adverbial: A word or phrase 'which is a

shori,alther to a "yes/he question (e.g., yes,

no, perhaps, toldoubt).

o basic sentences; required

Short: .the basic form of an answer to a "yes/no"

(1) a one-word response to a,"yes/no" question

(e.g., Can Mike talk? Yes.)

(2).a replacement word or phrase for a rwh" ques-

tion word (e.g., 'Who can'talk? Mike,)

(3) a word or phrase selected to answer an
II

or
If

,
question ,(e.g., Can the dog or the boy talk?,

The boy.)

Expanded Shom an optionalform for an answer to

a "who/what" subject question consisting of the

subject noun phrase plus the, auXiliary carrying the

tense (e.g., Who can talk? Mike can0

I

Shortened: an optional form for an answer td a "yes/

;0", "wh", or "or" question charaCterized by the

inclusion of a personal pronoun:

(1) a three-word response to a "yes/no" question

(e.g., Can Mike talk? yes, hecan.)

'(2) a subject'pronoun substitution in answer to, a

."wh" question which interrogates any constit-

uent of the sentence.except*the subject noun

phrase

(3) a subject pronoun substitution in answer tooan

He can

(e.g.., can do? He can talk.)

"or" question (e.g., Can Mike sing or dance?

,Note that in Book 1 answers'are never in the form of

statements ("complete sentendes").

Article: one of the ,fleterminers;, In Book 1 the definite

'article is "the" and the indefinite articles are

7,:aian" and Rof,

Audio-Lingual (AuraRralj: .a teaching method designed

to develop oral language'facility based on; habit -

formation through extensive use of model-echO drills

inn which the learner listens to the teacherind says

3 i3
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(repeats) what he has heard.,

.0
Auxiliary: a part of the verb phrase systek; is always.

present in the form of Tense and may include the

following in' sequence: (Modal) (have + .en) (be +%

-ing);_always_precedes,the_maivverb_aila_follows_the.

subject in a basic'sentence.

Basic, Sentence: the base or kernal sentences uponewhich

/ transformation may operate; only declarative-type

sentences in traditional grammar are basid sen-

tences; English has a limited number of basic sen-

tences of which five are introduced in Book 1:

,
(a) al + Vi: noun phrase one plus vA intransi-,

tive (e:g., Lucy can write.)

(b)102 + Vt + NP2: noun phrase one plus verb tran-

sitive plus noun phrase two (e.g., Lucy 'is

reading a book.)

'(c) NP + Vt + NP.3 + NP2:.noun phrase one plus verb

r. transitive plus noun phrase three plus noun

phrase two (e:g.,,Lucy is giving'Cioria a gift.)'

(d) 121,+ Vbe + Adj: noun phrase one plus verb "be"

plus adjective.(e.g., Lucy is smart.)

(e) NP]. + Vbe + NP;: noun ,phiase one plus verb

plus noun phrase one (e.g., Lucy is a, Girl

Scout.),

0

gives accurate information '(e.g.I , Is the sky green?

No, it isn't. It's blue.)

,

Count Noun: (See Noun Phrase.)

Demonstrative Pronoun: on_ e of the types of prondUns;

only the forms "this" and "these" are used in

'Bdok 1. (See Noun Phrase.)

Determiner: is identified by its obligatory occur-

,
rence before all nouns; in ,Book 1, the deterMiners

Common Noun! (See,,Noun Phrase.) .

Conjunction: 'is identified by its fUnction in con-

.' joining or con sting words, phrases, or sentences;

a function-or st ucture word. (See Parts of

. Speech;)

'Coipnt Word: a tiord which has lexicil'or Semantic

iather thin grammatical or functional meaning,'

such as a thing, an action, a quality; a'concept;

(e.i., nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbials).

Zp'. 0

Correcting Sentence: an optional,sentence, following

. a negative' response to a "yes/to"Iqueition, which'

Pt

are:

Articles:, a, at, the, and 0

Post-Determiner: cardinal numbers

Possessives: your

Direct Address: a word or words used to name the

person or persons to whom an utterance is direr

tedi may be a proper name(s) (e.g., Mike, Gloria

and Lucy) or a word(s) to indicate 'a group

.(e.g., class, boys and girls).,

Direct Object: (See Object)

Expanded ShortAnswer: (See Answers.)

Formula: (1) a symbol-translation of sentences, both

basic and transformed, and of sentence compo-

nents; e.g., The dog 'can bark. N1°1 4- VP

NP1 + VP,

'N21 r-) Det + N

, VP T + M t Vi I

(2.) an expression of greeting, of thanks, of

agreement, or disagreement, etc., habitually used

by native speakers (e.g., Good morning. Thank

..you:)

Tunction''Word: (See Parts of Speech,) ,

.

,

1

Intonation: ,a,feature,(suprasegmental) of'phbnemic

accent pertaining to a sentence rather than' to an

individual word (which is called,streSs); the
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rise and fill in pitch of the speaking voice.

Indirect Object: (See Object.)

Lexical: pertaining to ,the vocabulary of a language,

both content and function words. ,

Modal: one o the four auxiliaiies; when,occuring,

alway lows Tense; the main modals are tan-

could, may-might, Will-wduld, shall-should, must;

the phrased" "be going,to",1/4"have got to", "have

to" function is modals.)

/

Modality: language competency includes the forms or

modalities of listening, speaking, reading, and

writing;,perceptiOn and understanding are lan-,

guage-related modalities.

Noun 'Common: possesses the characteristic of being )21

preceded by arDeterminer which may consist of ,one

word, a phrase, or nQ word' (e.g., a car, the two

cars, 0 cars); two main kinds of common nouns are

count and mass, however, only count nouns are used

in Book 1.

Noun Count: possesses the characteristic of having

singular rand plural forms; may be regular -(e.g.,

dogs, cats, horses) ,irregular (e.g., foot7feet),,

or null (e.g., sheep-sheep); the indefinite

cies go only with singular count nouns.

ti

" Noun, Proper: only names'of people are used as pro-

per nouns in Book 1; titles, such as: Mr., Miss,

Dr., are a partbf proper nouns; proper nouns,are

not pfeceded by Determiners,

'Predicate Noun: a term given to all noun phrase!,

following the verb "be" in the basic sentence

NP1 vbe + 21; predicate nouns share identity

with the subject noun phrase. ,

Morphology: ,the study Qf the basic units of language,..

called, morphemes, dealing with'meaning (e.g., the

plural, morpheme Z2 gives a count noun another

form, "cat-cats") .

Noun Phrase:, (See Parts of Speech.)

Functions of tun Phrases: noun phrases have five

main functions in English; (1) subject, (2) pre-

dicate noun, (3) direct or indirect object, (4)

in many adverbials, and (5) in pre-determiners.

Noun phrases (proper name, Oildren, etc.) may

occur as a direct address.

Noun: /there are several types of nouns; alfof Which

can be identified by their use as the head noun in

a Phrase which functions as the subject; may serve

as.a direct or indirect object of a transitive

verb, as a predicate noun, in adverbials, ad in

pre-determiners; (e.g., The great big

Dos ...down the street, A bucket of and...)

Pronouni' of the various types of pronouns, the fol-

lowing are used in Book 1:

(a) Personal: I, you, he, she, it, we they

(b) Possessive: your

(c) Demonstrative: this, these

personal pronounsreplace noun 'phrases, not nouns.

Object: one Of the functions of noun phrases; the two

forms are direct (NP2) and indirect (NP3) objects

which are an integral part of transitive verbs;

NAP will,not refer to objects of prepositions,

referring to them, nstead as noun phrases in adver-

bials.6r in pre-determiners, (See Noun Phrases,

Functions of.)
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,Paradigm: a complete set of all the various conjmga-

tibnal or inflectional foiMS, of a word (e.g., I,

you, he, she, it, we, you, they; eat, eats, ate, ,

eaten, eating); one of ,the features o English is

' .that there-area limited numbei of.inflections for

words of which the most common ones are: plurals,

,possessive5, third person:singular present tense,.

'past tense, personal pronouns, and'the forms of

''"be".

Parts of Speech: '&the transformational model)ipmf

'.. which NALAP'iS based, the parts of speech'icre major

: word or'phrade.classis which are identgie0

function and position radlier.thali,by an arb2.. ry

defiiiition;"the, major classes are noun

'verb phrase,"gective, adverbial; and functiai

words; the traditional terms, such as "noun,' verb;

preposition and,conjunction, are comi3Onents,4the

larger classes. (See eary, for each item:) .

Adjective: is identified by its occurrence foi,lowing

the verb ."be" in the basic sentence NP + Vse.,+Adj

(e.g., Ile dog is big.) or in its transformed posi--

ticin before nouna'(e.gc, The big dog barks loudly.);

is classified as a content or form-class word.

(See Adjectiie,)

Adviibial: is identified by its optionaLoccurrence'

fl.lowing the main verb in verb 'phrases and answers

t questions "how", "where", "when". (e.g., The

dibarked (loudly) (outside my window) ,(last

night)
;.

) the only obligatory occurrence of an ad-

verbial is follbwing,"be" in the basic sentence

NP Vbe + Adv in whiCh case it indicates Place and

sometimes timee.g., The,boys are at school.- The

girls are late.); may be either single words or

phrases; is classified as a content or form-class

word. (See Adverbial.)

?Ra

=1,

1

Nam PhTaie:, is identified by its function as a

subjict:ofPa'sentence consisting'of one or more

words;.7may also function as an object of aitran:

sitive verb or a predicate noun following the

r. verb ilbe;'may,:oppear as a part-of a pre-deter-

miner or in adverbials: is ,composed of a proper

noon, h[pronoun; or a common noun preceded by a

deteriiner and, optional transformed adjective(s).

(Seei,elitry for each term.)

it

Verb' Phtaie. is identifiedby its function as the ,

predicate of a' sentence consisting of one or

more words; always consists of an auxiliary and' .

amain verb;..edepending upon type of main verb,

the verb phiase'includeca'direct object, in-

direct object, predicate noun, predicate .adjec-,

tive, or adverbi!kmay also include optional

adVerbials.- (See entry for each term.)

Functioncords:, are identified as having little

or no semantic meaning in themselves but relati

words or phrases of the other parts of speech to

,
provide grammatical meaning; include word groups

often labeled conjunctions, prepbsitions auxil-

iaries, negatives, determiners, etc.; may occur

in all constituents of a sentence,

Pattern: a sentence which, illustrates a grammatical

structur0e.g., "Mike is a boy" is Oattern

illustriting the, structure Pi 4,Vbe + NP1); not

:all surface patterns reflect the same underlying

structure (e.g., "The meeting is progressing"

NPl + be + ing 4. MV and "The. meeting is exciting"

NPR + Vbe +,adj).

Predicate: (See Parts'of Speech, Verb Phrase.)

. .

Predicate Adjective: (See' Adjective.)

33)
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predicate Noun: 1See Noun Phrase.) A
a.

Progressive: maspect of.the verb phrase which de-

.
notes sontinuing present actiOn3,requires the

preset- tense for of atlxiliary,and the ,

"ine(kaffix.,.on the(main'verg;

';
Pronoun: (See NbunAras0.)

0

'proper (See\Noun Phrase.)

Quesf'ionsv trautformations of basic sentences;

kindsofiquestions are in in Book P:s

'(a) 'or"; formed bi Making: tt "yes/no''iquecstions

'and Containing the, two constituents:to be

interrogated by the 'conjunction "or".

(b) "wh":' 'formed by"replacing the sentence con-

stituent to be interrogated by the appropri-

ate 1h" word and placing the "wh" word at the

beginning of the sentence.

"wh4.ce: formed by co a "wh" question

and the conjoinqd constituents of an "or"

question.

(d) "yes/no": formed by (1) placing a form of the,

verbebe" or ifie-first optional auxiliary at

the beginning of the question, or (241acing

a. form of "do" at the beginning of the ques-

tion when no form of the verb "be" and no op-

tional auxiliary is pr in the statement.

Reflexive: a compound iord consistingof a pronoun

and "self" (e.g., yourself, myselfrthemselves).

Sitics: the study of meaning in lifiguage, includ-

ing the relationship ,between language, thought,.

and behavior; meaning is carried in a variety of

. ways, such, as, grammatical construction, content.

words, context, etc."

33'

Gi

Sentence: a, number of words related by structure to

constitute a grammatically, complete unit of meaning; ,

.may, consist of one' word if immediately .related to i

'another-sentence; Book 1 includes basic or vernal r

sentences, tran§formed sentences and sequenced sen-..p..

. /.ti

tences: .

-. .

ShorvInswer:\(SeeAREEE.)

jf.

Shortened Answer: 1(See,Answers.)

,

.
.?

,

7
. 0 ;11,

L
1

Statement: all basic sentences and their
transforia.,:. ' 0

/ , f

i tions except for 4uestions, answers, dommands, q I

sequenced sentences. . , ,., .\,.."

, . , ,',- f..

R
'the'

I

'Structure: the framework or design of at utterance.nor'or,

..;
.pattein, (e.gyP + tbe + Adj);' a prettictiS1 an-

rang9ent of t e elements of laiguage!that,recurs

systematicilly in a laigitage grid 'that rdlatesito.

changes in,meaning.'

Subject: one of thefunctions of noun phrases.; with the

predicate 'is one of the two main constituents in a

bake or kernals:sentence. (See.Noun Phrisel Fume-,

tions. Of.)

14 ..

'Syntax:,;the study or science of.sentence construction

. or. the word relationships of adanguaq.

Symbols:

(1) =110:, transform into orNtransfOrmation.(e4.,

Q vbe+ 1 l°vbe NP1 + 21)

(2)' (e.g Det +

(3) O : optionali

4)

3(5)

choose one line or item

: an optional first choice fol-

lowed by an obligatory second

mie is chosen in the first
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set of brackets, then item one must be chosen

in the second of brackets.)

(6)';*: indicates un,gr.ammaticalness
a.

lioYs)

.(7 15:
null or nothing; ised as the plural in -

,defipite determiner (e.g., 0 boys)

(8) Aaj::.. adjective " 1.

(9) liv 'advgrbial of place or location

''mannef.:4dVerbial ofmanter

ref:. adverbial of reference

sent: sentence adverbial

(4) Art: Articla'

(11) auxiliary:

(12) Det:"-deterainer

(13) M:0 modal

(0 MO main verb

(I5 N: noun. "

(16 NP1: noun phrase .one; subject and predicate

. pun

1/4 NP2: noun phrase two; direct object

1,73: noun phrase three; indirect object

(11) negative; ustally. "not"

. (18) Pred.Adj: predicate ,idpistive

(19) Pred.N:, .predicatenour..

(20) SObj: subject

(21) T: tense .',

(22) V: verb

.
(23) Vbe:...le" verb

'(24)-Vi: intransitive verb

(25) VP: verb phrase

(26) Vt: transitive verb

(27)
®Z

indicates plural morpheme of ending

(e.g., boy + Z2 .--> boys). .

.

Tense: the only obligatory auxiliary; there are only

.two tenses, present and past, in English; tense

in not Synonymous with time.,.

393,

Transformation: an'utterance or sentence derived

from a more basic utterance; transformations

found in' Book 1 are adlective, command, Con- :.

joining, negative, questions, and answers.

.
. .

Transformation2i Grammar: a grammar' aced on trans -

formationarinalisis; a theory tr ating most'

sentences as derivations of more basic sent

r.:( tenses with rules for'deriving them. e.

,

, N

. Verb Phrase: (See Parts of Speech.)

:
is identified as a part of -the verb phrase

system,which consists of auxiliary, main verb '

and Optional ,adVerbihl(s); is a/Constituent of

the.mqin'verbr'ed. consists of different types

of which the,fnllowing are used in Book 1:

'vbe NP1
is a dog.

'Vbe.+Adj i!.. is happy,

Vi .
can jump.

.Vt +22 ,Thrbw the ball.

.Vt + NP3 + NP2 Throw me the bail,, _

, 0

i;

0

Q 6 A
utpf,


